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I  HISTORIC DATA: 
THE CASTLE, ITS FUNCTION, ITS MUTATIONS, ITS OWNERS

The history of  the castle of  Sailhant was the subject of  a substantial monograph dating from the beginning of  the 
century, written by Alfred Douet, a clerk and scholar in St. Flour. This monograph totally neglects the archaeological 
and architectural aspects of  the castle of  Sailhant, and provides no real description or dates. Alfred Douet concentrates 
mainly on the genealogy of  the Lords of  Sailhant: he uses and completes data taken from the ancient book of  Baluze 
(among others) about the Lords of  Auvergne. He also focuses on the purpose of  the castle during the Hundred Years’ 
war, and uses works published before his book and written by another local historian specialized in texts, Marcelin 
Boudet, famous for his archival work and his scientific method.

The goal here is not to simply paraphrase or summarize Alfred Douet’s complex work but to retain the essential 
contextual information which will allow us to refine the hypothesis relative to the nature and dates of  the successive 
campaigns of  construction which are still imprinted in the fabric of  the existing castle.

The recent research done for this study brings out decisive elements of  the castle’s history and its architects only 
for the 18th century due to the lack of  sources related to the other periods.

Like the transcriptions of  unpublished archives from the 18th century (included as evidences at the end of  this 
document), the historical chapter of  this study has been produced in part as a critic of  what is already known and as a 
reference for the hypothetical dates given in the chapter treating of  the monumental archaeology.

The Origins of  the Seigniory and Castle of  Sailhant

The extreme scarcity of  diplomatic sources treating about the castle of  Sailhant may be due in part to the fact that the 
castle apparently remained an alleu during the Middle Ages and never became a fief. Only a fief supposes a link of  vassalage 
between its owners and a more important Lord, a figure ranking among counts with some public power or the King 
himself. It seems that Lords and Chatelains/owners of  Saillans1 did not have to pay faith and homage to a suzerain; which 
is why we are today deprived from the juridical acts which are generally the main source for the feudal history of  a castle. 

This peculiar situation is clearly expressed in a 1503 text, which mentions that after their predecessors, the lord at 
the time, Guyon D’amboise and his captain chatelain of  Saillans: “Never did they pay faith or homage, to none of the Lords, never 
was required that the captain knew, and for this lease with protest, which does not know from whom homage is hold.”2

We have known for a while the name of Sailhant through deficient written mentions of  members of  the eponym 
lineage.

The first mention of  a lord from Sailhant goes back to the beginning of  the Eleventh century: Guigonis de Salhens 
stands among the milites (knights) and principes (main members of  the aristocracy) from the country where Odilon de 
Mercoeur, abbot of  Cluny, was preparing the foundation of  the priory of  Saint-Flour, which gave its name to the city.3 
Etienne de Saillans, Guiges’ son, is among the assembly gathered at Saint-Flour for the foundation and, like the other 
lords present, he recognized himself  as feudataire of  the abbey of  Cluny, founder.

Then, we lose traces of  the lords bearing the name of  Sailhant for more than 150 years. Berenger de Saillens stands 
among the signatories of  a treaty concluded on June 1, 1285 in Saint-Flour, whose purpose was the settlement of  long 
standing disagreement of  feudal jurisdiction between the viscount of  Murat and the count of  Rodez.4

1  The spelling of  the toponym fluctuates a lot depending upon the texts and the periods. the ancient form used the most is Saillans or Sailhans, the existing 
form utilized in the cadastre is The Saihant. There are several intermediate forms. The article “the” seems late.

2  Quoted by B. Phalip, p. 1031, from J-B Champeval, Le Role du Ban …, no. CCCLXIII

3  M. Boudet, Cartulaire de Saint-Four, No. 6 (9).

4 TEILLARD, documents relatifs à vicomté de Carlat, (manuscrit XIXe s, Archives du Cantal) t. I p.197
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The Rochefort d’ Aurouze, Lords of  Sailhant, c.1300-1383

The land of  Sailhant was brought to the family of  Rochefort d’Aurouze through the marriage of  a “demoiselle 
de Saillans”5 and Bertrand I de Rochefort d’Aurouze. Although the wedding date is unknown, an act dating from 
the Sunday after Saint André in 1302 settles a violent affair with damages sustained by Saint-Flour inhabitants and 
implicating Messire Bertrand de Rochefort, Lord of Sallens.6 Therefore there is a reason to believe that Bertrand de Rochefort 
became the owner of  the Seigniory towards the end of  the XIII century. At the time, the family’s main castle was the 
castle of  Aurouze destroyed around 1306 and restored by Bertrand de Rochefort in 1309, on the authorization of  
King Philippe.7

Bertrand II de Rochefort d’Aurouze, husband of  Isabeau de Polignac around 1330, became lord of  Saillans, 
succeeding to his father. He had four brothers but only one daughter, Francoise d’Aurouze, which explains the 
complexity of  his succession, upon which we will come back. His oldest brother, Bernard, was canon of  Brioude but 
left the orders after the premature death of  Bertrand II, to take the succession. He was quite present at Sailhant from 
the beginning of  the troubles of  the Hundred Years’ war in Auvergne.

With the act of  October 18, 1364, Bernard de Rochefort exempts Sailhant’s inhabitants of  servitude and other 
taxes.8 It’s only at this date that the castle is referred as chateau and chatellenie.

His son, Beraud II de Rochefort, heir around 1374, disposed of  the castle of  Sailhant for the dower of  his wife 
Marguerite du Pechier (or d’Apchier),9 but she died before him and the Hundred Years’ war events deprived him from 
enjoying the castle as early as 1380.

The Dauphins de Saint-Ilpize 1383-1436

The transfer of  the castle of  Sailhant from the family Rochefort d’Aurouze to the family of  the Dauphins de Saint-
Ilpize, the youngest branch of  the Dauphins counts of  Auvergne, was the result of  the marriage of  Francoise d’Aurouze, 
daughter of  Bertrand II de Rochefort d’Aurouze to Robert III Dauphin de Saint-Ilpize, lord of  Combronde, known 
as “Le Fol.” This alliance was celebrated between 1340 and 1350, but was not implying, as we saw it, that from this 
period and on, the Dauphins de Saint-Ilpize were lords of  Sailhant and heirs of  the Rochefort d’Aurouze’s patrimony.

The reality is more complex and Robert “Le Fol”, who died in 1363, was never lord of  Sailhant. His virulent 
behavior, his tenacity to lead a private war (1359-1363) against the viscount of  Polignac to the detriment of  the 
national interest during the Hundred Years’ war had for consequence the confiscation of  his property and his feudal 
lands. His widow, Francoise d’Aurouze, had to open a procedure which continued after her death so that the Dauphins 
de Saint-Ilpize’s patrimony, attributed to other holders after the confiscation, came back to its legitimate heirs.

Francoise d’Aurouze as the only child of  Bertrand II of  Aurouze, was supposed to inherit the property of  the 
Rochefort d’Aurouze including Sailhant, but only after her living uncles by order of  birth and her cousins without a 
male heir. These modes of  succession were the result of  the will of  her grand father Bertrand I de Rochefort. Bernard de 
Rochefort d’Aurouze who abandoned the clerical dress in order to receive the inheritance, managed those estates from the 
death of  his older brother Bertrand II around 1340 until his own death around 1374, and designated his son Beraud II de 
Rochefort d’Aurouze as his heir. However, to respect the prior rules of  succession, Beraud II who did not have any male 
heir from his successive marriages, had to make his will a short time before his death in 1382 in favor of  his surviving 
uncle Pons de Rochefort d’Aurouze, religious figure and bishop of Saint-Flour since 1373 and secondary, in favor of  his 
cousin Francoise d’Aurouze. She would have inherited without difficulties from Rochefort d’Aurouze’s patrimony after the 
death of  Pons in 1383 if  only Beraud II had not included an illegal clause advantaging his brother in law to the detriment 
of  his cousin. This clause was obligating Francoise d’Aurouze to share “a certain part” of  this inheritance with Robert de 
Courcelles, husband of her Dauphine cousin, Beraud II’s sister. Then followed a lawsuit brought by Robert de Courcelles 

5 Alfred Douet supposes that she is the daughter of  Berenger of  Sailhens.

6  Douet, Le chateau..., piece justificative no. 1, p. 181, from the Inventaire des archives communales of  Saint-Flour, chap. III, art. 2, no. 6. 

7  P. Barbier, “Le chateau d’Aurouze,” Almanach de Brioude, 1972.

8  Arch. Nat., T. 571, cart. 3, cote 120. Also see M. CHABROL, Coutumes generales de la province d’Auvergne, Riom, 1784-1786, t. IV, p. 704.

9  BALUZE, T. II, preuves, p. 448; DOUET, Le chateau…, piece justif. n. 2, .
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against Francoise d’Aurouze, settled only in 1398, in favor of  the plaintiff who gained the share of  the property of  
Rochefort d’Aurouze. Although the share is not know in detail the Sailhant was left to Francoise and her heirs.

Beraud (I) Dauphin de Saint-Ilpize, son of  Robert Le Fol and Francoise d’Aurouze tried incessantly to recuperate 
the property confiscated from his father’s inheritance and entered into possession of  Combronde in 1389. After his 
mother’s death, he brought an action against his cousins from Courcelles who had the castle of  Aurouze, to break the 
transaction of  1398 and to try to get back the totality of  the Rochefort d’Aurouze’s inheritance. The procedure lasted 
longer than his own life.

Beraud Dauphin de Saint-Ilpize being killed in Azincourt in 1415 along his two sons Beraud (II) and Robert and his 
cousin Guichard Dauphin, Lord of Jaligny, the great master of the crossbowmen, governor of Dauphiné, his grand-son 
Beraud III succeeded him as lord of Sailhant among other titles. In 1426, Beraud III obtained to carry the name and arms of  
the Dauphins of Auvergne10 when the dauphiné of Auvergne went to the Bourbon-Montpensier as there was no male heir.

The Dauphins de Saint Ilpize of  Lespinasse 1436-1482

When Beraud III died without descendants in 1436, his sister Blanche Dauphine transmitted the main part of  
the Dauphin of  Saint-Ilpize’s inheritance, including the Seigniory of  Sailhant, but without Saint-Ilpize, to the family 
of  Jean de Lespinasse, whom she married on May 29, 1425. This lord of  minor importance had to accept to take the 
name and arms of  the Dauphins of  Saint-Ilpize. The lord of  Lespinasse was issued from one of  two families bearing 
this same name in Auvergne but completely distinct. According to Alfred Douet11 and some genealogists such as 
Baluze12who transcribed the marriage license, Blanche Dauphine’s husband is Jean of  Lespinasse, horseman, son of  lord 
Philibert of  Lespinasse known as Cormoran, Lord of  Lespinasse in Coren, Chazelles, Bourchet and other fiefs in the low 
part of  Auvergne. Other authors13 wrote that Blanche’s husband was not Jean but Louis of  Lespinasse, Lord of  Changy 
in Burgundy who migrated in Auvergne because he was promoted to the rank of  captain of  the Mountains of  Auvergne 
in 1358. Then Erard would have funded, on the authorization of  the duke of  Louis II of  Bourbon, the maison forte of  
Lespinasse in Saint-Beauzire in Brivadois, of  which Louis of  Lespinasse was lord around 1425. Alfred Douet warned 
against the possible confusion between the two familites, objecting to the Lespinasse from Burgundy, but the historians 
of  the seigniory of  Saint-Ilpize14 who like Douet referred to Baluze, qualified Jean de Lespinasse, Blanche’s husband, as 
lord of  Changy and Maulevrier, fiefs of  the Charolais. Besides, the armorial bearings of  the Dauphins of  Auvergne are 
represented on the door and chimney of  the main portion of  the building of  the maison forte of  Lespinasse, renown 
for having been built after 1425 for Louis (?) of  Lespinasse and Blanche Dauphine.

A doubt remains regarding the identity of  the Lespinasse who took the name of  the Dauphins of  Saint-Ilpize.
In 1439, the castle of  Sailhant was taken and military occupied by the famous mercenary Rodrigue de Villandrando.
Alfred Douet15 wrote that the lords at the time, Blanche Dauphine de Saint-Ilpize (who died in 1454), her husband 

Jean de Lespinasse and their son, a minor, Beraud de Saint-Ilpize-Lespinasse, “could choose between the castles of  
Saint Ilpize, Aurouye and Combronde” as their residence. This affirmation is inaccurate in part, because the castle of  
Arouze was not theirs. It was actually more or less rebuilt around that time (1440) for Louis I of  Courcerelles and his 
wife Alix or Helippe of  Aurillac who had affixed their armorial bearings still visible on the vault keystone of  one of  
the towers. Alfred Douet starts from an hypothesis which cannot be accepted without reserves but deserves a critical 
exam: according to him, the Dauphins of  Saint Ilpize “settled down in Combronde” never lived at Sailhant between 
the moment they enter into possession of  the Seigniory between 1384 and the end of  the lawsuit of  the succession 
of  Francoise of  Aurouze around the middle of  the Fifteenth Century. As we just saw it, the lengthy procedure on 

10  A. Douet, Le chateau…, p.23

11  A. Douet, Le chateau…, p.94 and note

12  Baluze, t.1, p.232, t. II, p.457

13  G. Jourda de Vaux, Les chateaux historiques de la Haute-Loire, t. II, Le Puy, 1918, p.254, Duc of  Polignac, Chateaux de la Haute-Loire, Paris, Nouvelles Editions Latines, 
s.d. (c.1970), p.15, P. Barbier, Chateaux-forts en Basse-Auvergne, Le Puy, 1979, p.36-37. C-L Salch, Dictionnaire des chateaux et des fortifications du moyen age en France, 
Strasbourg, Publitotal, 1979, p.1011.

14  G. Paul, “Les seigneurs de Saint-Ilpize…”, Almanach de Brioude, 1924, p.23; M; de la Rochette de Rochefonde, “Robert III Le Fol, Dauphin de Saint-Ilpize…” Almanach 
de Brioude, 1924, p.276.

15  A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p.76, 100
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which was depending the complete enjoyment of  their inheritance, deprived them in 1398 of  the Castle of  Aurouze. 
However, they could use the castle of  Sailhant outside of  the period of  English occupation in 1380-1384, 1388-1391 
and 1436-1439. 

We can simply believe that the castle of  Sailhant, like the castle of  Saint-Ilpize, was regarded by its owners more 
like a fortress not very comfortable and susceptible to be taken by force at any time, than like a seigniorial residence 
safe and permanent. For this reason, it is very likely that they had neglected it and that they did not start any new 
construction before the end of  the Hundred Years’ war. 

In 1452, Beraud IV Dauphin de Saint Ilpize de Lespinasse, lord of  Combrande, Jaligny and Saillans succeeded 
to his father Jean de Lespinasse. Known as the leader of  the army sent against Charles, duke of  Burgundy, adviser and 
chamberlain of  Louis XI in April 1467, he obtained letters from the King to establish a market in Saint Ilpize every 
Mondays and three fairs prior Easter. He had married Antoinette de Polignac (second marriage). To him belongs 
the totality of  the patrimony formerly shared of  the Rochefort d’Aurouze when the cousin branch and rival of  the 
Courcelles eschewed. He died in 1482 without a male heir.

Role and Status of  the Castle of  Sailhant During the Hundred Years’ War

The first mentions of  Sailhant, not as a seigniory and through its holders, but as a chateau, are contemporaneous of  
the beginning of  the military operations during the Hundred Years War in Auvergne. The fact is even more significant 
as during the entire conflict, the castle’s history seemed more like the history of  a hideout, a base of  expeditions used 
by military leaders, than the history of  a seigniorial residence.

It seems that the strategic topographical situation of  this fortified castle and its proximity to the city of  Saint-
Flour had exposed it to be taken and occupied almost chronically by the captains or routiers who had become by 
force masters of  the defense of  the territories. This situation, prejudicial to the inhabitants of  the city of  Saint-Flour 
practically excluded for long periods of  time the legitimate owners of  the castle, either the Rochefort d’Aurouze, then 
the Dauphins of  Saint-Ilpize. The Dauphins were handicapped by the problems of  succession in their freedom of  
initiative or of  investment

However, between 1359 and 1439, the holders of  the seigniory of  Sailhant were dispossessed from their castle, 
county town of  their chatellenie only four times, the total of  occupation periods being less than 10 years.

The status of  fortress used for fallback position taken or requisitioned by the agents of  the public authorities, 
corrupted, mostly English, began with the first incursions of  the troops from Gascogne, in the years 1356-1359. 1359 
was the year of  the first military expedition led by the English captain Robert Knolles.

In 1364, Bernard de Rochefort d’Aurouze, the ex-canon who became lord of  Aurouze and lord of  the chastel et 
chatellenie de Saillans, complained to the King to have been deprived of  his castle of  Montbrun, also close to Saint-Flour; 
this castle seemed to have been taken in 136316 with the town’s inhabitants complicity. The castle of  Sailhant seems 
to have been taken in 1359, but we do not know if  it was liberated from the English army of  occupation during the 
expedition organized in Clermont the same year by a few great lords and officers of  the kingdom, or at a later date. 
It seems however that Bernard de Rochefort recovered this castle rather early; the franchises that he granted to the 
inhabitants of  this land proves it.

The English Army of  Occupation of  1380-1384, Pierre of  Galard and the Bastard of  Garlan.

Beraud II de Rochefort d’Aurouze was also dispossessed of the castle of Sailhant in 1380. At this period, the town 
of Saint-Flour was constantly threatened by the expeditions by the English mercenaries who were occupying the most 
impregnable surrounding fortresses such as the castle of Carlat. The organization of the collective defense, with an 
amelioration of the towns’ fortifications, was not the only effort to which the Sanflorains had to consent. They were also 
constrained to prepare materially the sieges, using a militia and a few experts, such as the maistre des engins, and crossbowmen. 
They also insure themselves of the participation of the lords from the surroundings to lead the operations. Most often the 
effort was financial: the bourgeois of Saint-Flour were negotiating with the occupying armies the treaties for the cessation of  

16  See M. BOUDET, Registres consulaires de Saint-Flour…, p. 36, note 1 A. DOUET, Le Chateau…, p. 33-34; B. PHALIP, p.1031.
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the hostilities or Patis, which means that they were giving great amount of money to the war captains to abandon the arms, 
or -at term- to evacuate the castles. So those castles had become the main object of fear for the inhabitants from the city and 
its surroundings The castles regularly plundered and hold to ransom, the city was buying them back without obtaining their 
ownership, as they were feudal castles usurped. This is what happen to the castle of Carlat in August 1379.

However, the English companies had quickly corrupted the principle of  the pâtis, which was for them a way to make 
an immediate profit, considerable and with low risk: they were consenting to evacuate one fortified castle to occupy 
another one and were negotiating again after a few expeditions of  looting. The circumstances of  the second occupation 
of  the castle of  Sailhant illustrate quite well the process. In June 1380, the illustrious constable Bertrand de Guesclin had 
agreed to help Saint-Flour inhabitants to get rid of  the English who were occupying the castle of  Chaliers close to Saint-
Flour. The Sanflorains financed the sieges which were laid in 6 days. Once they were relieved of  the garrisons in both 
castles, Gesclin left to lead the siege in Chateauneuf-Randon, where his heroic destiny was going to end, which enabled 
him to appear among the “Preux”, mythical knights, and to have his tomb in Saint-Denis among the French Kings.

At the end of  the summer 1380, new English armies came back in the surroundings of  Saint-Flour, took the castle 
of  Murat-Lagasse and regained the one in Carlat, bought back at great expenses one year earlier. Finally, on October 
10, they took the castle of  Sailhant, the closest to the town.17

The captain of  the company occupying Sailhant was a Gascon, Pierre de Galard. Rapidly, the inhabitants of  
Saint-Flour had obtained from the count d’ Armagnac that he dispatched some of  his officers to help Pierre de Galard, 
from whom they obtained as early as October 26, a suspension of  the hostilities, prelude to the negotiation of  a pâtis. 
This treaty of  non aggression paid in money and franchises during the winter was assuring to the garrisons of  Sailhant 
durable means of  subsistence. It was not suppressing the long term threat as the occupation of  the castle was not re-
evaluated. The truce lasted only until Easter 1381. It had been disrupted by the schemes of  uncontrolled elements 
among the local population who had been disinherited, known as tuchins who were stealing animals belonging to the 
English army of  occupation. The truce was also disrupted by the attempt of  four Lords from the area to take the city 
with the complicity of  the city’s inhabitants. The patis was renewed twice with money and gifts given to Pierre de 
Galard, for six and two month-periods. It is not until the summer 1382 that a strategic offensive was adopted. The 
brigadier Louis de Sancerre, assigned by the duke of  Berry to the defense of  the Berry and Auvergne, was provided 
on July 22 with 120 men-at-arms, crossbowmen and spear carrier, 26000 francs or payable within the year for the 
maintenance of  these troops in charge of  delivering several fortresses occupied in Auvergne, including the Sailhant.

While waiting for the arrival of  the Brigadier, one of  his lieutenants, the bastard of  Salzuit, had tried, as early as 
July 7, to take the castle of  Sailhant, which army of  occupation was reduced to the strict minimum, as one fraction had 
been delegated to other locations by the English lords. With this failure, the Sanflorains preferred to put themselves in 
a state of  defense than to re-negotiate with Pierre de Galard. At the arrival of  the brigadier in Saint-Flour, early August, 
the town had armed its crossbowmen in prediction of  the siege of  Sailhant and had repaired a powerful ballistic engine, 
a type of  giant crossbow known as “The Brede”, which was maneuvered by a master artilleryman, dispatched for the 
occasion. Besides the Sailhant, two other castles were to be besieged: Maisons and Montgieux. The first one was taken 
in a few hours on August 6 by the brigadier’s troops with the help of  400 Sanflorains men-at-arms.

The siege of  Sailhant, more complex because of  the strategic value of  the site, was prepared at great length and 
conducted on September 14 with the help of  the Dauphin of  Auvergne and Robert of  Chalus, lieutenant of  the 
brigadier who had previously taken the castle of  Montsuc in Brivadois. Again, this operation was a failure. The reduced 
garrison of  Anglo-Gascons mercenaries entrenched in Sailhant could not be driven to surrender.

The Lieutenant of  the captain of  Sailhant, Pierre de Galard, at the time responsible for the castle, was Bernard 
de Garlan, known as the bastard of  Garlan who had started to lead the new negotiations with the Sanflorains to sell 
them a new promise of  peace at the highest price. Garlan, taking advantage of  the fear that the garrison of  Sailhant 
was aspiring to the town, was regularly dispatching emissaries to the castle, dragged the negotiations of  patis from 
October 23 to December 20, 1382, having enjoyed many benefits during that period. After more difficulties, such as 
the imprisonment of  a Sanflorain in the dungeon of  Sailhant by the Bastard of  Bearn who replaced temporarily Bernard 
of  Garlan, the consuls of  Saint-Flour decided to put themselves into debt and institute taxes (tailles) to buy the castle 

17  Alfred Douet devotes the entire third chapter of  his monograph of  Saillans to this topic, see M. Boudet, Registres consulaires de Saint-Flour…, p.99, 104. 117, 119. 174, 
178, 252, 254, 258, 164.
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back. This repurchase was concluded at the end of  June 1383 after the expiration of  the pâtis of  December. Garlan 
concluded a new pâtis while waiting for the definite conclusion of  the repurchase. He withdrew to the castle of  Carlat, 
leaving the guard of  Saillans to his clerk Girardin Le Chambrier. The definite evacuation of  the castle of  Saillans was 
effective at the end of  the payment of  the indemnity of  repurchase, on June 2, 1384. The castle had been occupied for 
three years and a half  and this situation had cost a huge amount of  money to the city of  Saint-Flour.18

The Lords of  Sailhant established residence in Saint-Flour and in the castle of  Aurouze during that period of  
occupation. Beraud de Rochefort d’Aurouze, and after him his uncle Pons d’Aurouze, bishop of  Saint-Flour, died 
before the repurchase of  the castle of  Sailhant by the Sanflorains.

New Phase of  Occupation 1388-1391, the Bastard of  Alissan, Ramonet of  Sors

As early as 1388, when the difficulties of  succession of  Francois d’Aurouze and her son Beraud Dauphin de Saint-
Ilpize, whose seigniory of  Sailhant was at stake, the castle, probably badly guarded, was again taken and occupied by an 
English party taking advantage of  the Sanflorains’ lack of  vigilance. The company which succeeded in laying the siege 
which brought great benefits, was detached from the castle Rouergat of  Valon; one more time its leader was a Gascon, 
the bastard of  Alissan, who proclaimed himself  Sailhant’s captain. Its predecessor, the bastard of  Garlan, had dropped 
the castle only four years ago to take the castle of  Alleuze, where he heard about the repurchase of  Sailhant and decided 
to double the prize of  repurchase of  Alleuze which had just been negotiated with the count of  Armagnac. Based on the 
contemporary accounts, the new garrison of  Sailhant did not gather more than twenty-five men-at-arms. An attempt to 
lay siege by Guillaume de Solage, dispatched by the count of  Armagnac, was as unsuccessful as the 1382 attempt. Again 
the system of patis was the order of  the day, but the English garrisons of  Sailhant and Alleuze became more aggressive and 
organized blockades against Saint-Flour. At the same time, Jean of  Blaisy, chamberlain of  King Charles VI, in charge of  
the evacuation of  the places in Auvergne and nearby provinces, had concluded an agreement with the count of  Argmagnac 
to organize the action on the castles of  Saillans, Messilhac, La Boyle, La Roque-Bouilhac, Les Garrigues, Blasac: the amount of  18 
100 livres was made available to the count to repurchase these places. The negotiations for the repurchase which started 
in September 1390 lasted for a long time. The Sailhant, hold last by the captain Romanet of  Sors, was evacuated after 
Alleuze and a little bit before the rendering of  Carlat, main English fortified town in the country, in March 1391.

The Occupation from 1436-1439, Rodrigue de Villandrando

As Alfred Douet supposed it, the possessors of  Sailhant between 1391 and 1436 had neglected the castle.
In 1391, Beraud I Dauphin de Saint-Ilpize was in possession of  his principal residence of  Combronde but could 

not completely enjoy Sailhant because of  the procedure opposing his mother Francoise d’Aurouze and his cousin 
Courcelles, which was only concluded in 1398. Before his death and the death of  his son, Beraud II in Azincourt, 
the castle was in their possession during more than 15 years and we can suppose that it was at least well maintained. 
However Beraud III was not able to take any initiative: he was only five years old when his father died and he himself  
died prematurely in 1435, at 25.

The same year the castle of  Sailhant was taken by a great military leader, Rodrigue de Villandrando, one of  the 
great lords of  Auvergne plotting against the King Charles VII. Brother-in-law of  the most famous plotter, Charles, 
duke of  Bourbon and Auvergne, Villandrandro, count of  Ribadeo, at the same time great lord and cruel conspirator, 
was probably the most legendary knight-brigand to occupy Sailhant. The famous leader had installed his men in three 
castles nearby Saint-Flour: Ruines, Corbieres and Saillans and thus imposed onto the Sanflorains a reign of  terror that was 
avoided during the last 45 years.

This time again, the castle was the object of  an unsuccessful attempt to lay siege, on October 25, 1437, by the 
count of  Montpensier. This time again, its evacuation, effective at the end of  1439 was purchased at a very high price.

18  Alfred Douet, Le chateau…, p.70, estimates this amount to the equivalent of  20000 francs from his time (1925)
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The Impact of  the Hundred Years’ War on the Castle of  Sailhant.

One question must now be raised: what impact had the phases of  occupation and the sieges of  the Hundred Years’ 
war on the constructions?

It is known that after the repurchases, some castles were voluntarily demolished to preserve the public safety, as 
otherwise, wrong could have been done to their legitimate owners non responsible for the collective use done with their 
properties

This never was the case with the castle of  Sailhant.
The long sieges in some castles, laid with great help of  artillery, could force the garrison to surrender by blockade 

or by making openings in the surrounding walls and defensive constructions which were then difficult to repair. These 
partial destructions were done with projectiles thrown against the walls by powerful engines or by making a sap at the 
buildings’ bases. Such sieges were extremely costly but nothing that took place in the castle of  Sailhant seemed to have 
had such a scale. They were rather great maneuvers with the purpose of  intimidating without using heavy artillery but 
crossbows and by attempting to assault the castle by echelade. The site of  the castle, relatively accessible on the entry’s 
side was not inaccessible to the engines which could open a breech or use a battering ram to break open the door.

One can then admit that the castle constantly defended between 1380 and 1439 was never ruined or seriously 
damaged during the successive sieges.

On the contrary, it is likely that the civil local population had completely deserted the courtyard at this time and 
this space initially used as a refuge under the protection of  the Lords had become a place used by the mercenaries for 
their maneuvers. While the defenses of  the castle were maintained, it is possible that some buildings or portions of  
the surrounding walls in the periphery of  the interior court, less exposed and found less useful by the occupants, could 
have been abandoned.

The drawings of  the famous “Armoirial” realized around that time for the duke Charles of  Bourbon for his herald 
Guillaume Revel, show various castles, maisons fortes or fortified villages in a state corresponding to what has been 
described above: good general condition but existence of  open buildings or portions of  walls indented or cracked.19

The Sailhans at the Dawn of  Modern Times

After Beraud IV, last Lord from the family of  the Dauphins de Saint Ilpize, the seigniory was brought in 1482 by 
the heiress Francoise Dauphine de Lespinasse, lady of Saint Ilpize, Combronde, Saillans and other places, to her husband Gui or 
Guyon of  Amoise, Lord of  Ravel, the youngest son of  Charles I of  Amboise, lord de Chaumont, Sagonne, Meillant 
and of  Catherine de Chauvigny, lady of  Ravel.20

This great Lord, captain of  200 gentlemen from the King’s house, belonging to a family well known for its patrons21 
did not reside in the rustic castle of  Sailhant, where he had placed a captain-chatelain, Claude de Charanazonay, whose 
name was mentioned in a 1503 deed, previously quoted.22 This deed also includes the first acknowledged mention of  
the castle’s chapel. Gui d’Amboise had only two daughters: it is the second one, Antoinette who inherited the seigniory 
of  Ravel, Combronde and Sailhant after 1518 while she married her second husband, Antoine de la Rochefoucault, 
Lord of  Barbezieux in Angoumois. After the death of  her cousin Georges d’Amboise, killed in Pavie in 1524 at the age 
of  22, she inherited the Loire, Meillant, Sagonne, Charenton, Linieres…

This abundance of  feudal lands led her to get rid of  her less important domains, including the chatellenie of  
Sailhant.

19  See G. Fournier, Chateaux, villages et villes d’Auvergne au XVe siecle, d’apres l’armorial de Guillaume Revel, Droz, Geneve, 1873 (Bibliotheque de la societe Francaise 
d’archeologie, n. 4). notably plank 71: Saint-Vincent or 243: Marsat.

20  Moreri, t. I, p.362

21  Charles I of  Amboise, father of  Gui, and Charles II his brother, are the main owners of  the sumptuous castles of  Chaumont-sur-Loire and Meillant in Berry, great realizations 
from the end of  the Gothic era. Two of  Gui’s uncles were great prelate patrons: Jacques of  Amboise, abbot of  Cluny, and bishop of  Clermont who built the hotel of  Cluny in Paris 
and more importantly the cardinal Georges of  Amoise, archbishop of  Rouen, minister of  the state, who participated in the realization of  the castles of  Chaumont and Meillant 
and built one the most notorious castle from the first Renaissance, Gaillon, on the Seine.

22  See note 1.
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The Saillans at the Tme of  the Dubourg Family 1540-1618

It is likely around 1540 that Antoinette d’Amboise sold the land and seigniory of  Sailhant to Anne Hennard, 
widow of  the chancellor Antoine Dubourg for 200 ecus of  gold and 30000 livres tournois payable in silver plates.23 
The Dubourg family, originally from the Cevennes, were installed in Auvergne only since Anne Dubourg, father of  the 
Chancellor, who had followed the marquis of  Canillac as his intendant.24 Antoine Dubourg, promoted chancellor of  
France after acting as advisor at the great assembly as master of  requests, then designated president of  the parliament 
of  Paris by Francois I in 1538, made the fortune of  his family. The purchase of  Saillant, which was a barony and might 
have been negotiated before the accidental death of  Antoine in 1538, was corresponding to a coherent politic of  the 
constitution of  a feudal patrimony and ancient feudal titles for a noble family who reached an advantageous rank in 
only one generation (Anne Henard, wife of  the Chancellor, was from the same social background).

In 1596, the Dubourg family having adopted the reformed religion, a violent episode of  the religious wars took 
place in the castle of  Saillant and caused the death of  its lord.

The genealogists from the Ancient-Regime, concerned by this dramatic episode, do not agree on the identity of  
the immediate descendants and successors of  Antoine Dubourg. According to Moreri the son and successor of  Antoine 
Dubourg who was also named Antoine, was seneschal of  Riom and had married Nicole de Clermont,25 with whom 
he had two sons: Louis the older, who kept the title of  Baron of Saillans after his father and married Jeanne de Lastic; 
Charles, the second, lord of  Sailhant, married to Catherine d’Andredieu, who would have died before 1567, while his 
widow would have remarried the Protestant chief  of  war Christophe de Chavagnac. In this version, nothing goes against 
the fact that the lord of  Sailhant killed in 1569 was Antoine de Dubourg the second.

Bouillet, followed by Deribier du Chatelet and Alfred Douet, gives another version that appears suspicious as 
it confuses two generations. The son and successor of  the Chancellor is named Charles-Antoine Dubourg, name 
confirmed by an authentic deed from 156726and married to a certain Nicole d’Andredieu, Louis Dubourg being their 
only son. Nicole d’Andredieu would have remarried with Christophe of  Chavagnac after the violent death of  Charles-
Antoine in 1569.

Regarding the period after 1569 the authors agree to give Louis Dubourg, lord of  Sailhant after 1569 and Jeanne 
of  Lastic one daughter named Catherine Dubourg, who brought the seigniory of  Sailhant to the Estaing Family by her 
marriage to Jacques d’ Estains, lord de la Terrisse, on July 21 1616.27 Louis Dubourg who had established a terrier from 
his barony of  the Sailhant in 1594-1595, died in 1618.

We must remember that the castle of  Sailhant was the main residence for the Dubourg family since the 1540’s and 
the only castle they owned, and that this “family house” accommodated the representative of  three generations: Anne 
Henard, widow of  the chancellor, Charles-Antoine Dubourg, her son, baron of  Saillans and his wife and their two sons 
Louis and Charles probably married before the 1560’s.

This radical change of  statute for the castle of  Sailhant, previously a feudal fortress, county town of  a chatellenie 
dispossessed by the main non residing lords, became the main residence for a noble and newly rich family, supposes that 
the Dubourg made important conversions to the building when they took possession of  it.

The Castle of  Sailhant During the Wars of  Religion

The most well known event taking place during this dark period for the Sailhant was the siege laid on the castle by 
the count de Montmorin Saint-Herem, governor of  Auvergne, leader of  the catholic party whose main opponent was 
Christophe de Chavagnac, governor of  the Protestant party in Issoir.

In 1569, the siege was laid on the castle of  Sailhant which had been occupied for several years by a catholic garrison 

23  Deribier of  Chatelet, t. I, p.49. The genealogy of  the lords of  Saillans given by this author, who does not quote his sources, was contradicted regarding several points by 
Alfred Douet.

24  About the Dubourg or du Bourg family, see L. Moreri, Le grand dictionnaire…, 1725, t. II, p.412-413, or Bouillet, Nobiliaire d’Auvergne, t. I, p.306-307.

25  Sister of  Arnaud of  Clermont, known as the captain Piles gentleman of  the Perigord

26  Arch of  Cantal, E.385

27  L. Moreri gives this date in his article on the family of  Estains, (Le grand dictionnaire, p. 898, branche d’ Estaing-Saillans)
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with the sire of  Neyrebrousse as its leader. The episode was related by Imberdis and by a contemporaneous author 
who, in his account, inexplicably baptized Sailhant the “castle of  Saint-Supplice”. His account was used by Ribier of  
Chatelet and Alfred Douet. This text is found in Memoirs From The Third Civil War, From March 23, 1568 to May 4, 1569 
written by the author and Calvinist theologian Jean de Serres (1540-1598), brother of  the famous agronomist Didier 
de Serres. It deserves to be told once again: “The lord de Saint-Heran, governor for the King in Auvergne, leaving Saint-Flour with a 
few of his gentlemen, came to the castle of St.-Supplice. Once arrived, he asked them to knock at the door, with such strength that the demoiselle of 
Saillant (her husband was holding the castle with no soldier) came down and opened the door herself. The lord de Saint-Heran told her that he had 
come to install his garrison in the castle to which the demoiselle replied that there was no need for a garrison and that her husband was not willing 
to receive it. Saying that, she walked back to the castle and tried to close the door but the lord de Saint-Heran pushed it so hard that the demoiselle 
fell on the ground; he then stepped inside in spite of her. As soon as she started screaming, one servant of the castle promptly arrived and seeing the 
demoiselle on the ground, he fired a shot and wounded the lord of Saint-Heran at the arm and the door was closed. However, the sieur left his 
garrison in front of the castle to make sure no one would come inside the castle while waiting for reinforcements he was to send from Saint-Flour. 
Once arrived in Saint-Flour, he sent a few pedestrians to meet the men he had left in front of the castle after having instructed them not to move 
unless the castle was taken The lord de Saillant who owned the castle was sick. With only 5 or 6 soldiers and without great resistance, he gave up 
the castle to have his life spared. However after the rendition, he was killed and his wife was jailed and brought to Saint-Flour, accused of being 
responsible for the wound of the lord of Saint-Heran.” The local traditional version of  the events given by Imberdis is globally 
conform but less detailed than the one given by Jean de Serres as he specifies that the lord of  Sailhant, sick, died of  asphyxia 
in an oven still warm in the castle, which led people to say that Saint Heran had burned him alive. This version outlines the 
courage of  the lord’s wife named Nicole who would have wounded Saint-Heran herself. It is said the castle was watched 
over: Saint Heran was able to come in at the door after obtaining the password by threatening a surprised guard.

These facts and their connections inspire a few questions. Why did Saint Heran think it was necessary to take and 
occupy the castle? Nothing indicates precisely that the Dubourg family had adopted an aggressive attitude justifying 
that the castle, in their hands, would have been regarded as a threat to public safety: their adhesion to the reformed 
religion, linked to the defensive character of  the building and to the painful memories from the Hundred Years’ War 
could have been a sufficient pretext. If  one accepts the genealogy given by Moreri, at this date, Christophe of  Chavagnac 
had already married the widow (Catherine d’Andredier) of  one of  the sons (Charles) of  the lord of  Sailhant, which 
would constitutes a determining circumstance in the decision making of  Saint-Heran. 

Who is the demoiselle de Saillant whose courageous attitude has marked the memoirs?
Deribier du Chatelet and Douet named her Nicole d’Andredieu and wrote that she was the wife of  Antoine 

Dubourg (which proves that the same lord can be named Antoine or Charles-Antoine) but she was more often called 
Nicole. Jean de Serres is the only contemporaneous source naming her “demoiselle de Saillant”, which means that 
her mother-in-law “lady of  Sailhant” was still alive. According to the genealogy of  Moreri, it could only be Nicole 
de Clermont, sister of  the “Captain-Prille” and wife of  (Charles)-Antoine Dubourg, sister in law of  Anne Henard. 
Moresi, we saw it, mentions also a Catherine d’Andredieu, sister in law of  Antoine Dubourg and Nicole de Clermont, 
since widow and remarried to Chavagnac. This is why she could not be the “demoiselle of  Sailhant,” wife of  the lord 
present in the castle. The local authors could have mistaken the lord’s wife and his ex-daughter-in-law by associating 
the first name of  one to the last name of  the second one.

There must have been a link between Christophe de Chavagnac and the Dubourg family. The demoiselle d’Andredieu 
had a son named Josue from her first marriage with a Dubourg (Charles) and had probably not become a stranger at 
the Sailhant. This familiarity of  the Chavagnacs is known in a letter written by the marquis of  Allegre to the duke of  
Nevers on May 18, 1577, after the Dubourg family recovered their castle: “That night the children of Chavagnac, La Borie and 
other leaders came out with sixty horses and went to Saillans, located eight miles from there, belonging to Chavagnac’s mother-in-law… They had 
to stay there overnight…”28 The lady of  Sailhant at the time referred in the letter was in reality only the ex-mother-in-law of  
Chavagnac’s wife (the demoiselle d’Andredieu), or the mother of  the lord of  Saillant, Louis Dubourg, and the widow 
of  (Charles-) Antoine Dubourg, who died when the castle was taken in 1569. Again according to the genealogy of  
Moreri, it could only be Nicole de Clermont.

The occupation of  the castle of  Sailhant by Sir de Neyrebrousse and his men-at-arm, placed by Saint-Herem, 
lasted for seven years. The evacuation which was a consequence of  the application of  the Edict of  pacification ratified 

28  Quoted by Imberdis, p. 212
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in Poitiers in May 1576 was the object of  painstaking negotiations. Indeed captain Neyrebrousee who for years had 
more or less taken over the castle, refused to give it back before the expenses he had paid for the maintenance of  the 
garrison during seven or eight months amounting to 8000 livres would be reimbursed.29

The Sailhant and the Estaing Family, 1618-1753

Jacques d’Estaing through his marriage to Catherine Dubourg formed the branch of  Estaing-Saillans, keeper of  the 
seigniory after the death of  Louis Dubourg in 1618. He was the fifth son of  Jean III d’ Estaing, viscount of  Estaing 
and Cadars, baron of  Auntun, of  Murol…, and of  Gilberte, daughter of  Francois of  the Rochefoucault, lord of  Ravel. 
Therefore he was the great grand-son of  Antoine de the Rochefoucault and of  Antoinette d’Amboise, lady of  Ravel 
who had sold the barony of Saillans to the Dubourg family 85 years ago. The father of  Jacques d’Estaing, Jean III, lived 
at the apogee of  his family, as much in territorial power than in prestige. He had joined the Saint Catholic League in 
1589 and had become one of  the main leaders in Auvergne and in Rouergue, maintaining financially his troops in the 
fortress of  Murol which resisted to the royalist siege of  1592. Once Henri IV was converted, the viscount of  Estaing 
submitted to him by treating with the governor of  the province of  Auvergne, Charles of  Valois and the submission was 
ratified by the King. The political rallying made Jean d’Estaing the leader of  a 50 men-at-arms company maintained by 
the King until 1612. This way he preserved his family from the suspicions which provoked the demolition of  castles in 
the name of  the “raison d’etat” at the time of  Richelieu or Mazarin.

The marriage of  his son Jacques with the heiress of  the Dubourg family, family wellknown for its engagements in 
the Protestant party, was characteristic of  Henry IV’s politic which purpose was the appeasement of  the passions.30 

Jacques, the fifth son, did not inherit his part of  the large patrimony belonging to the family of  Estaing: he was 
baron of  Plauzat and lord of  the Terrisse. The castle of  Sailhant became the fief  and main residence of  the branch of  
Estaing that he had founded.

On December 8, 1640 Jacques of  Estaing paid homage and made an inventory of  the seigniory of  Sailhant in 
the presence of  master Celorum, royal notary to Cesar, duke of  Vendome and of  Mercoeur, from whom the land was 
depending because of  his dukedom in Mercoeur.31

In 1654, Jean d’ Estaing, brigadier, had succeeded to his father in the barony of  Saillans after his patrimony had 
been considerably increased. Indeed in 1647 he had married the daughter and only heiress of  Jean de Combourcier, 
Lieutenant-general for the King in Basse Auvergne who was bringing him the seigniories of  Ravel and Moissac in 
Auvergne and of  Terrail in Dauphiné. The seigniory and the castle of  Ravel, which previously belonged to the Amboise 
and Rochefoucault families, were then durably linked to the patrimony of  the lords of  Sailhant.

With Jean d’Estaing, the castle of  Ravel, more important than the castle of  Sailhant, became the main residence 
of  this branch of  the family. Jean’s mother, Catherine Dubourg, who was still alive in 1665, was acting since she was 
a widow as the “Lady of  Sailhans” and was residing most of  the time in the castle. From that period date the first 
farming leases on the domain of  Sailhant, providing apartments for rent in the castle. In 1658, “Catherine du Bourg, present 
in the castle of Sailhans rented the domain to Michel Bouvlin, bourgeois merchant from Clermont. The lady promised to rent him two bedrooms, a 
courtyard and the attics, one stable and haylof so he can establish his residence as long as he will remain in Sailhans with furniture which Bouvlin 
will list and give back at the expiration of his lease…without having to be responsible to guard the castle or make reparations.”32

As long as Catherine Dubourg lived, the lease on the domain did not impose to the tenants the responsibility of  
maintaining the buildings but the situation changed later on when the time spent by the owners at the castle had become 
occasional.

When Jean d’Estaing died in 1675, his son Gaspard d’Estaing, not yet married to Philiberte de la Tour-Saint-
Vidal, succeeded to the seigniories of  Ravel, Terrail as marquis and as vice count (for Ravel) and to Sailhant (Moreri 
designated him as count of Saillans). He was also lord of Saint-Maurice, Nouvialle and their dependent, baron of Moissac, Montegut, 

29  Archives communales de Saint-Flour, registres des deliberations, Ch. V, art. 6, n. 138, quoted and transcribed by A. Douet, the Castle…, p.120 and piece justif. no. 8.

30  In the same range of  idea, one will note that the marriage in 1647 of  Charlotte of  Estain, the daughter of  Jacques of  d’Estaing and of  Catherine Dubourg with Francois of  
Chavagnac, lord of  Andredieu, was the result of  the marriage of  the Protestant leader Christophe of  Chavagnac with one of  the ex-demoiselle of  Saillans.

31  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 128.

32  Arch. Nat, T. 571, carton 3, cote 121.
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Spirat and other places.33 This great and powerful lord lived after 1724, residing in Ravel and renting the domain of  Sailhant 
to farmers, bourgeois or merchants from Saint-Flour. During the first part of  his life, Gaspard of  Estaing did not seem 
to have personally taken the responsibility to manage this seigniory. In 1677, his mother Claude-Marie de Terrail, 
born Combourcier, administered it acting as its dowager: on August 2 of  the same year, she had Pierre Chauliaghet the 
first, bourgeois of  Saint-Flour sign a lease for the Sailhant for 5400 livres34 For the lease of  August 4, 1685 signed by 
Jacques Roux, merchant of  Saint-Flour (renewed on May 23, 1691), Gaspard d’ Estaing, probably absent because of  
his duties as a soldier, was represented by Duare de Bullion, marquis of  Gallardon, adviser to the king, who was acting 
as the authorized representative: it is possible that at the time, since his mother had died, no member of  his family was 
living in the castle of  Sailhant.

The next lease, established on February 19, 1697 in favor of MM Jean and Jean-Baptiste Brassac, father and son, 
merchants of Saint-Flour, Hugues Cristal, royal notary and his son Jean from Balizat, for 5400 livres per year, Gapard d’ 
Estaing is represented by his brother Joachim-Joseph d’Estaing, bishop of Saint-Flour since January 1694, in the presence 
of his chaplain Joachim de Champbon, authorized representative. In the terms of the next lease, on September 17, 1703, 
the bishop of Saint-Flour is again mentioned as the representative of his brother Gaspard d’Estaing, lord in title. The lessor, 
Jacques Rotquier, doctor and lawyer in Sermur, parish of Prunieres and represented by his wife Marie Anne de Roffiat, is 
expected to maintain the castle and the buildings dependent on the seigniory by spending up to 30 sols only per year.

The seigniory of  Sailhant had a complete administrative staff: the charge of  royal notary was fulfilled for a long 
time by Mr. Hugues Cristal, one of  the lessor from 1697 who bought first the charge of  clerk of  the seigniory in 1656 
and had become a lessor of  the Sailhant in 1703.35 This charge was taken in 1659 by Mr. Durand Celorum (who 
became royal notary in 1640) while Mr. Antoine Guilhard is prosecutor of  Sailhant.36

It seems that the proximity to St. Flour had led Joachim-Joseph d’Estaing to use the castle of  Sailhant as his country 
estate as soon as he took possession of  the diocese in 1693. He resided it there at least for a while by obligation after the 
1709 riots caused by the shortage of  grain: the people of  Saint-Flour had chased the bishop from his Episcopal palace 
as they were outraged by the fact that the grain stored in the Episcopal domain was used to feed the ammunitionists 
from the royal army stationed in the Dauphiné instead of  being used for the local population in difficulty.

The castle of  Sailhant, which had not been inhabited by its lords for at least 30 years and which had been 
superficially maintained by the lessors of  the domain, was in a mediocre condition. An inventory supposedly done 
in 1703 by Mr. Cristal, lessor of  Sailhant, Antoine Chauliaguet, bourgeois of  Saint-Flour, lessor of  Sailhans for six 
years,37 revealed the following situation: several floors are deteriorated or missing, pieces from the roof  structure are 
supported on props, beams and windows mullions are missing, portions of  the surrounding walls, probably not dry 
because of  the degradation of  the roofs, falling in ruins.38

The decay of  the building necessitated many reparations if  one member of  the family of  Estaing, the bishop 
of  Saint-Flour was intending to establish it as his main residence. These circumstances, linked to the existence of  a 
badge dated 1710 above the castle’s door, enabled Alfred Douet to date one important campaign of  restoration and 
modernization of  at least the main portion of  the residential building of  the castle of  Sailhant and to designate Gaspard 
d’Estaing lord in title as the work master. To decorate his castle des Ternes, Douet had bought from a locksmith of  
Saint-Flour a pair of  andirons dated 1707 from the castle of  Sailhant, evidence of  this campaign of  restoration. 
Although it has not been confirmed by other more formal written evidences such as marchés de travaux, one can admit 
that the residential portion of  the building of  the castle of  Sailhant had been restored, redecorated and probably partly 
re-furnished and tranformed into a comfortable residence between 1704 and 1710; the person responsible for the work 
could have been Joachim-Joseph d’Estaing who as bishop of  Saint-flour was the main interested party acting in the 
name of  his brother in the management of  the seigniory.

33  Arch. du Cantal, E. 381.

34  Arch. Nat., T 571, carton 3, cote 121. Same for the following mentions of  the lease.

35  A. Douet, Le chateau…, p.137, note 4, p. 146. The royal notary of  Sailhans in 1718 was still Mr. Cristal.

36  Arch. du Cantal, E. 368 and E. 369.

37  Document quoted by Alfred Douet, Le chateau…, p.146-147, from an original document which was communicated to him by the archivist of  Saint-Flour, but one notices 
that the lessor named does not correspond to the beneficiaries of  the original lease from 1703 conserved at the National Archives.

38  See piece no. 3
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However one notices that in 1714 Gaspard of  Estaing changed the lease of  the lands of  Sailhant to a direct control. 
Did it mean, as Alfred Douet supposed it, that the lord having transformed the decaying castle of  the Dubourg family 
into “the most beautiful residence in the country” after giving up soldiering, spent peacefully….his last years”?39 The 
answer is negative and leaves the castle of  Sailhant as what it had been, a residence which was secondary when compared 
to the more opulent castle of  Ravel: it was managed by the terms of  the six-year lease for the lands of  Sailhant signed 
on April 9, 1724 “by the sieur Pierre Beaufils the first merchant of the town of Saint-Flour in front of Vernin royal notary, by Gaspard 
d’Estaing, knight, marquis of the Terrail and of Saillant, viscount of Ravel… residing ordinarily in his castle of Ravel…”40 The bishop of  
Saint-flour seemed to have lived in his Episcopal palace during the last years of  his long life (he died in 1742, doyen 
of  French bishops, 90 years old).

Charles-Francois d’Estaing had succeeded to his father Gaspard in 1731 when he showed some interest for his 
barony of  Sailhant as he increased its size by buying the lands and seigniory of  Valuejols.41

On February 22, 1744 Charles-Francois d’Estaing signed the bail of  the land of  Sailhant with Antoine Bardol, 
bourgeois of  Saint-Flour for 700 livres per year starting on May 29, 1746. The lease included “the use of the castle, 
the granaries…the care of minor and simple reparation of the roofs… to pay 15 livres every year to the mason or roofer responsible for the 
maintenance of the roofs…a statement of the castle’s condition will be done…The sir Bardol will keep 100 livres per year to be used for the 
most urgent reparations of the castle then to the most useful embellishments which he will have to prove by showing the receipts of the worker’s 
salaries…”42 This text which mentions for the first time the family Bardol which was linked for a long period of  time to 
the lease of  Sailhant, is especially interesting as it lead us to relativize the scale of  the restoration work realized around 
1704-1710 which was directed to only one part of  the castle and which was not finished.

The Sailhans is Sold to a Famous Creditor Named Voltaire

Charles-Francois d’Estaing, who had taken the name, arms and domains (at the exception of  Murol) of  the elder 
branch of  his family, died in 1746. The fate of  his succession for the domain of  the Sailhant was known until today, 
only from the inexact version given by Alfred Douet: his son Charles-Hector would have sold it “around the middle 
of  the 18th century to Mr. Roger, notary in Paris, who gave it a short time later to Sir Etienne de Serres de Saint-
Roman…”43

The reality is not so glorious and quite unexpected: in 1749, the succession of  Charles-Francois d’Estaing, who 
had died three years before, was available and had Sir Louis Sauvage as trustee and Charles-Henri, count of  Estaing, 
marquis of  chateauregnault, emancipated minor as presumptive heir who was represented by Mr. Imbert of  Tremeolles, 
his trustee and tutor for his real estates actions.

This succession was cripple by debts. The main creditor who was a plaintiff who had taken and put for sale the 
seigniory of  Sailhans was and had been a famous character: “Sir Francois Marie Arouet de Voltaire, knight, in the presence of the 
king’s advisor and his counsel, gentlemen of the King, historiographer of the king of Prussia…”44

The procedure engaged by the great Voltaire for the sale by auction of  the seigniories of  Sailhant and Valuejols 
lasted until 1753. In between, the farming lease of  the Sailhant was renewed to the sirs J-B Bardol, bourgeois, and Pierre Coster, 
merchant, in Saint flour on September 29 1752 by Sir Humbert, judicial lessor of the lands taken on the succession of Estaing in the presence 
of Bertrand, royal notary…

The sale by auction took place on March 3, 1753 in the presence of  Mr. Pinon from the Coudray, prosecutor of  
Voltaire. The bidders were Mr. Corpelet and Deligny for the land of  Valuejols separately, and Mr. Grandin the young 
and Mr. the Seneschal, prosecutors for the two lands of  Saihant and Valuejols conjointly. At Eleven AM, both lands 
were adjudged to Francois Jean Roger, squire, lord of  Colombelle, financial advisor and secretary to the king, notary (of  
Chatelet) in Paris. The submission of  the sale of  March 9 gave the consistence of  the seigniory of  Sailhant and its castle: 

39  A. Douet, Le chateau…, p. 148-149.

40  Arch. Nat., T.571, carton 3, cote 121.

41  A. douet, Le chateau…, p.150 note 1.

42  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 3, cote 121.

43  A. Douet, Le chateau…, p.153.

44  Arch. nat., t. 571, carton 3, cote 118, see pieces included, no. 4-5.
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“at the main castle manor of the said land and seigniory located in the parish of Andlat, the castle is composed of thirteen rooms, four attics, six small 
studies, two basements, two court yards, one large stable with attics above, adjoining the first court-yard, a garden, all located in the village of Saillant…”

Sir Roger, buyer of  the domain who was represented by his general prosecutor Mr. Augusting Brandellet de Maisonvielle, 
controller of the notarized acts of the office of the town of Saint-Flour, took possession of  the castle of  Sailhant on March 20. 
The statement of  this formality gave interesting indications about the configuration of  the places and the staff of  the 
seigniory: “…Brandelet put his foot down on the front courtyard and Pierre Sudre, bailiff of the lands, brought his horse into the large stable 
along with the horses of sir J-Pages, lessor of the lands and Mr. Jean-Baptiste Bardol, fiscal prosecutor and lessor, living in St. Flour and of Mr. 
Chazeledes, royal notary. Once done, the apartments’ doors were open by the prosecutor after sir Bardol had given him the keys, and the prosecutor 
along the witnesses went successively through all the castle’s apartments, rooms, attics, closets, basements, stables and barns where he opened and 
closed the windows, stopped in the chapel where he said his prayer, went downstairs in the large courtyard where sir Maisonvielle fired a shoot in 
the name of the possession of the domain and seigniory by sir Roger, and on his order, Sudre, bailiff, expressly summoned the men and women 
from the village who had gathered by curiosity … to acknowledge Sir Roger as the only lord of the land of Sailhant, seigniory and marquisate.”

The Sailhant at the Time of  Sir Roger 1753-1765

Alfred Douet, who had read the administrative documents of  the domain from the 18th century only at the time 
of  the Serre de Saint-Roman family, believed implicitly that the notary Roger had bought the castle of  Sailhans as a 
real estate operation and had kept it for a very short time. In reality, Roger was a very active owner for twelve years, not 
very present on site but maintaining a close relationship with the lessor Pierre Bardol who was representing him and 
had done important work in the castle which he wanted his son to inherit. The Saint-Roman family continue the same 
politic but in a more relaxed manner.

After his acquisition, Sir Roger put M. De Runes in charge, Officer of  the duchy of  Mercoeur established in 
Saugues, and requested that he held an inquiry about the management and the state of  the domain, notably the 
condition of  the castle, which goal was to estimate the habitability and the reparations to be planned. De Runes hold 
the inquiry on site on September 18 and 19, 1753, with a surveyor he was employing and made a plan of  the castle, 
which unfortunately disappeared. The text however has not: “I had it done, or did it in part myself so that you can decide which room 
you want to use to lodge the masters. (…) The plan is not completely accurate in the measurements. The irregularity of the angles and the lack 
of tools needed to measure accurately are the reasons but this will not prevent you to find out what are the surfaces and shapes of the rooms. I do 
not draw or know the perspective, so the plan will be very simple.” The condition of  the castle, not detailed in this letter, is not the 
state of  a residence completely renovated 40 years ago: “If you want to stay there only a few times and do not want to come often, 
you should rather do only very few repairs. The windows do not have glass and almost all of them without paper frame. The doors are in a similar 
condition. Same for most of the floors. I do not give you the detail of what is missing, the estimate done by Mr. Pages will give you this information. 
I am not aware, sir, if you know by tradition the situation of your castle. It is very massive and not very beautiful not to say ugly. It is between 
two mountains on top of a rock of a prodigious height dropping on the East, South and West sides. The entrance is located on the North side. The 
plan will indicate that there are very few apartments, that the stables are beautiful and the courts are spacious.” 45

The dilapidated character of  the residential portion of  the building is confirmed by the terms employed in another 
report written as a questionnaire in which it is specified: “the lessor said that the larger roof of the castle has been supported for a long 
time by pieces of wood, that it might fall into ruin very soon and that it needs to be redone completely.” This inventory reminds us of  the 
one done in 1703 and make us doubt that no campaign of  restoration of  importance has been done since then. To the 
questions: “Are the roofs of  the castle in good condition?, De Runes answered: “All are in a good condition at the exception of 
the main roof and the one of the small tower of Beauregard”.46 This confirms the relative abandonment in which the residential 
portion of  the castle was left in. In an other contemporary report-questionnaire, the owner’s intentions are mentioned: 
“Sir Roger proposing to have in the castle two rooms, two closets, one office and one antechamber in the great room separated by three wood walls. 
Finding only three window casements, which was not enough to accomplish his plan, he asks if the number of window casements needed could easily 
be pierced in the exterior walls; are the wall too wide and difficult to pierce? Supposing that they can be pierced, won’t it cause damages to the rest 
of the walls in which these openings would be made?” 47

45  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 131, see pieces included, no. 6.

46  Arc. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 131, see pieces included, .no. 7.

47  Idem, see pieces included, no. 8.
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Again (we will come back on this ), we are led to doubt that the 1710 restorations had included the execution of  
a series of  new windows.

As early as 1754, we find traces of  maintenance work done on the buildings of  the castle, not yet a heavy 
restoration: on November 18, Jean Nougen, master roofer of Canilhac in low Limousin acknowledged receiving from M. Bardol 
manager of the land of Saillans 20 livres and 8 sols and 15 livres for the maintenance of the castle of Saillans, and 5 livres 8 sols for 9 days 
used to roughcast the castle. That same year work was to be done on the castle’s pound, which later on, was the object of  
many maintenance and repair works.

We find the confirmation in various archive documents as the farmers of  Sailhant were using the attics of  one 
of  the residential building of  the castle which might have included the rooms of  the ground floor to stock the grains.

In 1756, the farming lease of  Sailhans had been renewed before the usual 6-year period. Jean-Baptiste Bardol and 
Pierre Coster, the incumbents of  1752 had been replaced by Pierre Bardol, brother of  Jean-Baptiste, and Jacques de La 
Font (father-in-law of  Pierre Bardol?), both bourgeois of  Saint-Flour. Pierre Bardol, main lessor residing at the castle 
had the complete trust of  Sir Roger who mentioned in a letter: “M. Bardol and his father being lessors of Sailhans for more than 
20 years,” Antoine Bardol (the father) was the recipient of  the land since 1736. Apparently, Jean-Baptiste Bardol, the 
brother has not brought satisfaction to Roger, as proves a letter that he had written to Pierre Bardol on March 5, 1757: 
“Your brother was wrong to continue to say in Saint-flour that you are the reason his is no more the lessor of Sailhans, it is his own fault and 
because of his great negligence”; Roger was condemning the pressure put on him by J-B Bardol to recuperate the farming lease 
after one year and complimented Pierre Bardol on his management which made up for his brother’s mistakes: “if you put 
your talents and intelligence, as it seemed to me you wanted to do, to manage Sailhans, you can count that you will be the lessor your entire life and 
that my son who befriend you, will think like me about you, we both wish that you and Mr. de la Fond will do you duties well.”48

During the fall 1756, at the owner’s request some floors were propped up49 and a new restoration campaign started 
including the complete renovation of  the large attic of  the residential building which was achieved in September 1757.

The purchase of  the wood for the new roof  frame was done on October 17, 1756 in the presence of  Bertrand, 
royal notary in St. flour between Mr. Jacques La font and Pierre Bardol, bourgeois merchants in St. flour, lessors of  the 
land and seigniory of  Sailhans, and Guillaume Courtet merchant living in Longesaigne, parish of  Vedrines.50

In a letter written to Sir Roger dated November 3, 1756, Pierre Bardol specified: “…the roof maker has already taken 10 
or 12 chars of tiles from the quarry,” which proves that the term “tiles” can be used for Lauzes (roof  tiles) , unless it is specified 
that they are hollow tiles. We find also “5 chards of hollow tiles composed of 200 per chard, which makes 1000 tiles 13 livres. These 
tiles have been employed to restore the roofs of the old apartment of the guard, the chapel and the stairway leading to the chapel.”

On March 5, 1757, Sir Roger gave his lessor precise instructions on the progress of  the reconstruction of  the roof  
frame and roofing of  the large residential portion of  the castle of  Sailhant “… according to what has been concluded with the 
carpenters and the Sieur Raimbau (foreman)… you will indicate as a response to this letter whether the merchant of wood brings in the wood he is 
supposed to provide and if you believe that everything will be gathered before May 15 at the castle of Sailhans, and that, before paying this merchant, 
you make sure that the length, width and size expected are of a good quality and can be used in May. You will inquire also whether you will have 
in May the tiles and sand necessary for all the work there is to do, as we do not want to find out while we start working that not all the materials 
are at the castle and in a sufficient quantity.”51

A large portion of  the flooring is also redone with embedded floorboards, as mentioned in a letter from Roger 
of  November 29, 1756 (among others): “… you know that the floors, old or new, must be done with tongues (“languettes”) and gaps 
between the floorboards otherwise the work would not be worth it, the planks would separate and the grains would get lost.”52 The repairs were 
extended to secondary elements: various carpentry work for the doors and windows, including the hardware, the interior 
and exterior shutters (contrevents) were repaired or replaced. The renovation of  the roofs of  some of  the towers or 
turrets including some partial demolition of  portions of  crumbling walls was also done.

On July 16, 1757 Bardol wrote to sir Roger: “We just brought down the old roof of the large building starting on the 11th of this 
month while we had not found out yet that all the wood parts for the ceiling and flooring had not been cut. The carpenters are hoping to finish to 

48  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 126, see pieces included, no. 9.

49  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 131.

50  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 126, see pieces included, no. 10.

51  See pieces included, no.9.

52  See pieces included, no. 11.
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install all the wood pieces and all the boards next Thursday 21 of this month and the roofer will put the tiles on this roof, consequently the repairs 
are going quickly in your castle… I have been staying at Sailhant since the arrival of the carpenters and the masons in order to direct their work 
according to your wishes…”53 Roger had wrote to him on July 8: “… I do not want that the large building be uncovered in September 
and risk the rains which could ruin completely the floors and all the beams…” On September 6, 1757, Sir Roger noticed the progress 
of  the work: “… I am satisfied that the carpenters are finished with their work at the castle of Sailhant and that the roofer works incessantly to 
cover the new frame… I am sorry to hear that Raimbau was sick while the repairs were in progress as he was supposed to conduct and supervize 
them… Raimbau must check if the roof frame is well constructed and assembled before he pays the carpenter…” 54

The continuation of  the work during the year 1758 included the repair of  the outside walls enclosing the interior 
courtyard about which Sir Roger says: “Raimbau has asked me 200 livres to do the wall which surrounds the second court of the castle. 
I found this price so outrageous that I did not want to hear about it. However if Raimbau wants to repair the entire wall from the kitchen up to 
the pavilion, I would agree to give him only 150 l. providing the quicklime and even the sand if there is not enough left…” 55

There is also the question of  the bad condition of  the “Pavilion Beauregard,” ancient master tower, which stairway 
turret was at one point to be demolished:56 it seems that it was only repaired.

The new farming lease of  the land of  Sailhant was concluded on September 15, 1761 by Mr. Roger’s son, owner 
in title, Pierre-Victor Roger, knight, lord of Gadencourt, Sailhans, Ussel, St. Maurice, Novialles, advisor to the king, ordinary master of his 
“chambre des comptes,” living in Paris on Neuve street, parish of St. Mery, in favor of Pierre Bardol, merchant and inhabitant of the town of 
St. Flour, represented by Francois Chanet, bourgeois of Paris, his authorized representative, effective on January 1765 until January 1, 1774. 
The lease includes much work that was supposed to be accomplished by the lessor, not on the castle but on the nearby 
pound, which is the topic of  the 6th point: the said Sir Bardol will be expected to enclose at his expenses during the first two years of 
the lease the entire land of the pound of Sailhant with a dry wall three and a half feet high above the ground, two feet wide or long, to provide and 
bring the necessary stones for the construction of the said wall and to make a door of the height of the wall with two sections made of stone on each 
side, enough to allow for the entry on the land of an oxcart, horses and to provide at his expense the said door with a keyhole and a key and to 
maintain the said wall during the length of the lease.”57

Pierre Victor Roger does not seem to have shown any interest in the domain of  Sailhant given to him by his 
father. As we saw it, it was him, Francois-Jean Roger who was overseeing the administration of  the domain with the 
lessor Pierre Bardol. In 1765 when the lease of  Bardol was renewed, Francois-Jean Roger was lord of  Berville and of  
Arquinvilliers, while Pierre-Victor is lord of  Gadencourt. Father and son enjoy the use of  feudal lands on the northern 
part of  the Ile de France in addition to their familial hotel on the Rue Neuve Saint-Mery in Paris, which explains 
partially why they did not keep their domain of  Sailhant in Auvergne. The good administration that lasted 10 years 
and the important restoration work done at the castle enabled Pierre-Victor to sell his domain at a good price.

Previously sir Roger had wanted to hire a “feodist” competent to establish a new terrier of  the seigniory. Besides, 
in August 1764, he had sent the judge of  Sailhant, Pages to research the domanial titles of  the land in the deeds book 
of  the castle of  Ravel.58

The sales contract of the land and seigniory of Sailhant and their dependencies were signed in the presence of Dutartre 
and his brother, clerk in Paris, on July 20, 1765, the buyer being Messire Etienne Serre de Saint-Roman, knight, baron of Merveis and 
Combret, lord of Saint-Roman, Ville-Juif and other places, advisor and secretary of the king of House of Frances and his finances, ordinary master in 
his “chambre des comptes”, living in Paris, rue Vivienne, parish of Saint Eustache.

The Serre de Saint-Roman, Last Lords of  Sailhans, 1765-1792

To enter in possession of  the land of  Sailhant, Etienne de Serre de Saint-Roman is represented by the lessor in 
title Sir Pierre Bardol, merchant living in the town of Saint-Flour, prosecutor, who carried out the tour of  the villages depending 
on the seigniory and who proceeded to the same ceremonial of  visiting the castle than in 1753 in the presence of  the 

53  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 126, piece included no. 16.

54  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 126, piece included no. 19.

55  See piece included no. 15.

56  Arch. Nat. 571, carton 4, cote 128, pieces no. 21, 22, 23.

57  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 128.

58  Arch Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 131.
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witnesses: Jean-Phillipe Pages, judge of the land of Sailhans, Antoine Gizolure, clerk of said land, Gaspard Batifolier, bailiff of the said land, 
Pierre Rodier, guard of the said land…59

On May 22, 1766 the new lord paid faith and homage for the land to his lordship the prince of Conty, prince of royal blood, 
duke of Mercoeur.60

Before the end of  the nine year period initially foreseen, Etienne de Saint-Roman renewed the farming lease in 
favor of  Pierre Bardol, by the deed of  March 31, 1772 in the presence of  Sir Picquais, notary at the Chatelet. The 
conditions of  this lease are the object of  very instructive articles on the utilization of  the buildings of  the castle:

Art. 6 - The lessee will use the attics of the castle of Sailhant, the one in the stable to stock the grains coming from the payments of rent (cens) 
and dues and in the case the said attic is not sufficient, the lessor will be able to stock the grains in the apartments of the said castle which will be 
shown to him by the said sir de Saint-Roman, at the condition of not overloading the floors, or he would have to respond in his own private name 
to any damages done to the beams and joists of the floors.

Art. 7 - The said lessee will also use the stable however when the said Sir of Saint Roman will come to the castle… to stay and spend some 
time, only half of the said stable on the side of the castle will remain and be reserved for him.

Art. 9 - Again the said lessee will use the garden of the castle located below it.
Art. 13 - The lessee will maintain the canal and aqueduct which go across the pound of Saillant, will clean it and put it in a good condition.61

Art. 14 - The lessee will remain responsible for the maintenance of all roofs of the castle, the stable and the attic and for providing all kind 
of tiles, necessary nails and plugs, for the amount of 15 livres per year which will be deducted annually on the price of the existing lease against 
the receipt from the roofer.

Art. 15 - The said lessee will also have to maintain at his own expenses the castle and dependent buildings for all small repairs and to 
provide the doors with keyholes and keys, casements, frames, shutters, latches, hooks and hinges, and glass where there is any…put everything in a 
good condition until the end of the lease.

Art. 16 - Regarding the other repairs, they will be the charge of the said de Saint Roman who will use the bouades, maneuvers and corvees 
due to him by the emphitheotes for the repairs of the castle, which are excluded from the existing lease…62 The letters of  Saint Roman 
to Bardol show that Bardol had more difficulties than at the time of  Sir Roger to meet the requirements of  his lease, 
notably because of  the complications and procedural problems which emerged in the relations wit the tax payers of  the 
seigniory.63

In a letter dated February 9, 1773 the owner gives a few recommendations regarding the maintenance of  the 
buildings “…If the walls of the fence of the meadow of the pound are not finished, I am asking you to work on it when the season will allow 
it, maintain the roofs of the castle to prevent any leak…”64

On December 15, 1774, Etienne de Serres de Saint Roman pays faith and homage for the land of  Saillans to 
Monsieur, the King’s brother, Count of  Artois, Duke and count of  Auvergne, duke of  Mercoeur.65 The following 
year, he managed to establish a report (terrier) by a feodist living at the castle of  Sailhant. This terrier is dated July 6, 
1775.66 The necessity of  repair work and measure to protect against thieves was the object of  a letter of  Saint Roman in 
Bardol on December 4, 1777: “It is fair that your belongings be safe in the castle of Saillans and I will not oppose to the necessary repairs. 
Therefore I rely on you and I consent that you have made the doors and windows you had told me about since you believe that the existing one are 
not in a condition to be used. I recommend that you have them built strong and economic; maybe the old door fittings could be re-used. Finally do 
everything for the best… I won’t be able to avoid to have iron bars installed at the windows you are telling me about since there were not any when 
we signed the lease but I am happy to contribute to your safety, therefore I am asking to install strong iron bars for which I will pay and regarding 
the shutters, if you estimate that there are needed, we will install them sharing the cost if you agree…”67

59  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 3, cote 119.

60  Idem, cote 120.

61  The pound was always mentioned in the leases, to be filled with fish by the lessors when there was water, to be sowed when dry.

62  Idem, cote 122

63  A . Douet give in his article “Le Sailhans…” which is taken from his work “Le Chateau…” many details about these problems of  administration of  the domain, using the 
manuscript sources at the time in his hands or in Leon Belart’s hands, archivist of  Saint-Flour.

64  Quoted by A. Douet, “Le Chateau…”, p. 155, “Le Sailhans…”, p.24.

65  This report(terrier) came in the possession of  Alfred Douet probably by purchase, with a part at least of  the correspondence between Saint-roman and Bardol. One terrier 
was preserved in the collections of  the museum Douet in Saint-Flour.

66  Quoted by A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p. 155, “Le Sailhans…”, p. 25.

67  Quoted by A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p. 155, “Le Sailhans…”, p.25.
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Some restoration work had to been done after that year as we find on August 14, 1779, a report unfortunately non 
itemized of  832 livres 1 sol 4 deniers of  repair work on the castle of  Sailhans.68

A bill dated December 17, 1780 is given by Jean Mougin, tile roofer from La Roche in Limousin, who worked for 8 days at the 
castle of Sailhans to repair the roof of the said castle or of the tower of the auditorium and jails… work paid 12 livres, without counting 
the material (sheets of  white iron to rcover the finial).

At this date, Etienne de Saint roman, acting like his predecessor Sir Roger, had given, since 1777, to one of his sons 
his land of Saillans and the furniture and belongings which are in the castle, including an inventory. Similarly, it seems that the father 
continued to take care from Paris of  the administration of  the domain until his death in 1781, his only son Jacques 
Philippe de Serres de Saint Roman, baron of  Saillans, kept busy at all time by his charge of  captain at the regiment of  
Penthievre Dragons, and residing in Paris for the remaining time.

In June 1780, Etienne de Saint Roman renounced to renew the farming lease of Sailhans to the profit of Pierre Bardol 
who could no longer assure normally the recovery of the taxes (cens and redevances) of the seigniory and had been seriously 
put in debt. The family Bardol who had kept the farming lease for more than 40 years, was loosing this benefice because of the 
evolution of the society who had become pre-revolutionary, the inhabitants of the seigniory accepting less and less to be liable 
for the dues and taxes linking them to the seigniory by the intermediary of their local prosecutor, the lessee of the domain.

The new farming lease of  Sailhant was signed in favor of  Pierre Rongier, bourgeois living in the town of  St. Flour, 
sharing with the sir Taillandier.

The inventory from after the death of  Etienne de Saint Roman, then known as the count of  Fregeville and baron 
of  Sailhans, regarding the furniture of  Sailhans belonging to him outlines the poverty of  it.69

Besides the chapel with normal ornaments, the apartments were rustic secondary residences with a few old used 
pieces of  furniture, more likely a portion of  the furniture of  the Estaing family left there after the sale of  1753 and 
bought with every other furniture in the castle in 1781, since the lessors, Bardol then Rongier were using apartments 
that they had probably furnished to live there from time to time. One notices in this inventory that irons to clap feet and 
hands of  a prisoner were still in the castle, probably in a room which was used as a cell. However no weapon remains.

The clauses of  the 1773 lease and a description probably contemporaneous70 confirm in anycase that some 
apartments in the castle, at the upper floors, were empty and uninhabitable because the lessor was not authorized to 
stock the grain there if  the attic spaces were not sufficient.

 In 1781 we note a state of repair to be done most urgently at the castle of Sailhans…visited by Guillaume Lafon carpenter and Jean 
Chauliagnet , mason, on July 12 which terms71 confirm that the maintenance of  the buildings must have had been reduced 
to the strict minimum for a long time: we notably read that all the castle windows have no glass or interior shutters with only 
exterior shutters. We notice then among other accounts non related to the restoration works, a receipt from Antoine Jubelain, 
locksmith, for the work done at the castle of Sailiant during December 1781 on the order of Sir Rongier: locks, or hinges or clamps, padlocks, 
clapper of latch, hook to hold the shutters, nails72 This seems to indicate that the owner did not want to engage important work, 
contenting himself  in doing small interventions.

Jacques-Philippe de Serres de Saint Roman, theoretically the donee of  the seigniory of  Sailhans was only one of  
seven heirs to the succession of  his father at least concerning the furniture. He was the guardian and trustee, sharing 
with his mother Jeanne Suzanne Le Noir, his brothers still minors, Pierre de Serre de Saint Roman de Fregeville and 
Francois Marie de Serre de Saint Roman de Combret.73

He was the administrator of  the domain of  Sailhant along with the lessors Rongier and Taillandier and we have 
found archives of  this administration until 1785. He would also have renewed the farming lease on October 23, 1788 
in favor of  Jean Baptiste Rongier, son of  late Pierre Rongier.74

Little time after this date, the domain went from the hands of  Jacques-Philippe de Serres de Saint-Roman to his 

68  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 3, cote 122.

69  A. D. Cantal, 3 E 264/ 1191, same inventory, dated July 12, Archt. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 130, piece included no. 24.

70  Arch. Nat, T. 571, carton 4, cote 131, see piece no. 2 included.

71  Arch, Nat., T. 571, cote 130, piece included no. 2

72  Arch. Nat, T. 571, carton 4, cote 127

73  Arch. Nat., T. 571, Carton 4, cote 129.

74  A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p. 171.
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brother-in-law Jacques Mathieu Augeard, Knight, advisor to the state, secretary of  the Mandaments of  the Queen, 
lord of  Buzancy in Ardennes, living in Paris, boulevard Montmartre, parish St. Eustache, who, when the succession of  
Etienne de Saint-Roman was opened in 1781, acting in the name and as master of the real estate actions owned by lady Anne-Sophie 
de Serres de Saint Roman his wife with whom he shares possession75

The count Augeard having migrated during the revolution, an inventory of  his belongings was started on January 
30, 1793 in Paris and his patrimony had been sequestred and sold.

The Sailhans and the Owners-Farmers 1793-1883

The Sailhant historian, Alfred Douet, was reliant on an historic ideology reactionary and anti-revolutionary which 
is noticeable in various parts of  his written work. His affirmations according to which the castle of  Sailhant intact on the 
eve of the Revolution…in ruins in the 19th century, would have been ruined, dismantled by the revolutionary hurricane have absolutely 
no basis, as he acknowledges it himself.76

In reality, the castle, which relative decay and very basic comfort at the time of  the Saint Roman family, was bought 
back in 1793 with part of  the lands by the incumbent lessor of  the farming lease, Jean Baptiste Rongier, without any 
modification or destruction. Rongier was living in a bourgeois house in Saint-Flour and was only using the attics of  
the castle; therefore it is likely that no work was done and that some parts of  the buildings collapsed. After his death in 
1816, his five children and heirs, including one daughter who had married a member of  the Bardol family, choose not to 
keep the property. By private agreement on May 1817, they sold it to Pierre Lorier, a farmer living in the said location 
of  Sailhant, a building, the major part in ruins, known as the castle of Sailhant at the said location of Sailhans, the two courtyards depending 
of the castle could contain about 34 ares 68 centiares and 900 toises… The sale of  the castle, averaging 1400 francs was only 
definitely recorded in 1824. The indication of  the state of  ruins of  the buildings must be confronted to the cadastral 
plan said “Napoleonien” drawn in the 1820’s: the buildings in the first courtyard or front courtyard had disappeared, 
while the buildings of  the interior courtyard of  the castle were complete and covered. The partial demolition must 
have dated from around 1830, if  we believe a contemporaneous author, Deribier du Chatelet who wrote around 1850: 
in this whole building, the main portion of the building only stands as the towers are demolished as well as a part of the surrounding walls, in 
1830.77 What has been demolished must be defined with caution but the disappearance of  an important part of  the 
buildings marked on the cadastral plan, at the exception of  the main residential building, was a consequence of  the 
demolition campaign of  buildings falling into ruins. We cannot tell if  some elements of  the castle which localization 
is problematic: the chapel and keeper house mentioned in the 18th century, were demolished in 1830, or if  they 
had already disappeared. Deribier du Chatelet in 1850 only wrote (without giving his sources) that this chapel was 
dedicated to Saint-Freval, and conserved the relics of  this patron. However the inventory of  the furniture from 1781 
does not confirm this as no reliquary is mentioned.

When his father died in 1857, Michel Lorier inherited of  the buildings of  the ancient castle which he continued 
to use as barn and attics. He sold them in 1874 to his son in law Jacques Genestoux, merchant living in Boulogne sur 
Seine with his wife Marguerite Laurier for 22.000 francs. What projects did the couple Genestoux have when they 
bought the property? Did they do any repairs or renovations? We cannot tell. In any case, it stayed only for 7 years in 
their hands and was re-sold for more than twice the purchase price as the ancient castle of Sailhans with courtyards and gardens 
to M. Mary Raynaud on October 27, 1881 for 70.000 francs.

The Castle of  Mary Raynaud 1881-1904

Born in 1844 in the hamlet of  Sailhant, at the foot of  the castle, from parents farmers, Mary Raynaud is an 
original character, an adventurer with a megalomaniac ambition, unscrupulous in business, who from daring financial 
set-up to bankruptcies, built a fortune with no tomorrow. He started in 1973, founding a bank pompously name the 
“State Bank”. He soon led a great life in his town house on the avenue of  Bois de Boulogne and married Marie-Nathalie 

75  Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 128.

76  A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p. 176 and note 2. This affirmation is unfortunately found in recent authors’ works such as B. Phalip, p. 1032.

77  Deribier du Chatelet, p. 48.
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Martine, an actress of  the Royal Palace known as Miss Martine.
Probably dreaming since childhood to become lord of  Sailhant, he bought this property in 1881, but did not 

immediately start the restoration projects. By the private agreement of  November 2, 1884, Mary Raynaud gave the 
farming lease of  the castle of  Sailhant to his brother Jean Raynaud, who was for a while mayor of  Andelat. A piece 
from the file of  the judicial sale of  1904 specified about this “…at this moment, the castle half ruined and abandoned was used 
on the ground level as a farming building of the said property of the castle, and the harvest were stock. However since 1888 at the latest, a verbal 
agreement intervened between the two brothers, by which Mary Raynaud recovered the exclusive use of the castle, which he rebuilt and in some 
locations from the foundations and which he re-furbished with his personal belonging… that he was using the castle as early as 1889 whenever 
he could…”78 Another piece of  the file from 1904 indicates that before the work started, the courtyard of  the castle was 
assimilated to a pasture.79

The start of  the spectacular restoration of  the castle of  Sailhant in 1888, 7 years after the purchase of  the 
property, corresponded to a new strategy of  Mary Raynaud who had then decided to become someone who could 
not be ignored in the social life and politic of  the Cantal region. This strategy proved efficient until the end of  1890: 
a candidate at the legislative elections of  Saint-Flour in 1889, he was elected to the by-elections on September 14, 
1890. Then he became the head of  the water-cure establishment of  Chaudes-Aigues and bought back in this village 
the castle and domain of  Couffour for 60.005 francs where he established his project of  school-farm. The restoration 
work of  the castle of  Sailhant, efficiently led, went quickly, as Raynaud was able to live there on occasions as early as 
1889, to show a good local implantation worthy of  the rich image that he wanted to show. Copying the habits of  the 
old aristocratic families who were building new medieval castles, Raynaud had pushed quite far away his phantasm of  
owning a feudal castle: he had introduced into the architectural program of  his house a chapel quite large flanked with 
an apartment for the chaplain in charge.80

The wind changed at the end of  1890: the bankruptcy was disclosed and Raynaud was violently attacked by the 
press notably by the great polemicist journalist Henri Rochefort in his columns of  The Intransigent. On November 
25, he left his Parisian townhouse on the avenue of  the Bois de Boulogne leaving no address behind him. His debt was 
assessed to 7 to 8 millions and the justice condemned him in his absence to a 10 year sentence in prison.

In 1891, the work was suspended before its completion and the contractors from the various trade associations 
which were working on the restoration site, unpaid, entrusted their interests to an official assignee, M. Maillard. The 
castle of  Sailhant and his domain were the object of  a seizure of  property, along with two other adjoining properties 
belonging to Raynaud: the mill of  Blaud in Roffiac and a house in Andelat. At first, the furniture of  the castle were 
publicly auctioned there. The seizure of  property of  the furniture happened only in December by Sir Delorme, bailiff 
at the civil court of  Saint-Flour. In January 1892, the three properties were distributed into 28 lots to be auctioned 
off, the castle of  Sailhant constituting a lot to be sold for 5000 francs. A news article of  March 19 about the auction, 
outlined the under-assessment of  the castle in the following politicized terms: “repaired to a new condition and almost 
completely reconstructed by the one who was the owner during only a few years… Part of its value is removed by this ridiculous outlay (5000 
francs). No one doubts that this probably scared off the buyers and provoked the loss of a precious amount of money for the workers who have rights 
on these walls as they reconstructed for free this monster of long ago, pride of the tyrants, hideout of the lords of today crumbling into dust…This 
castle, as it was, should bring more than needed to buy out the workers, as we like to believe that this sum will be attributed to them in part… 
Their sweat and their money are inside the walls and sealed the incontestable right to a large participation to the selling price… There are for more 
than 30.000 francs in cast stones.”81

The sale by auction took place on April 13, 1892 in front of  the audience of  the highest civil court auction room 
in the district of  Saint-Flour under the authority of  Sir Daude, and the castle and its dependencies were bought for 18 
000 francs by Marie-Nathalie Martine, the wife of  Mary Raynaud, represented by her attorney Sir Missonnier. It does 
not seem that Mrs. Raynaud was ever able to enjoy the castle after she bought it, her husband’s creditors pursuing her 
own patrimony and placing her in the impossibility to follow her engagements. However in 1896, Mary Raynaud was 

78  The file of  the auction sale of  the castle of  Sailhant (Arch. du Tribunal civil de Saint -Flour, 157 U 355).

79  See piece included no. 26.

80  These affectations are clearly indicated in the inventory of  fixtures of  1891 (see piece included no. 26).

81  La Haute Auvergne, March 19, 1892
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able to overcome his difficulties and opened a new bank in Paris named the 82“International Credit”. This establishment 
bankrupted again with 7 million liabilities at the beginning of  1904, Raynaud having fled to South Africa after the 
Boers War, supposedly to exploit the gold mines of  the Transvaal (!)

Re-sold at a “folle auction sale” at the court of  Saint-Flour at the public hearing of  April 23, 1904, the castle of  
Sailhant was adjudicated to Sir the doctor Paul Delbet, living at 14, rue Roquepine in Paris, for 15.100 francs, with a 
starting price of  2000 francs.

The restoration campaign of  the castle of  Mary Raynaud, corresponding almost exactly to the existing dispositions, 
was led over a period of  about two years, between 1888 and 1890. The fact that among the creditors from 1891 are 
listed Parisian businessmen, non specialized in the restoration of  ancient monuments, and that no architects’ names 
are mentioned, seems significant of  Raynaud’s reasoning. More a businessman than a patron, he had indeed to define 
himself  the restoration project, very little researched, without using the services of  an architect and to conclude directly 
with firms used to bourgeois and industrial building sites, that he had noticed during his activities in Paris. These firms 
were offering probably according to him the technical warranties necessary and they could work quickly with workers 
hired partly on site.

82  See piece included no. 26.
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II CHRONOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
THE EXISTING ARCHITECTURAL ELEVATIONS

The Chateau in the Middle Ages

The texts prove that a knightly family with the name of  the domain of  Sailhant exists since the beginning of  the 
Eleventh century. One can not yet conclude on the existence of  a castle in the judicial and architectural sense on today’s 
site at this early date. A knight of  the period could own a “house” domus in the county seat of  his domain (fief ) but the 
status of  castle implies a chatellenie or an important lordship where the owner extends his jurisdiction on a territorial 
land consisting of  a few parishes and secondary domains (secondary fiefs).

However the complete lack of  Twelfth century texts, a period during which the Auvergne feudal landscape and 
its large domains begins to be better known, leads us to doubt that Sailhant had this status of  “chateau” at the time. 
Chateau and chatellenie are mentioned for the first time in a text from 1364.

The general implantation of  the triangular surrounding wall of  the castle on a site of  a rocky spur, blocked by a 
moat, is characteristic of  numbers of  castle foundations from the Eleventh and Twelfth centuries. One observes that 
the extremity of  the spur occupied by the triangular surrounding wall of  the castle, offers particularly steep cliffs and 
reaches its optimal width at the location of  the existing narrow moat, on the north side of  the triangle. Beyond this 
moat, the rest of  the spur joining the mountain is narrower, and is only steep on the east side of  the Babory river and 
the cascade of  Sailhant, the slopes are much more moderate to the west, towards the valley.

These topographical characteristics lead us to believe that the triangular shape of  the existing surrounding walls of  
the castle, taking the exact shape of  the most naturally retrenched part, is in its original location and did not change in 
shape nor in size since the foundation of  the castle. Though one notices that at the north-west angle of  the surrounding 
walls of  the castle, the rock is significantly lower than the rest of  the level of  the developed tabular plateau, requiring 
the walls to be located a few meters lower than their average anchorage level. The effort made to artificially develop the 
site in order to implant the largest possible entry front, thus rationalizing the plan, and the relatively small size of  the 
surrounding walls defined, shows an evolved character of  castle layout, which leads us to date the castle’s foundation 
later, rather than earlier. One can not exclude that a fortified town preexisted on the spur, before the development of  
the triangular shaped plan and before the digging of  the -unimpressive- moat of  the entrance front. Furthermore the 
part of  the spur outside this enclosure, nowadays remodeled by a post medieval terracing work, was at times during the 
Middles Ages, converted in a courtyard itself  enclosed by walls, even retrenched on its north side and housing people 
doomed to accomplish the castle’s economical activities.

Therefore we can speculate that a castle existed before the 14th century: great fortified surrounding walls following 
the wining outline of  the rocky spur protecting a seigniorial residential area (with tower, logis?) at the location of  the 
existing castle, then less clearly dissociated and removed from the courtyard area which preceded it.

Part of  the Eastern and Western surrounding walls (D) of  the existing castle at least could be dated from that first 
supposed state.

We will see later that this first state -which cannot be described more accurately- might have started to resemble 
the existing condition only in the last third of  the Fourteenth Century.

Unfortunately we do not know anything about the religious facilities of  this first castle, the first mentions of  a 
castral chapel being subsequent to the end of  the Middle Ages.

Only an archeological dig could validate these hypotheses or bring out new ones.
An undated handwritten description of  the castle, found in “The Condition of  the Lands of  Valuejols and 
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Sailhans”83 which might be representative of  the condition of  the site around the middle of  the Seventeenth century, 
gives a concrete idea of  the courtyard area of  the site, today a simple esplanade. Here designated as avant-cour, but also as 
basse-cour in various texts from the Eighteenth Century, this part of  the site was at the time enclosed by real surrounding 
walls and included a building for services: “An old castle located on a rocky spur steep on all sides at the exception of the side of the 
entrance of the castle which leads you into a front-court enclosed by old surrounding walls, in which is a stable and a hayloft above it.” Another 
subsequent description mentions a “large basse-cour.”84 The surrounding walls of  the basse cour were in their late condition, built 
or rebuilt as dry walls, with some clay mortar, as confirmed by documents from the middle of  the Eighteenth Century, 
85 when these walls were falling into ruins.

An aqueduct harnessing the water of  a nearby source was going through this basse-cour, constituting a canalization 
in the rocky platform. It seems that from early on, it was the only viable mean to supply the castle with water, as we 
notice no well in the interior courtyard (the boring of  the rock to the level of  the Babory must have appeared as being 
to difficult) nor a water tank dug or built. The conduyt is mentioned in 1503 in an inventory,86 but curiously, we do not 
find any mention of  this problem of  water supply in the documents from the Eigthteenth century. In 1850, Deribier du 
Chatelet indicates “the tracks of the canal dug in the rock which were supplying the castle with water from a fountain of the hill du Pincou”87

The Architectural Elements of  the Medieval Period

From the point of  view of  monumental archeology, the surrounding walls of  the castle of  Sailhant anchored east 
and west on the rock, flushed at the heights of  a bearing wall and revised several times at various periods, do not offer 
any dating characteristics. At the most, the size and position of  the basalt and lava moellons which compose the wall 
when associated with the existence of  a semi-circular tower of  small diameter on both fronts (one cut off, the other 
lost)88 (d1) can evoke -although it is not a very accurate criteria- a Thirteenth century construction, as it is the case at 
the castle of  Arlempdes in Velay.

Furthermore none of  the castle’s architectural elements more completely preserved in its elevations and retaining 
some evidences of  development, defensive notably, can be dated with certainty prior to the Fourteenth Century.

Towers and Curtain Walls of  the North Front Entrance

Crossbow slits of  the Northern Curtain Wall
The surrounding wall or curtain wall of  the half  north front located to the west of  the castle door, ends to the west 

with a right angle marking the return of  a curtain wall of  the same height, from which only the foundation remains (probably 
re-built after a partial ruin during the sixteenth century).89 The castle’s north west angle is not treated particularly in its 
lower half, the basalt moellons of  the wall are toothed; however on its upper half, quoins, also toothed, are distinguishable 
by the use of  different material: stones better squared off, larger than the moellons of  the standard facework, are breccia 
or more tender scoria stones of  a blond/rusty tint (Fig. 1). Near this north-west angle, the north wall encompasses two 
shooting slits almost superimposed (a 33), which show two levels of  defense previously separated by a floor which location 
can still be pictured. They are loopholes with a single triangular interior splay and an exterior slit relatively short but as 
high as the opening itself  (Fig. 2). These slits do not correspond to the “classical” Thirteenth century slit as we find it in 
the Castle of  Alleuze for instance, which is characterized by a longer exterior slit which base is located much lower than the 
interior sill of  the opening linked by an embankment ground which allows a “diving shot” or “negative shot.” This type of  
opening is rather characteristic of  the Fourteenth century, and endures throughout the beginning of  the Fifteenth century.

83  See complete transcription in document 1

84  See complete transcription in document 2.

85  See document 20

86  Quoted by B. Phalip, p. 1031.

87  Deribier du Chatelet, p. 48

88  Remains of  the turret were still existing around 1910 and are still visible on some postcards.         

89  See further, regarding the secondary building standing against this part of  the curtain wall
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The Tower to the Right of  the Door: Structure and Loophooles
To this curtain wall adheres a semi-circular tower (a 23) defending the right hand side of  the castle’s door 

(thus passively protecting it by acting as a shield, and allowing shots aimed at the area around the door) (fig 3). 
Similar to the three other towers protecting the north front of  the castle (only two, as we will see, date from the 
1888-1890 restoration), this tower is not a circular engaged structure but is semi-cylindrical and rests against the 
surrounding wall. This particularity, quite common in castle architecture notably for the design of  towers on front 
curtain walls since the last third of  the Twelve century, is generally observed on square turrets or semi-cylindrical 
towers with an exterior projection exceeding at least two third of  the cylinder volume (horseshoe shaped plan). 
These features allowed for the development of  shooting rooms with practical proportions and functional shooting 
locations (loopholes) which could be covered with a conical roof, whole or partial (“pepper box” roof ) or with a 
gable roof  above the bearing wall.

The towers of  Sailhant have the rare and inexplicable particularity to offer an insufficient projection and can not 
support these types of  roofs. This implies that in order to achieve a full circle above the top of  the wall, as it is the case 
today, it is necessary to create a cantilever on the side of  the wall. This incapacity of  the tower in its original state to 
carry a pepper box roof, let us believe that it was covered with a semi-dome roof  topped with slate stones similarly to 
some churches’ apses. This original scheme is more restrained in comparison to a tower with a greater projection, and 
may not have another explanation than the awkwardness of  the master builder of  the Middle Ages. This tower had at 
least three levels including a crowning level above a low vaulted ground pierced with a unique opening providing light, 
which was probably used as a cellar.

How can we date this tower? 
Is it contemporary to the wall against which it leans, or was it added later? The junction between the two facades 

does not allow us to decide, but the tower has, at the level of  the second floor, eight courses slightly distinct from the 
ones above and below: a different material, a granite or gray trachyte and to a certain extent a different construction, 
the stones in question being squared off. This particularity does not a priori leads to any absolute chronology for 
the construction of  the tower itself  (the base or vaulted second story is not older than the rest of  the tower of  more 
than the length of  a temporary interruption of  construction). However this particularity is not found anywhere else 
on the walls adjoining the curtain wall, which would tend to favor the hypothesis of  placing the erection of  the 
tower in a construction campaign slightly later to the construction of  the wall. Also supporting the hypothesis of  
relative chronology is the size of  the basaltic moellons used in the lower third portion of  the construction, relatively 
homogenous on the entire northern wall, but different on the tower. 

On the curtain wall the moellons almost square with blunt angles, are laid horizontally and quite regularly: a 
characteristic found in the other flushed curtain walls of  the castle.

On the tower, the basaltic moellons form a tighter and more irregular unit made with pieces generally larger, their 
sizes varying from simple to double and not laid horizontally.

The dating criteria of  the tower are limited -here again- to the type of  shooting slits, as the semi-dome spanning 
the ground floor level is not a dating element. The tower’s second story, at the 1 1/2 existing level, now inaccessible 
due to the modifications of  the levels of  the floors during the Eighteenth century (see below), is equipped with three 
loopholes with interior slaying and exterior slit even shorter than the ones on the wall, corresponding to one course of  
the wall (Fig. 4). A priori, these loopholes, not practical for bows, usable with crossbows, are quite atypical, and are not 
without similarities with the type of  openings for portable fire arms or shoulder arms, common at the beginning of  the 
Sixteenth Century, in particular at the time of  the religious wars and until the Seventeenth century. In fact, one finds 
a similar type of  “shooting battlements” in an other location of  the castle. In this case, however, it is certain that the 
three loopholes on the second floor of  the tower are of  a later date, as an element of  the relative chronology proves it: 
the shooting chamber on the second floor of  the tower encompasses a fourth opening which is surrounded by evidences 
of  remodeling of  the facade, which proves that it was reinserted several years or more after the completion of  the tower 
and the three loopholes. This resumption of  the work can only be regarded as a repentance following the construction. 
A period between one or two decades and more than a century separates the insertion of  the new slit in the masonry 
of  the pre-existing tower. This fourth opening permitting a “flanked shoot” lining up vertically the curtain wall, is a 
loophole for medium caliber artillery pieces resting on the ground. 
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The shape of  the shooting slit with an exterior slaying in shape of  a rectangular90 muzzle wider than long (Fig. 5) 
with a circular or square slit is called “French slit” and appears on the construction sites of  royal fortifications (the most 
innovating) or the construction sites of  elite lords, only around the years 1480. In the Auvergne and Velay regions, the 
French slit seems to remain unused until the Sixteenth century, and becomes common in the second half  of  this century. 

Clearly anterior to this period, the three loopholes with short slits built at the same time as the tower, are mixed-
use shooting slits quite common which can be used with crossbows and fire sticks, hacquebutes or fauconneaux, the 
smallest during the second half  of  the the Fifteenth century, put on trestles or hold up by a servant. The third story of  
this tower retains two ancient loopholes framed with breccia or scoria stones of  a brown/rusty tint, a little wider but 
slightly higher than the ones at the second story, of  which they are alternated and not superimposed, which allow for 
the variety of  shooting angles. They may have had the same purpose and because of  their width, seem more adapted to 
artillery pieces. The original level of  this third story was (a priori) significantly higher than the floor (of  at least 1 meter 
50) of  the existing bathroom, which was lined up with the level of  the floor built in the adjoining building during the 
Eighteenth century.

The North East Tower
The second ancient semi-circular tower of  this north front (a14), near the north-east corner (Fig. 6) has, in a 

smaller version, a structural conception identical to the tower on the right hand side of  the tower. It is certain that 
the eastern front of  the castle, very steep, was invulnerable and did not require to be flanked, that is to be in the field 
of  vision of  a projecting construction. Furthermore the steep configuration of  the rocky chip made it difficult, if  not 
impossible, to install the foundations of  such a projecting construction in the alignment of  the surrounding wall. This 
is sufficient to explain that the tower was not exactly at the corner of  the castle surrounding wall, but against the north 
front, without even absorbing the corner, which about forty cm remains visible. This type of  tower setting, although 
justified above, is quite unusual and not very satisfying from a formal and aesthetic point of  view, as the tower appears 
as a part that was added. Paradoxically, it is certain that the tower was built at the same time than the surrounding wall 
to which it is attached, as the absolute continuity of  the courses on the facade proves it, reproducing the same variations 
of  constructions: one finds in the lower half  the same lay out of  small pieces in relatively regular beds, surmounted 
with three or four courses of  larger caliber moellons, which marks a transition with the facade of  the upper half  of  the 
elevations, made of  coarse rubblestones The visible quoins which terminates the north front of  this side, like the lower 
half  of  the north-west angle, is done with the same materials of  the standard facework at the exception of  the upper 
third portion, entirely redone around 1888-1890.

As previously discussed, this tower is similar to the one protecting the door: in its plan with a small projection, 
imposing the same constraints as for the original roof,91 and could have been conceived by the same master builder who was 
not a skilled architect. One notices some variations in the layout and inclusion of  the slits. There is here as well a vaulted 
semi-dome built with springing stones -here with square occulus- to cover the first level but this vault is slightly higher in 
the tower elevation than the one located in the tower92 to the right of  the door. This vaulted room93 is pierced with two tiny 
openings, simple slits, very short and narrow, hardly visible in the exterior facade, built only to provide air and light. The 
main use for this room seems to have been latrine, used from the first floor of  the main portion of  the building standing 
against the north Wall. Indeed, the inside retains the base of  the seat, prolonged below by a square sewage pipe which 
appears as an opening at the foot of  the tower, in contact with the rock (Fig. 7), on the side of  this cliff, east/north-east. It 
could also have been used as a cell, logically equipped with a latrine to be used by prisonners. Therefore the square occulus 
in the vault could have been used to communicate from the upper level with prisoners without opening the prison door at 
the first floor. In any case, the frame of  the communication floor of  this cell (or latrine) with the first floor room of the 
main portion of  the building, is still visible from the inside of  the tower, but has been filled on the side of  the building. 
Indeed one of  the two old monumental fire places having been installed against this closed out door during the 1890’s 
restoration, it has become invisible without probes in the existing wall of  the fireplace.

90   Some arrow slits of  this type have an oval aperture.   

91  The ancient roof  frame was demolished and replaced by a sloping roof, only in 1758.

92 The higher part of  the extrados of  the vault is hardly 1m50 under the level of  the floor from the 18th century and existing of  the main residential building.

93 Inaccessible since the end of  the Nineteenth century.
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The existing second floor retains an opening probably defensive oriented towards the north west (in other words 
towards the path leading to the castle door), visible only from the outside because walled up but placed too high in the 
existing interior elevations, not to have originally corresponded to a third floor. It is a loophole framed with breccia or 
scoria stones of  a blond/rusty tint located higher than the ones at the tower on the right hand side of  the post, of  an 
intermediate type between the latter and the two crossbow slits on the north west facade.

With the current condition of  the existing walls, it is not possible to show archaeological evidence of  an interior 
partition in two stories in the ancient part of  the tower located on top of  the cell’s vault. The existing remodeling 
does not allow anymore to identify the ancient levels of  the floors, but this evidence of  a partition seems sufficiently 
confirmed by the location of  the gun slit of  the second story. The second story disposed of  a sufficient ceiling height, 
if  its floor is relocated, in theory, at the vault’s extrados level, or 1 meter 50 lower than the existing level. This theoretical 
restitution seems comforted by the presence of  the zenithal occulus in this vault, which needed to be accessed directly 
from the second floor, and not through a large technical void under the floor as it is the case today.

The Defensive Program of  the Medieval North Front
From the previous observations, one will temporarily conclude the following relative chronology: the entire north 

front seems to have been rebuilt between the second half  of  the Fourteenth century and the end of  the first third of  the 
Fifteenth century, in other words, during the One Hundred Years’ war, and offers the characteristics of  a quick, pragmatic 
and succinct construction done by a mediocre architect, rather than the features of  a prestigious artifact of  a patron lord. 
The main worry, it seems, was to erect a strong curtain wall, an inaccessible blind shield built with two sections linked 
in their center by an obtuse angle, next to which is located the fortress’ door. The fact that this curtain wall had been 
flanked by only two towers, including one next to the door and not four as it was the case since the restorations of  the 
years 1888-1890, shows the relative economy of  the means which dominated this construction campaign.

It is possible that this construction corresponded to a program of  reduction or parceling of  the surface of  the 
primitive castle. In other words, this facade-shield and the ditch that precedes it might have been created from scratch 
inside large surrounding wall to subtract the front part of  it, at the extremity of  the spur, easier to defend in reason of  
the very steep slopes and smaller dimensions.

Perhaps started with the north-west angle which caused some problems with the foundations below the general 
level, the new curtain wall is also conceived to support the main portion of  a building, at least the eastern 2/3 part 
of  it. During the construction phase which sees the erection of  the vertical section of  the north-east extremity and 
its tower, the other tower is erected towards the center of  the front, probably after the construction of  the portion 
of  curtain wall against which it stands, in order to reinforce the active defense of  the front by shooting and to offer a 
punctual protection of  the castle’s door.

Thus, covered buildings leaning against this north front, on the court side, from which where accessed the tower’s 
upper floors: a residential building (a11-a13) occupied the east half  and extended above and beyond the entryway 
(a21-a22). Towards the north-west angle, the two superimposed (a33) crossbow slits were necessarily accessed from 
rooms in a three-story high building span.

It is tempting to attribute this program of  partial re-construction of  the castle, done for reasons mostly economical 
and defensive, probably realized by an accomplished architect, to one of  the three phases of  English occupation which 
lasted for about three years, between 1380 and 1439. Two arguments stands against this hypothesis: on one hand 
the defensive capacity of  the castle was already optimal before the occupation phase of  1380, on the other hand, the 
companies of  routiers which were staying in the castle did not have building habits and were looting more to insure 
their captain of  a seigniorial way of  life and a good maintenance of  the garrison, without having any other ambition 
on the besieged castle.

The hypothesis the most believable was that the castle had been re-built and strengthen on the initiative of  his 
lord reacting against the first usurpation by the armed group in the years 1359-1364. The maitre d’ouvrage of  the 
reconstruction done to prevent the castle from being taking by force would have been Bernard de Rochefort d’Aurouze, 
who died in 1374 or his son Bertrand II de Rochefort d’Aurouze, lord of  the castle from this date until 1380.

The fact that the Gascon captain Pierre de Galard succeeded at this time to besiege a castle recently reinforced is 
not at all surprising: warriors and professionals strategists, these captains of  the routiers of  the One Hundred Years’ 
war, although less prone to build than the lords who were the legitimate owners of  the castles who were much more 
skilled in the art of  sieges and in the art of  defense of  the fortresses. Therefore, the castle of  Sailhant turns out to be 
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impregnable when hold by routiers and besieged by officers of  the Crown with the help of  the militia of  Saint-Flour; 
however it fells into the hands of  the same routiers when it is guarded by lord’s guards.

If  the entrance front of  the castle of  Sailhant is a seigniorial construction of  the years 1365-1380, how can we 
explain the coarse characteristic of  its construction?

It must been seen in a perspective of  construction of  urgency, made with very few contributions during a difficult 
period, with no preoccupation to demonstrate the seigniorial splendor. The necessity was to attend the most urgent 
things first, maybe with the help of  the local inhabitants whose protection was still theoretically depending on the lord 
and his castle.

Gabriel Fournier, great Auvergnat Medievist, in his remarkable work on the castle in medieval France, gave an enlightening 
definition of  the context of  fortification of  the medieval castles, collective enclosure and churches in Auvergne during 
the One Hundred Years’ war: “The Auvergne region, remote from the main theaters of  operations, suffered from 
the raids of  routiers, mostly during the 1360’s-1391/1392, then again in the years 1432-1445… In front of  these 
dangers, the princes who were sharing the Auvergne region seemed unable to take efficient measures. Therefore the 
defense plans were organized at the local level in the rural seigniories and communities of  villagers. The laic lords 
were playing a role not insignificant and they tried to keep their lands safe. Many of  them continue to protect the 
populations of  the flat country. Besides, many knights asked to the princes or to their lords chatelains the authorization 
to transform a simple rural residence in fortified house, or to ameliorate the defenses of  an old fortified building to 
make it more efficient. However, this network of laic fortresses was insufficient and ecclesiastic lords obtain the authorization to fortify their 
buildings. These works were often done with the collaboration of inhabitants who in exchange received the right to use it as a refuge as they would 
have done with the courtyard of a castle…”94

The setting described suits perfectly to the reconstruction of  the castle of  Sailhant probably done using the 
contribution of  local workers, with little expertise. The franchises given to the inhabitants of  Sailhant by their lord 
Bernard de Rochefort d’Aurouze before 1374 belongs to this logic of  reciprocal efforts of  the lord and the local 
population in period of  adversity and economic difficulties due to the war.

The Castle Door

The current state of  the door of  the castle poses an insoluble problem to whomever attempt to restore it back to its 
medieval condition. This door consists of  an atypical entry passageway going through the logis (a21), vaulted between 
two walls, exempt from all defense system but a pair of  casements located underneath the entry’s vault. Furthermore, 
because the archway and the entire facade on the courtyard side, as we will see, was redone during the Eighteenth 
century, the vault of  the roof  is probably not anterior to this late date. Only one of  the four doors for pedestrians 
opening onto this passageway to distribute the local residents living nearby, seems to date from the end of  the Middle 
Age while the others were pierced during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries.

The archway in the northern part of  the curtain wall, a full center arch of  simple design (Fig. 4) consists of  
dark gray ashlar archstones, with a chamfer as only outline of  the arch, chamfer which develops in a round angle at 
the the jamb. This type of  construction has been seen in various civic buildings in the Massif  Central region, where 
it is generally characteristic of  elements posterior to the end of  the Fifteenth century but prior to the middle of  the 
Seventeenth century. Furthermore, one notices that the rear arch of  this door has a lowered miter arch (Fig. 8), probably 
released from the formwork, a technique which is also found in the relieving arches of  most of  the openings on the 
northern facade on the court side and which has, as we will see, a late character.

Therefore, this arched door, not prior to the Sixteenth Century, probably replaced one of  similar dimensions or 
slightly smaller from which nothing remains.

It probably must be credited to the Dubourg family, who made the castle of  Sailhant their main family residence 
starting in the 1540’s, and could have wanted to modernize and “humanize” the door of  the austere building.

A Door With a Drawbridge?
One notices that the interior slay of  the entry archway (ae) is not as wide as the passageway (a21) that leads 

94 G. Fournier, Le Chateau dans la France Medievale, essai de sociologie monumentale, Paris, Aubier, 1978, p. 357.
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straight on and is not centered on its axis (Fig 8). Therefore, it is impossible to imagine that the entry passageway 
had a portcullis which track’s pockets would have been cleaned down from the faces of  the walls: the structure of  the 
passageway and the archway is not compatible with this type of  defense. However one can consider that the northern 
front moat prevailed in front of  the door, in place of  the current embankment grounds and that a mobile bridge was 
crossing it. Was it a drawbridge? 

The technique of  hinged drawbridge is conceived in France during the 1360’s and is rapidly successful afterwards, 
often included into a program of  town gates or fortified castles built between the end of  the Fourteenth Century and 
the Sixteenth century. Yet, the door of  Sailhant does not offer any of  the characteristics of  the insertion of  an hinged 
drawbridge, the most obvious being two high vertical wall pockets, above the jamb of  the archway, here non existing. 
However one notices the curious layout of  two symmetrical openings in the wall, narrow and quite short, located three 
meters above the door (Fig. 4). The frames and small arches of  these openings, made in a stone of  a vein similar to 
the arcade of  the door and chamfered, seem at the latest contemporaneous of  this door and not from the end of  the 
Nineteenth Century like other openings of  a similar shape visible in the facades which differ in construction.

In principle, these two small openings are not to be used as shooting slits, contrary to those in the two towers, 
but are apertures for the chamber located above the entry passageway. However, they are the only ancient apertures 
pierced in the entire northern curtain wall (at the exception of  the two crossbow slits on the north-west wall), and their 
symmetrical disposition can not be justified more by the needs of  light than the use for shooting. Their layout allows 
to insert two ropes to permit, if  fitting, to lift up the deck of  the non hinged drawbridge, going into the chamber’s 
interior above the door, into the pulley’s groove to finally wrap around a winch. This installation quite rudimentary is 
not without examples even at a later period. Probes at the threshold level allowed to acknowledge the possible existence 
of  sockets permitting the rotation of  a drawbridge deck, which would give credit to the hypothesis. 

The brief  description of  the castle in the “State of  the lands of  Valuejols and Sailhans,”95 supposedly dating from 
the Seventeenth Century, explicitly mentions that the door had had a drawbridge: “The said front-court is separated from the 
main door of the castle by a ditch where was formerly a drawbridge and now filled up with stones to access to the castle.”

The Central Medieval Building and its Annexes until the Seventeenth Century.

As we discussed, the curtain wall forms a right angle visible from the north-west side which returns on the same 
length on the other side. It is certain that this return is not extended in continuity by the curtain walls of  the entire 
eastern front of  the castle, but constituted only the gable wall of  the logis built leaning back. The evidence is the visible 
clamping at the angle formed by the connection of  the gable wall and the wall on the court side of  the central building 
(Fig 9.). 

The quoins of  the entire elevation are made with breccia stones of  a blond/rusty tint. The current facade is 
extended beyond the quoin stones by a Nineteenth century masonry building closing the extremity of  an eel wing 
from the Sixteenth century, today demolished: this extremity (ac) standing against the gable wall from the Fifteenth 
century was transformed during the 1890’s in a small square turret, slender with a crenneled crown. The main portion 
of  the building in fact prior to the Nineteenth century does not extend up to the extremity west of  the north front but 
suddenly stops at the bay next to the castle’s entry passageway. Beyond, the central building was extended by an other 
building which seems to have been wider and structurally independent.

Nevertheless, the East gable wall and the facade of  the existing logis on the courtyard side, throughout all the 
revisions, have retained evidences of  the opening prior to the great reconstruction of  the Eighteenth Century.

The East Gable Wall (Drawings 1 and 2 )
Some of  the openings on the East gable wall are incontestably contemporaneous of  the initial construction of  the 

northern front. Notably, it is the case of  the two small openings almost square, in the gable wall at a level corresponding 
approximately to the level of  the loopholes of  the first story of  the tower to the right of  the door. This level coincides 
more or less with the existing level of  the logis’ first story, and is about one meter and a half  closer, above the extrados’ 
summit of  the ground floor vault of  the north-east tower. These two openings are difficult to characterized without 

95  Etat de la consistance des terres de Valuejols and Sailhans, see complete transcription in document 1
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drilling into the masonry sealing them. It seems that they were framing an architectural element from which remain, 
near the small opening on the left, four ashlar courses superimposed which might be the remaining of  a jamb. The cast 
stone used for these elements is a scoria of  a blond/rusty tint. The level where these small openings are located, poses a 
problem: they could possibly be evidences of  a previous interior development of  the building in which the floor between 
the ground floor and the first story’s floor would have been more than one meter lower than the present one, and would 
have prevailed on one level with the first story’s floor of  the north-west tower, probably established, as we saw it, directly 
on the vault’s haunches. If  on the contrary, one supposes that the level of  the existing floor has changed since its origin, 
these openings can only be regarded as high basement windows with their heads and slays extending towards the interior 
of  the ground floor room, only to bring in little light, typical features for a cellar or kitchen window. Conceived this way 
or designed to give day light to a first level initially lower than the existing one, these openings seem conceived, because 
of  their symmetry and their small dimensions, to frame and architectural element which could have had dual purpose. 
However, it is possible that they were conceived to frame a chimney stack, which location on the gable wall is logical.

The existing windows of  this East gable wall, incompatible with the initial state of  the small openings, correspond 
to the floor’s level of  the existing building, in place at least until the Eighteenth century. The openings of  the central bay, 
the ones prior to 1890, correspond to an alteration and were possibly built at the location of  an ancient chimney shaft. 
This alteration remains to be dated. The floor level at the first story corresponds to the Eighteenth century condition, 
indicated by the windows installed in regular bays on the court side facade. We will discuss later the analysis of  this 
facade and its previous states. However, anticipating on this analysis, one can already say that before the Eighteenth 
century transformations, the floor level in this part of  the building was already, if  not strictly, the same today, at least 
sufficiently lower so that the two small openings may have been opened at a normal level toward the first story room. 
The opening pierced in the center of  the east gable wall at the first story is one realization of  the modification campaign, 
which leads us to give it a relatively early construction date. Its frame, very different in proportions from the Eighteenth 
century windows towards the yard, is the frame of  a window with crossed mullions in a stone still “gothic”, that can be 
dated from the beginning of  the Sixteenth century at the latest. If  the window sill was probably lowered to harmonize 
it with the sills of  the new windows pierced at the time on the yard side, the rest of  the frame, in cast gray lava stone 
(trachyte), has not been reused. The evidence is given by the existence in the two jambs, of  the insertion notches for the 
extremities of  the stone transom of  horizontal mullions. By comparing this window frame to the frame of  the nearby 
window, created around 1890 with reused ancient elements of  the same type, one can be convinced that this window 
was installed at least in the 1500’s and modified only in the Eighteenth century (suppression of  the stone casement, 
dropping of  the sill). One will conclude that this 1500’s campaign consisted in condemning the ancient disposition of  
the small openings of  the east gable wall and the conjectural chimney that they could have framed, to substitute this 
window with central mullion, but that this modification also provoked a significant raise of  the first story floor level, 
maybe already up to the existing level which corresponds to the restored level of  the window sill.

At the ground level is another window underneath the one above, also characterized with a dropped sill, and a 
frame with “gothic” proportions. However, the lack of  notches for the insertion of  a stone transom, and the jambs’ 
features lead to conjecture that the window was entirely installed during the Eighteenth century, reusing elements from 
the end of  the Fifteenth century and the beginning of  the Sixteenth century, that could have been recuperated form the 
court side facade. One notice that the window lintel is incised with an accolade treated in such way that is incompatible 
with a mullion: this lintel could have originally belonged to a door at another location.

Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that during the 1890’s restorations about 0m60 was cut off this wall, as 
shown by the existing sill of  a small window which was suppressed. This window is shown on a photography anterior 
to these restorations as located lower on the wall. The leveling was meant to line up the top of  the wall with the cornice 
of  the court side facade.

The Court Side Facade  (Drawing 3)
The composition of  the court side facade’s facework is very heterogeneous due to the consequential repointing 

work done during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries (Fig. 9). However the remains of  the original condition of  
the building’s facade located between the castle’s entry passageway and the square salient of  the demolished eel wing 
(altered into a tower in the Nineteenth century), seem contemporaneous of  the east gable wall and of  the walls of  the 
northern front. Like them, the ancient standard facework, re-divided by the insertion of  windows during the Nineteenth 
century, are characterized by the use of  very rough moellons of  two geological natures, basalt for the majority of  them, 
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scoria (pozzolanes?) of  a blond/rusty tint, tender, used mixed and for the quoins as well. The moellons are rounded 
(pebbles?) of  a small size in the lower third of  the elevations, with fat joints pointed with mortar and tending to become 
larger and longer, tighter in the upper half. At the right jamb of  the archway, the lining of  the facade is shifting into 
a reflex angle and the facework changes, showing no more repointing caused by the insertion of  openings from the 
Eighteenth century and using larger moellons irregularly laid out. One notice two stones reused: a piece of  lintel and a 
piece with molding, once part of  a small column base. This layout done between the Eighteenth century and the end 
of  the Nineteenth century was used for only two bays: the entry passageway bay (a21) and the following one (a22); 
this type of  lay out stops at the vertical quoins which, it seems, ended the facade between the Eighteenth century (Fig. 
11) and the end of  the Nineteenth century, using stones with in and out joints or quoin stones mended during the 
achievement of  the facade in 1888-1890.

The medieval ascendancy over the facade corresponds to the one of  the central building. It starts with the quoins 
of  the south-east angle, break off straight at the right jamb of  the arch, underneath which the entry passageway opens 
onto the yard. We see some remaining heterogenous courses of  the angle prior to the Eighteenth century (Fig. 12) 
above this jamb. However the cross walls delimiting the entry passageway (a21) and the following bay (a22) seem to 
also belong to the medieval period but only partially: indeed, one notices some abnormalities in the width of  the cross 
walls masonry, evidence of  repointing. One notices that the darning stitch between the wide and the narrow parts of  
the cross wall terminating the bay (a22) on the right hand side of  the entry passageway, corresponds to the end of  the 
lining up of  the medieval facade. We are therefore led to propose the following hypothesis: in the medieval castle of  the 
Fourteenth-Fifteenth centuries, the facade of  the building’s court side was extending to these two bays but remained 
completely rectilinear, instead of  repeating, like the existing facade, the obtuse angle of  the middle of  the curtain wall 
forming the castle north front, which led to a progressive shrinkage of  the width of  the rooms located beyond this 
facade. This layout was then “corrected” by the program of  the Eighteenth century.

What can one deduct from the medieval condition of  the openings made in the building facade and consequently, 
of  the internal distributions of  the original building?

A first remark is that none of  the openings prior to the Eighteenth century re-composition into regular bays remaining 
in the facade as vestiges, uses the blond/rust breccia. We saw that this vein of  the stone was characteristic of  the majority 
of  openings frames and ashlar quoins dating from the original condition of  the Fourteenth Century medieval buildings. 
The window frames on the gable wall which were made of  gray lava stone, correspond to a later state of  the castle.

Should we suggest that no evidence of  the original openings remain? Before we conclude, we must analyze the 
visible remains of  the openings, walled up during the Eighteenth century, by outlining the importance of  puncture 
done at the time to insert new window transoms, which explained why we only find shreds from the facade at an earlier 
period.

On a wall elevation sensibly similar to the existing one, or, to be more accurate about 0m60 higher, comparably to 
the gable wall, there were three levels characterized by what remain of  the openings.

On the ground level, between the second and third existing bay starting on the west side remain the head and right 
jamb of  a large opening (af ). This opening framed with ashlar dark gray lava stones, has a lintel eased by a relieving 
miter arch still on the form boards used for its construction. (Fig. 13)

As the floor level of  the existing cement terrace lining up the facade goes slightly up west to east, to the point of  
being higher than the floor level of  the room, the height which separates the lintel from the soffit of  this opening above 
this floor seems to correspond to the level of  a doorhead, especially when compared to the level of  Eighteenth century 
window lintel. However the relieving arch makes possible the restitution of  the complex development of  this lintel cut 
off on its left. This development indicates that there was an opening at least 1m30 wide which seems large for a door 
without ornaments. Thus, it could be the dimension of  a window with mullions, as it is even greater than Eighteenth 
century large windows which are higher but narrower. The inconvenience of  interpreting the opening as a window is 
the lack of  lintel and jambs, altered during the intensive rough hewing of  the Eighteenth century, the absence of  stone 
mullions remains, and a height under the lintel slightly insufficient by comparison to the existing ground floor level. 
However, the level of  the openings would be harmonious with the presumed floor level between the ground and first 
floors, in the original medieval state, which was theoretically restored thanks to the first small openings of  the east 
gable wall; however, it is not possible to assign to this opening a date earlier to the construction of  the east gable wall 
opening, supposedly built in 1500, at the latest. Indeed the technique of  relieving the lintel with an arch conceived 
with form boards, does not seem to spread out before the late Sixteenth century with the civic architecture of  Massif  
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Central, which place the development of  this opening after the raise of  the ground floor ceiling. Only a probe in the 
wall masonry would help to find out whether it is a door, which remains possible; in this case, it would be the main 
door of  the building in the Sixteenth century condition and the simplicity should be outlined.

From another opening on the ground floor remain, on the right side of  the window of  the fourth existing bay, 
only three courses from a jamb made out of  the same stone used for the opening we discussed above (Fig. 14). It is 
insufficient to define the nature of  the opening to which the jamb belongs.

From the ancient first floor, remain the vestiges of  a large round arched window (Fig. 15) with jambs and springers 
in light gray ashlar (granite?), and sill of  dark gray lava stone, which was about 2m40 large and about 2m70 high 
(below the keystone). This large opening is difficult to interpret because no comparison can be done. Its dimensions 
could a priori be similar to the one in the chapel window which would have been inserted into the main portion the 
building, which is rare but not unheard of. This interpretation has several inconvenience: the first one, not decisive, is 
the orientation of  this window sill towards the south rather than the east (towards the chancel), the second inconvenient 
is the window sill level corresponding to the existing floor level of  the first story, probably similar to the one on the 
surveyor’s report done between the beginning of  the Sixteenth century and the Seventeenth century. Furthermore, the 
general shape of  the opening and its arch, without cornice, with no evidence of  tracery or stone mullions corresponds 
more to models form the earlier part of  the second half  of  the Sixteenth century, than to medieval models. We can 
offer another interpretation; it could be an archway to access to a balcony, closed up by a glassed woodwork. This type 
of  installation is not common, but there are a few Sixteenth and Seventeenth century examples where the balcony is 
supported, but not by a cantilever but by a projection coming from the floor, often on piers, framing a ground floor 
door. The example the most similar to the opening of  the Sailhant, however at twice the scale, can be found at the 
castle of  Castelnaud-Bretenous (Lot), as an opening with a segmental arch which was pierced during the first third of  
the Seventeenth century in one of  the curtain walls to give access to a balcony-terrace (Fig. 16) oriented towards the 
outside and not toward the courtyard. It would be interesting to drill into the floor in front of  this part of  the facade 
to find out whether a structure non cantilevered which could have supported such a balcony, was leaning against it.

Again at the first story level, on the interfenestration pier adjacent to the large archway, above the opening (window 
or door) on the ground floor (but not centered on it) is a small wall opening, incomplete (lack of  left jamb), framed 
with gray lava stones (Fig. 13). The opening without a cornice seems very small and reduced for a facade on the 
building’s courtyard side, and one can wonder its purpose, as its lintel is only 1m60 above the existing floor level.

At the level of  this opening sill, we find on the other old fragments of  the facade located further west (not east) 
cast stones of  the same geological nature forming a band string course. Is it coursedwork, the remain of  a molding or 
the remains of  other openings sills? We can not seriously answer to these questions but only notice that the facework 
appears homogeneous masonry above this line, which proves that it could not be the sill of  a walled opening.

The third story is sealed by a single opening located right under the cornice’s level from the Eighteenth century, 
a type of  battlement with proportions even more reduced than those of  the small window at the first story, to which 
it is almost superimposed. It is difficult to draw conclusions from an isolated element, conclusions regarding the 
dispositions and level of  the third story level prior to the Eighteenth century. However, the vertical structure of  three 
out of  the four best preserved openings in this facade, which are almost superimposed, suggest one hypothesis: the 
openings could have corresponded to a vertical bay, a stairway, dividing in half  the interior volume of  the building. In 
this case the ground floor opening would be the main door, and the two small openings above would be the apertures 
of  the incorporated stairway, which would partially explain their dimensions and their level, without calling in question 
again the existing floors levels, at the exception maybe of  the last one.

Conclusions Regarding the Conversions and Distributions in the Building
Before the 1890’s restorations, the two monumental chimneys, which today are leaning against the ground floor 

of  the north surrounding wall (Fig. 17), were, according to the report of  Alfred Douet, in a “large room“, one on 
the ground floor, the other superimposed at the first story and contrary to the existing one, against the crosswall.96 

With what we know today, it is no possible to say whether these “large rooms” were occupying, in the post Eighteenth 
century state described by Drouet, the totality of  the building’s volume, which is possible, or only one portion. We 

96  A Douet, Le Chateau… p. 148.
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notice that there currently is no wide bearing crosswall in this volume, but simple partition walls erected around 1890. 
In any case, the most likely original location for the two monumental chimneys is against the wall, separating the main 
portion of  the building from the passageway, at the location occupied by the existing stairway installed at the end of  
the Nineteenth century. The characteristic style of  these chimneys in gray lava with straight canopy and mantel laid 
upon small columns at 90 degrees to the natural bedding, incites us to place their realization between the last third of  
the Sixteenth century and the first third of  the Seventeenth century. Other architectural elements of  decor in the style 
from the middle of  the Sixteenth century were formerly integrated, considering two ruins/wrecks, reinserted in the 
court side facade as early as the Eighteenth century: first one element from the crown of  the candelabra type (Fig. 18), 
which might have be part of  a dormer window or a stone finial; secondly a long stone including a piece of  the molding 
from the base of  the small column (Fig. 19). 

Therefore we can theoretically propose as an hypothesis for the re-development of  the central building probably 
realized in several stages between the middle of  the Sixteenth century and the Seventeenth century, the following 
theoretical restitution:

At the ground and first levels, the interior volume is divided by a stairway between two string walls (a12) and is 
accessible from the courtyard side through the main door built in the facade’s ground floor.

The western portion of  the volume (a11), between the staircase and the cross wall shared with the passageway, is 
the longest and includes two superimposed rooms: reception and representation rooms for the lords, one on the first 
floor, more private, both with a monumental chimney. 

The eastern portion of  the volume (a13), lower, includes on the first floor the seigniorial room with, in the east 
gable wall, a window with mullions looking onto the valley, an ornamental balcony looking onto the courtyard and a 
local annex in the north-east tower, which might have been used as a guard robe room and could be used in the upper 
level as a defensive room in period of  troubles. This span of  rooms probably included a chimney leaning against the 
stairway’s string wall. On the ground floor, we ignore the openings of  the main portion of  the building, the existing 
window looking onto the East side was more likely not built before the Eighteenth century. The use of  this space as a 
bedroom is not impossible, although it was more frequent to locate the bedroom at the upper level. The hypothesis of  
a kitchen should be excluded as the Eighteenth century documents which include information on the distribution of  
the castle, locate the kitchen in a different wing. It should be reminded that his building space was communicating with 
the lower room of  the tower, possibly a cell.

We do not know anything about an eventual third level, but there is no evidence that there ever was anything else 
than attic spaces with dormers.

This reconstituted distribution of  the main central building corresponds to a state at the time of  the construction 
of  the main square tower, or probably at the time of  Beraud IV Dauphin, between 1452 and 1482, and secondly at 
the time when the Dubourg family elected residence at the castle, since the 1540’s (Antoine Dubourg, the son) some 
touching up could have had been realized up to the beginning of  the Seventeenth century (Louis Dubourg).

To this central building were adjoined residential and services buildings:
The two bays between the cross walls and located on the entry passageway (a21) and on its west side (a22), which 

structurally belong to the main building and were existing during the medieval state under a form different from the 
existing one, previously described.

Spaces or buildings standing against the west third of  the north curtain wall constituting a secondary building, 
structurally independent (a31-32), lining up the main portion of  the principal building, existing as early as the medieval 
condition, today replaced by 1890’s constructions.

A chapel vanished, no accurately localized, but which was integrated before the Eighteenth century in the second 
central building, next the site of  the chapel (a31) from 1890 but at the upper level.

An eel wing (C) on the south-east side of  the main portion of  the building probably erected during the Sixteenth 
century, today vanished, at the exception of  a leveling step (ac) and a cellar

These elements formed the “three bodies” of  the castle, explicitly mentioned in the archival documents from the 
Eighteenth century.

Furthermore, one element of  the castle, completely independent and disconnected from the building was residential:
It was the main tower (B) with a quadrangular plan with several residential stories, at the courtyard’s extremity, on 

the South point of  the triangle constituted by the castle’s surrounding walls, functioning completely independently. 
This tower, anterior to the Sixteenth century, from which only parts of  its elevation remain, is known as “the tower” in 
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the archives from the Old Regime;97 this term ranks it above the semi-circular defensive towers form the North front 
and assimilates it to what we currently call a keep.

The Building’s Bays Located on the West Side and Above the Entry Passageway
In the bay located on the west side of  the entry passageway (a22), the ground floor is about 0m50 lower than in 

the main part of  the main building located on the east side. The floor level between ground and first floors was also 
lower in at least one portion of  this bay, until the Eighteenth Century. However, in this case, it was more than one 
meter lower, as proven by the setback in the north wall, at the gorge of  the tower (a23) flanking the castle’s door. This 
setback was supposed to carry this floor accessible from the shooting room of  the tower’s first story, today inaccessible.

The function of  the bay linked to the frontage of  the tower flanking the door is difficult to determine at the 
ground floor. Accessible from the end of  the Middle Ages, through a door leading directly into the entry passageway 
(the only door of  four, opening onto the passageway a21 which jambs bases with gothic moldings seem ancient and 
recent at the same time), this bay was used, like today, as a lobby leading to the second central building (a32) lining 
up towards the west side. Indeed the communicative door still in function on this side seems at least anterior to the 
Eighteenth century renovation.

At the first level, a partition is possible between the bay above the entry passageway (a21) and the adjacent bay 
(a22). It does not seem likely that the vault spanning this passageway (Fig. 8) was in place before at least the Sixteenth 
century, but if  it was the case, there would necessarily have been a difference of  level between the floor carried on this 
vault, lining up the floor of  the building, and the floor of  the adjacent bay on the west side, which was lower, as we saw 
it. Remains the possibility of  the covering of  the entry passageway with a floor, which would have permitted to link 
both bays at the level of  the floor located in the second bay.

There is a gap between the twin openings in the north curtain wall above the door (maybe linked, we saw it to 
a drawbridge) which appear as high windows from the interior, and the openings of  the existing first floor (ancient 
second floor) of  the adjacent tower pierced even higher(Fig. 4). These two openings might have been technical openings 
linked to the drawbridge instead of  windows or loopholes. The passageway bay (a21) was probably originally used as 
a room for the defense of  the passageway,98 maybe on a single level.

The facade on the court side of  these two bays dates entirely from the Eighteenth century; it is possible that the 
old facade, which as we have previously seen was aligned with the facade of  the central building prior this date, had 
only pieces of  wood and half  timbering. In any case, there was a neat caesura between this portion of  the facade and 
the facade of  the central building, since today still remains a portion of  the old quoins (previously mentioned) (Fig. 
12) which was delimiting the gable wall of  this central building from the passageway bay.

The Secondary Central Building Standing Against the West Third of the North West Curtain Wall, Hypothesis:

This building did not exist in the semi-ruined state before the 1888-1890 restorations, but appears on the 
cadastral survey dating from the beginning of  the Nineteenth century (Fig. 20). Its demolition described by Deribier 
du Chatelet, must have taken place along with other parts of  the castle around 1890. It is a secondary building a little 
bit larger than the main building, ended on the west side by an underground bay.

The location of  this west bay is today occupied by the “chapel” (a31) which terminates the 1890 wing. This bay 
was previously mentioned regarding its two crossbow slits (a33) that were pierced one above the other on the north 
(Fig. 2 ) curtain wall and could only be accessed from floor boards that had been installed. These openings are the only 
remains from the renovation of  the secondary building. If  one accepts that the crosswall preserved (and used) at the 
basement level, which gives the width of  the bay (a31) between the west gable wall and the crosswall, perpetuates and 
old location, this width was quasi similar on the north side, to the width of  the “chapel” 1890. This bay corresponding 
to the lower level of  the bed rock laid out, included, like today, a cellar, or at least an underground space underneath 
the flooring. Because of  the quasi total destruction of  the lateral walls, notably, on the return on the west side of  the 
north curtain wall, there is no remain in the existing cellar of  its medieval counterpart.

97   See document 3 (1703), it is more often described as “pavilion” in the Eighteenth century.

98    We can imagine that a trap door was pierced in the floor
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At the basement level is a tiny room (vaulted?) integrated or in the base of  the wall of  a small projecting structure 
with a butterfly roof  99 (roof  with four slopes) forming a projecting turret (ad) which existence can be made out on 
the ancient cadastral survey, and which upper elevation had to be demolished in 1758 as it was coming off the building 
where it was adjoined. This tiny room interpreted as a cell was still existing before the 1830’s demolition, if  we believe 
the story told by the only person to evoke it, Deribier du Chatelet, who uses the past tense: “At each extremity of  the 
triangle (general castle plan), a cell had been built. The West cellar was receiving light only through a high window-
ventilator, 8 cm high and 10-11 cm long.” These very small dimensions are surprising and one can wonder it they are 
not the dimensions of  the mouth of  a shooting slit for portable fire arms instead. If  this was the case, this tiny room, 
now vanished, would not be a cell but a defensive blockhouse.

The floor level above the existing basement is more likely higher (at least 0m50 higher) than the one from which 
one would access the first crossbow slit still existing on the north Side. The floor level between the two crossbow slits 
is still visible underneath the existing wall coating (Fig. 2) and does not correspond to any ancient floor levels of  the 
main portion of  the building.

The remains of  the secondary central building, vanished, did not leave any archaeological evidence at the exception 
of  a portion of  its West gable wall (drawing 4) reconstructed at an unknown date in relation with the tearing off still 
readable of  the west surrounding wall of  the medieval building, near the North-West angle (Fig. 1 and 2). We could 
believe that the reconstruction of  this wall not as wide as the ancient wall dates entirely from the 1888 restoration if  it 
did not have on three levels, near the south-west angle of  the central building, superimposed openings incompatible with 
this date. These openings framed with breccia of  a blond/rusty tint, looking old, walled up,100 therefore not opening 
onto the existing rooms, are the evidences of  an intermediate campaign between the construction of  the Fourteenth 
Century and the condition of  the Eighteenth century of  this secondary central building demolished in 1830. This 
construction campaign seems consecutive to the partial ruin of  the west medieval wall, since the reconstruction starts 
at the base, at the basement level. It is likely that it was extended to the entire secondary central building (a31-32), 
part of  the castle not very wellknown, which, as we saw, was including the chapel. There is not evidence which would 
allow us to propose a more accurate date for this reconstruction: the turret (ad) today completely demolished which 
was leaning between the gable wall and the facade on the court side of  this central building, or against the south west 
angle like the existing circular turret with a cul-de-lampe built in 1888-1890. The old turret, demolished in two stages: 
1757-1758 and 1830 for the foundation, which left not trace of  anchorage on the ground and between gable walls and 
north curtain wall, against which it was leaning. We know that it had two vaulted levels, the higher vault demolished at 
first in 1757: went down… the second vault of the small pavilion,101 the other corresponding to the “cell” described by memory 
in 1850 by Deribier du Chatelet. We will note that this turret (a d) was symmetrical to the gable wall (a c) of  the 
vanished eel wing (C) at the south-east of  the main central building. This gable wall still existing and transformed in 
a slender and a crenelled tower in 1888-1890 allowed, as we will see, to date the eel wing from the Sixteenth century 
which it was a part of. We can suppose that hypothetically the demolished turret (ad) was built at the same period. The 
reconstruction, at least partial, of  the secondary central building to which it belonged, could therefore be dated from 
the Sixteenth century, when the Dubourg family moves into the castle. This period would be confirmed, therefore, quite 
logically, as a great period of  architectural renewal of  the castle.

The Chapel, Hypothesis

The localization of  the chapel of  the castle is one of  the most difficult problems raised by the reconstitution of  
the old conditions of  the castle. The topographical inaccuracy of  the eighteenth century descriptions, the unfortunate 
loss of  drawings prior to the Revolution prevent us from resolving this problem.

The chapel mentioned several times in the archives of  the Eighteenth century is described as a vaulted stone 
building, more or less linked to the wing of  the secondary central building “on the right when entering the court of  the 
castle.” Is this chapel the one mentioned in 1503, which date of  original construction is unknown? Nothing allows us 

99   See documents 18 and 21 where this term is used in 1757

100   Except at the basement level.

101  See document 14.
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to affirm it. We can even judge the hypothesis impossible because of  the presumed importance of  the Sixteenth Century 
reconstruction in the sector of  the castle. The chapel mentioned in the inventory of  1703 could however possibly be 
the same mentioned in later documents, without any evidences of  its reconstruction in the Eighteenth century. In 1703, 
it does not appear to be of  recent construction and needs some repairs, its vault let the water trough. Therefore we 
can say that this chapel under its original form, originally dated from the Sixteenth century or at the latest (and not as 
likely) to the first third of  the Seventeenth century, time of  changes and renovation works at the castle. We can exclude 
the last third of  the Sixteenth century because the engagement of  the Dubourg family in the Protestant reform is not 
compatible with the construction of  a new chapel.

The indications taken form the texts of  the Eighteenth century allow us to say that contrary to most of  the chapel 
from castles of  medieval construction, the one existing at the castle was not a building completely isolated, detached 
from the central building. It was located above a building or part of  a building and was accessible through a stairway, 
including windows with shutter for the light, therefore with a facade on the court side. This stairway and the chapel 
seem however to have a peculiar roof,102 which let us believe that it was not simply incorporated under a large uniform 
roof  covering an homogenous group of  buildings. Several evidences seem to demonstrate that the lower grouping 
chapel/stairway was not an eel wing or a projecting building part of  the North-East central building: such an element 
is never brought up in the castle descriptions of  the castle, which always mention the three adjoining buildings and an 
isolated tower (the main tower on the South). the chapel element is therefore part of  the North West building, but 
apparently is individualized by a higher elevation with an independent roof: it could have formed a span one level higher 
than the surrounding roofs, for example. Above the chapel’s roof  was a balustrade and a loophole, probably a defensive 
parapet, removed in 1757.103 Therefore the chapel was likely adjoining the surrounding walls of  the castle, on the North 
and West Sides since one portion of  its roof  that we mentioned as adjoining the square tower which was standing at 
the South-West angle of  the secondary central building to which it was incorporated. We know that this turret was 
communicating with the apartments of  the central building.

We can at least conclude that the location of  the castle’s chapel was not corresponding to the location (a32) of  
the 1888-1890 chapel which is on the lower level, long ago divided in rooms used to access the ancient loopholes 
during the Fourteenth century. We can suppose that besides the fact that the Fourteenth-Eighteenth century chapel 
was a simple vaulted room less spacious than the one from the Nineteenth century, and was respecting the traditional 
liturgical orientation better, with the choir oriented towards the East.

The Eel Wing on the East Side, Sixteenth Century

This wing, visible on the first cadastral survey (Fig. 20), was partially preserved at the beginning of  the Nineteenth 
Century. It was probably demolished during the demolition campaign that Deribier du Chatelet places in 1830, which 
only left standing the main portion of  the building perhaps at the time less dilapidated than the other buildings.

From this wing (C) remains only a basement which was located on its south extremity (c11), built in a rocky fault 
of  the castle subgrade and a portion of  its north extremity (ac) wrapping the south-east angle of  the main building. 
This portion which formed a small walled up bay, a kind of  communicative hallway between the main building and 
the eel wing projects as a crowstep on the east gable wall of  the building. This position is favorable for the defense 
through several loopholes oriented toward the north Side (Fig. 7). This small projecting element (ac) on the gable wall, 
preserved in some parts of  the elevation during the 1830’s demolition, covered by an half  span roof  (Fig. 21), was 
converted into a slender square tower during the 1890’s restorations.

In the lower third of  the existing elevation, the facework of  this so-called tower does not show any transition and 
is continuous of  the castle west front wall, which constituted the exterior eel wing (see drawings A-B). Before the 1890 
work, like today, there were quoins stones at right angles with the alignment of  the facade on the courtyard, only on 
the upper parts: we can deduct that this angle of  the eel wing had some structural autonomy like a salient or a small 
projecting square leaning against the fist level of  the gable wall of  the building. This allowed to install in this projecting 
structure, twice as many levels, twice as low as in the building. We must insist upon the fact that this homogeneous 

102   See documents 12, 21.

103   See documents 14 and 18.
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element common to the entire eel wing, and posterior to the construction of  the main building, was never really an 
independent tower. The archaeologist Bruno Phalip, who studied the castle only superficially as part of  a large census 
is mislead when he interprets this tower as dating from the Twelfth century.104 He mentions the existence of  a vaulted 
“silo”, accessible form a zenithal trap at the foundation level of  the “fake tower” (which is where the rocky bed is a its 
higher level). This argumentation is probably due to a mix-up with the low room in the south tower of  the castle, as 
there is no “void” below the ground floor of  the north east crowstep, but a low orifice underneath the lintel opening 
towards the east, adjoining the rock, possible waste outgo for the latrine, which is similar to the one in the adjacent 
semi-circular tower.

The relative chronology between this crowstep and the main building is obvious as their masonry are “stuck” 
together and the eel wing was hiding the ashlar quoins of  the building which were initially designed to be seen.

The typology of  the shooting slits confirms this chronology and allows us to date the crowstep and the eel wing, 
element of  the crowstep. These openings, today all walled up, probably since the Eighteenth century, are gathered on the 
small north face of  the building and were reinforcing the north-east defense of  the castle. This sector was a weak point 
before the Sixteenth century because the semi-circular tower only protects and flanks the north front, at the exception 
of  the east gable wall of  the building: assailants could, before the erection of  this crowstep with shooting slits, reach the 
foot of  the gable wall and attempt to penetrate through the windows, climbing with no great risks. On the ground floor, 
one finds, in the exterior face of  the wall, the mouth of  two rectangular openings juxtaposed (Fig. 22), walled up. Their 
framing is made of  ashlar scoria of  a blond/rusty tint, like the quoins of  the medieval parts. The closest opening of  the 
gable wall, on the right side, is erected at the same time than the crowstep itself  while the one on the left was square, not 
framed and seems to have been re-pierced afterwards. Both are very likely shooting slits, French cannoniere, or slits with 
an exterior slay similar to the one previously mentioned, re-opened in the semi-circular tower. They have been pierced 
close to the ground floor level, perhaps for fire tubes that are not handed or raised up to the shoulder but remain on 
the floor. It would be interesting to re-open these openings from the interior and the exterior to identify the orifice and 
to determine the size of  fire arms for which they had been designed. In any case, in the Auvergnat context, they cannot 
be prior to the Sixteenth century. One of  them (if  it is really a cannoniere) has been re-opened perhaps to enlarge the 
limited line of  site of  the previous one, which induces a relative chronology. The other tow loopholes pierced higher 
on the elevation (Fig. 23), superimposed at very close levels which do no not corresponding to the levels of  the main 
building first story, are small, one a simple slit, the other smaller, with a shooting slit and a hole for shoulder arms such 
as an arquebuse of  a musket. If  the first opening is only a window (for an intermediary level between the ground floor 
and the first story of  the building) and not a loophole (was is pierced at a level practicable for a shooter?), the second 
one is very typical of  a late period from the Sixteenth century, contemporaneous, we could suggest from the religious 
wars. Because this loophole has not been pierced afterwards, we can propose to date the entire vanished wing, to which 
belong this crowstep, from the second half  or the last third of  the Sixteenth century at the earliest; for the second 
French opening on the ground floor, we can propose an even later date.

The eastern facade of  the crowstep is pierced with other openings, among which two are original, walled up: a 
small window on the ground floor and a slit for light rather than a shooting slit above (at the intermediary level). Two 
other openings, preserved during the Nineteenth century, are small windows: the one at the ground floor is probably 
not original because there would have been dual purpose with the adjacent one, walled up. It might have been installed 
during the Eighteenth century, but its aspect on photographs prior to the 1888-1890 restorations (Fig 21) shows a 
condition already changed and difficult to interpret. The other window, a little bit smaller, corresponds either to the 
second floor crowstep, or to the building first level, like the small loophole for musket of  the North facade; it could 
be original.

The cellar, another remain of  this wing, has a regular plan tending to a trapeze, constrained by the whims of  the 
outcrop; daylight penetrates through a small window pierced into the Eastern surrounding wall (Fig. 10). Its barrel 
vault does not present any typical feature which might help to date it prior to the wing itself. The vault of  this cellar 
had a function of  discharge for the ground floor wing above the natural rocky fault. Lower in this fault, the curtain walls 

104  B. PHALIP: Le chateau et l’habitat seigneurial en Haute-Auvergne et Brivadois… Thesis, 1984, t. II, vol. 3, p.1032. This author has not seen that only 
two of  the semi-circular towers of  the North sides are ancient, and with no evidence, dates them as a group from the Twelfth century, which is, as we have seen 
it, not possible, because of  the loopholes types.
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themselves carry a relieving arch (Fig. 10, 24). Further, the wing terminates at its south east angle with a small square 
projecting structure on the curtain wall (c14), which marks the transition between the medieval part of  the surrounding 
walls on the east side (D), more towards the south, and the part of  the walls rebuilt during the Sixteenth century in 
front of  the medieval alignment to form the exterior facade of  the eel wing (C). Nothing but the foundation remains, 
which constitutes a terrace (Fig. 10) for the small projecting structure, but it could have been as high as the wing itself.

The current study of  the Eighteenth century archives, along with the Napoleonien cadastral survey, add additional 
information on the characteristics of  this vanished wing. First, it locates the castle’s kitchen on the ground floor. This 
kitchen was located in the portion located above the cellar (c11), therefore adjoining to the south gable wall of  the eel 
wing and to the small square projecting building of  the surrounding wall. Contrarily to the common usage, this kitchen 
was not covered by a vault but simply by a floor. The “small room next to the kitchen” mentioned in the 1757-1758 texts must 
have been located in this small projecting building (c14). It is likely that the cellar was used for storage and stock grains to 
be used by the kitchen located above. Between the kitchen and the crowstep with loopholes was located the “room next to 
the kitchen” (c12), which flooring was repaired in 1757. In this portion of  the wing, the court facade was flanked with a 
semi-circular turret (c13), still indicated on the ancient cadastral survey, rather close to the reflex angle with the facade of  
the central building. this turret was logically including a spiral staircase lighted up by small windows with shutters. This 
“stairway to access the apartment above the kitchen” with stone steps was allowing access to the first level which included 
at least two rooms and one tin room, then a cellar which one skylight was completely redone in 1757.

This wing was covered with flat tiles (Lauzes) similarly to the central building.
This is more likely during the Dubourg family that this wing was constructed, which was beneficial to the location, 

to the services buildings and to the defensive capacity of  the castle. It could have built on the initiative of  (Charles)-
Antoine Dubourg, lord since around 1540, who died during the siege of  his castle in 1569 by the captain of  Saint-
Herem. According to one version of  the episode, Dubourg would have suffocated in an oven, therefore likely in the 
castle’s kitchen. The existence of  a spiral stairway in a turret is not incompatible with a date after 1540, this traditional 
from of  stairway existing until the Seventeenth century in the rural seigniorial architecture of  the Massif  Central.

The Main Tower on the South Side, Fifteenth Century

The South extremity of  the spur of  the castle is a location where the walls of  the triangle are anchored lower on the 
rocky bed, the (irregular) subgrade level being about 7 m lower towards the middle of  the courtyard. This 7 meter rise 
represents the first two levels, cellar and bedroom of  the main square tower of  the South angle (B). The north facade of  
this tower is currently buried on this elevation underneath an earth embankment. When the tower was built, probably 
around the Fifteenth century, the north face was completely unrestricted and the natural gradient seems to have been 
transformed into a moat (b f ) which isolates the tower from the rest of  the courtyard. This inventory, reported by a brief  
unpublished text undated (beginning of  the Eighteenth century?) which might have included, as it is frequent in this type 
of  deeds (census), formulas inaccurately updated. At least this is what the terms used led us to believe the terms used: 
“…in the back of the said court stands a pavilion with round tower, the all thing separated by a moat where there was a drawbridge…”105 The 
1750 documents do not mention this moat (b f ), which was filled up at an unknown date.

Furthermore, this tower had lost at least two or three upper levels. From a “tower,” it became a “pavilion”, term 
which designates it in the Eighteenth century, with an elevation similar to the existing one. (Fig. 25)

Its architectural impact before the alterations (leveling, filling in of  the moat) looked from the outside, but especially 
from the courtyard, very different from the existing one, more imposing and monumental, appropriate to express the 
idea of  a dungeon.

We must add that this tower, conforming to the architectural practice of  the period had probably a defensive 
corbelled crowning, either a continuous rampart walk with machicolation, which is the most common formula from 
the end of  the Fifteenth century and on, in Auvergne, or an angle watch turret, like at the tower of  the castle of  Conros 
(Arpajon-sur-Cere), which is more exceptional, so less likely. 

When erected, this 7m40 tower with a square plan which was re-shaped into a trapeze plan, could reach or overtop 
the crest of  the roof  by 20 meters. A local tradition reports that that it had 7 levels (or 6 levels above the basement), 

105   See document 1.
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which supposed an elevation close to 30 meter high. In theory, it is not impossible, notably if  we compare the tower 
of  Sailhant to a main tower in Auvergne reaching this height and number of  levels, the tower of  the castle of  in 
Polminhac, which dates also from the Fifteenth century and offers interesting analogies in construction and scale. The 
main inconvenient found with the restoration of  such a high elevation to the tower of  Sailhant, is the relative lack of  
width of  the walls at the existing third level (0m90 wide in average). Because this width is digressive from one level to 
the other in the remaining part (1 meter 20 high at the basement level), it seems technically unlikely that this structure 
not built with ashlar stones, would have had a sufficient solidity to support more than twice the volume of  the existing 
elevations, with the defensive crowning and the roof  covered with slate stones. The firmness of  the rocky spur and the 
position of  this tower at the extremity of  the spur -relatively remote from the engines or artillery- did not oblige to 
give the structure a greater solidity.

The implementation of  this tower is sensibly different from the one of  the north front and of  the main building 
which appear older. The ashlar stones used for the quoins and the window frames are exclusively dark gray lava stones, 
like those used on the door of  the central building’s ground floor or on the gable wall windows, that cannot be dated 
prior to the second half  of  the Fifteenth century. The quoins of  the tower with in and out bonds are made with larger 
stones of  scoria of  a rusty tint similar to the one found on the main building and the North front. The common 
facework of  the tower is made of  rubblewalls roughly laid out in the lower part, with no great regularity. The facework 
of  the turret with stairway is clearly more chaotic (Fig. 26). 

The choice of  a square plan for the main tower in Auvergne during the Fifteenth century recovers an architectural 
tradition well established from the Twelfth and Thirteenth centuries. Some towers from this period were modified in 
the Sixteenth century, notably at their defensive level where the machicolation was added. It is not the case with Sailhant 
or Pesteils where the towers were entirely erected during the Fifteenth century. The tower at the castle of  Pesteils has an 
incorporated stairway, leading to the upper levels, starting at the first level according to an archaist system.

In Sailhant all levels are accessible through a screw stair, built in a semi-circular turret, projecting against the North face 
of  the tower, towards the interior of  the surrounding walls. An accurate study of  the construction convinces us that it does 
not belong to the original construction, contrary to some residential square tower in Auvergne during the Fifteenth century 
which includes a turret with stairway, like Chevagnac tower (in Sanvat, Cantal). The turret with stairway of  Sailhant’s tower 
seems to have been made structurally leaning against the north facade afterwards; the “pasting” is especially noticeable at 
the basement level. Above, the volume of the stairwell becomes completely cylindrical and partly penetrates the tower’s 
masonry. The imperfection of  the link between the two constructions and the mediocre quality of  the construction of  
the turret provoked early disturbances in the masonry of  this turret. These dislocations which led us to place the possible 
demolition of  the turret in 1758, which after all did not happen, are still sensitive today. 

What were the criteria to date the construction of  the tower? And for its turret with stairway? The low room, the 
vaulted cell in the existing tower is pierced with two traditional openings described as oubliette106 : at the level of  the 
interior floor (earth embankment on rock splinters), the east and west facades are each pierced with a defensive slit such as 
an archère-cannonière. With such a slit, contrary to the French slit and similarly to the traditional arrow loop or crossbow 
slit, the slaying is only towards the interior and the opening appears on the bare exterior wall as a-several-cm wide slit. Like 
for the crossbow slit, the floor of  the slaying does not “plunge” toward the exterior but remains horizontal: the particularity 
is the circular orifice for fire tubes or canons which widens the base of  the slit. The general features are the same than 
those of  the small shooting slit for the arquebuse previously mentioned on the north-east castle crowstep, dating from the 
Sixteenth century, but at a larger scale. Here it is a shooting slit which can still be used for the arch or crossbow with a hole 
adapted to the older fire tubes standing on the ground, a type of  culverin. The archere-cannoniere is the most common 
shooting slit during the Fifteenth century; those on the main tower of  Sailhant are comparable in size and proportion to 
models from the second half  of  the century. Because these slits are conceived during the walls construction, they are the 
main criteria to date the entire tower which construction can therefore be dated between 1450 and 1490. 

Besides the two archere-cannonieres, the low room is equipped with an opening for light and air pierced in the west 
wall above the shooting level. It permitted to vent the toxic gas escaping after each shooting of  the fire tubes which were 
charged through their cylinder heads. 

106   See Deribier du Chatelet, p. 48.
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One can wonder whether the barrel vault surbased107 which covers this low room is original because it does not 
seem well anchored to the face of  the wall. This vault is pierced in its center with a 0m50 trap, which permitted to 
bring down and stock reserves into to the lower level using a rope; thus this space could be used as a basement or cellar 
during peacetime. Contrary to the zenithal occulus of  the semi-circular tower flanking the east side of  the northern 
part of  the castle; this trap is large enough to let a man trough: we will then conclude that it has dual purpose with the 
screw stair which leads to this low room. The penetration into the vault of  the hallway through the stairway, well built 
could not correspond to the resumption of  the construction. We might be tempted to think that the trap door of  the 
vault is of  no use because of  the existence of  the stairway and to conclude that this vault, which might not be original, 
could be prior to the construction of  the turret with stairway . These hypothesis are based on a reasoning probably too 
rationalist and are not sufficient to, as we will see, to propose very distinct construction campaigns.

The first story room where is located the trap door which opens onto the lower room is only equipped, as it is 
today, with a single window in its West wall. This window, which framing presents a profile with molding with beads 
and a molded projecting sill, had crossed stone mullions: the starting point of  the ridge of  the upper mullion and the 
insertion notches of  the transverses are still perfectly visible. Without any evidences of  additional modifications, we 
must admit that this window is original: the second half  of  the Fifteenth century is likely as a construction date for this 
window similar to the window of  the upper level of  the east gable wall in the main building. With a similar window 
with mullions, the first floor room offers residential features. A chimney, in front of  the window, reinforces this feature: 
as it is today, this chimney with a flat hood and very simple jambs could not be anterior to the Seventeenth century, 
but it is likely that chimney originally existed at this location. Furthermore, this “bedroom” was originally covered with 
a groined vault or more likely a ribbed vault, similar to the ones still existing, for example in the tower of  Pesteils-
Polmihac. This vault has been reduced to negative tearing off of  its segments, very visible underneath the existing 
flooring (from the Seventeenth of  Eighteenth centuries). Then, one question must be asked: how could one access this 
bedroom before the erection of  the turret with stairway? 

Because it is a residential room, the minimum comfort supposed that one could access through a door on one 
level, or at worst, through an interior wooden staircase. However, such a stair seems incompatible with the presence of  
stone ribbed vaults and the screw stair does not appear to be original. One must suppose that either the existing turret 
with stairway replaced another one which would have had a hardwood frame, for example, and which would have not 
led to the cell, or that a door in the north wall was opening this room on the level 2 towards the moat, today filled up 
and oriented towards the courtyard. Boring behind the interior coating of  the north cell could allow us to verify if  
there ever was a walled up opening. A door at this level of  the tower does not seem very likely, because a passageway 
or bridge going over the moat descending from the castle’s courtyard towards the door of  the tower located below is 
not an ordinary disposition. Besides, this door is not incompatible with the drawbridge which according to the brief  
Eighteenth century description existed at this location.

The location of  the existing door, at the second level, roughly at the level of  the existing ground of the courtyard, could 
have been the location of  the original door of  the tower: we can suppose that before the classical door frame was created, 
the door was a simple opening inscribed in hollow board supporting the apron of  the footbridge. Another evidence leads 
us to believe that the original door was at this location: in the exterior wall between the door and the North East angle of  
the tower exists a very small opening completely walled up (Fig 27). Such a small and off-centered opening, pierced toward 
the interior of  the courtyard, would not be justified if  the existing door had replaced, not the original door but a window. 
However, located next to a door with a drawbridge, this small opening could be used as a spyhole or loophole

The second level room cannot be interpreted from the interior, because it has been converted too many times. It 
is equipped on its South and West facades with two windows with the same proportions as the one on the first story, 
which exterior framing is simpler with a profile. They also had a projecting molded sill and traces of  stone mullions 
but cannot be regarded as “gothic” windows. Most likely they were pierced at the end of  the Sixteenth century or at the 
beginning of  the Seventeenth century in place of  smaller windows.

We could not affirm anything on the original existence of  a chimney at this level, above the first floor chimney. 
The third level has been flushed off and transformed into an attic space. However an isolated element reminder 

of  the original use of  the space as a bedroom remains: it is a cantilevered latrine from which only remain the two bases 

107  The tracks left by the boards are still visible in the ciment.
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which were supporting the logette on the east face, next to the south-east angle (Fig. 27). The latrine of  the remaining 
tower of  the Chateau of  Pesteils-Polminhac, which has been well preserved, is a good example of  what it may have 
looked like. We will outline that the lateral position of  the latrine in Sailhant tower can be explained by the fact that it 
was located next to a chimney shaft leaning against the middle part of  the east wall, and therefore, confirms the original 
existence of  the first floor chimney.

The turret with stairway, besides its facework, is characterized only by the size of  its winding steps and by its 
openings. The steps forming a core were for a great part tipped out after a structural chaos that we already mentioned 
which probably happened in the Seventeenth century and which would have provoked the collapse of  the turret. These 
steps have a semi-circular indentation linked to the core, a relatively late characteristic in the typology of  screw stairs 
(end of  the Middles Ages).

The small openings very roughly installed which allow for the penetration of  light, are relatively atypical and 
cannot be dated, at the exception of  the one closer to the existing door, a small slit very narrow on the exterior, slightly 
rounded at the base, which resembles the loophole for arquebuse observed on the north-east crowstep of  the main 
building’s eel wing. This element can at the earliest be dated from the last third of  the Sixteenth Century but this 
does not allow us to affirm that the totality of  the existing elevation of  the turret had been built one century after the 
erection of  the tower, which levels are accessed through the turret with stairway . 

If  we considering as part of  the original layout: from the Fifteenth century, the existing location of  the tower’s 
door at the second story and the vault of  the first story room, the projecting turret with stairway is also necessary to 
link these two levels. Therefore we must admit that this turret was built a short time after the tower, but not initially 
planned, it was added during the construction to improve the comfort of  distribution.

The construction of  the tower is likely to be the work of  Beraud IV de Lespinasse, Dauphin, lord of  Saillans 
between 1452 and 1482. After a long period of  quasi abandon and military occupation, the peace was back, it seems 
possible that this lord found it a good opportunity to give back to the castle its dignity and to affix his mark by building 
or rebuilding a main square tower as it was commonly done at the time, similarly to the large tower of  the castle of  
Polignac, built around 1400, which was a possible model (the second wife of  Beraud was a Polignac).

This main tower from the end of  the middle ages replaced very likely a work from which nothing remains. It 
might have been a simple angle tower with semi-circular plan, similar to the one flanking the east and west fronts of  
the surrounding walls…

The Transformation of  the Main Tower into a Pavilion at the Time of  Louis XIII

The demolition of  the main tower’s upper floors could hypothetically be dated from 1633,108 supposing that it was 
done as an application of  the 1629 edict through which Richelieu organized the dismantling of  seigniorial fortresses 
that were likely to be used by their owners or residents to work against to State. Several castles in Auvergne such as 
Nonette, Usson or Murat were demolished by adjudication in 1633, partly on the demand of  the inhabitants of  the 
surroundings who wanted to avoid the wanderings of  warriors.109 Although the role played by the castle of  Sailhant 
during the wars of  religion could have exposed it to be placed among the places regarded as the most threatening, 
nothing proves that any demolition was done. Alfred Douet supposed with reasons that the reputation of  loyalty of  
the Estaing family who at the time had taken possession of  the castle, must have been a sufficient warranty to avoid 
demolition that were always prejudicial to the owners.110 It seems that the political ability of  Jean III d’Estaing, father of  
the first lord of  Saillans bearing that name, was the reason why his castle of  Murol and probably his castle of  Sailhant 
were spared during the demolition wave. The fact is that most castles dismantled in 1633 were not reconstructed 
afterwards.

Nevertheless, it seems very likely that the main tower of  the castle of  Saihant had been partially demolished, not 
to be completely dismantled but rather to be transformed into its existing form of  pavilion. Indeed, the defects noticed 

108  J-P Delbet

109  See Welter (L.) “Detresse de l’Auvergne du fait des gens de guerre dans la premiere moitie du XVII e siecle, “ Bulletin historique et scientifique de L’Auvergne, 
1959, T. 79, P.166-176.

110  A. Douet, Le Chateau…p.136-137.
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in the construction of  the turret with stairway and the relative thinness of  the tower’s walls were the causes for the 
flimsiness of  this construction in spite of  its imposing appearance.

It could have been damaged during the military episodes of  the wars of  religion; a poor maintenance of  the 
building could have also caused its decay and the ruin of  its upper level.

However, it seemed that it was a good opportunity to suppress an important part of  the tower elevation before its 
redevelopment. Without any written evidence, we can only date this transformation by looking at the style and the decor 
of  the existing door and dormer window (Fig. 27). The door is framed with slender pilasters supporting an ornate 
lintel with a table in its center, topped with a sloping pediment with a cartouche including a bulging oval intended for 
painted armorial bearings. The date cannot be more accurate because these elements of  classical architectural are rather 
local. If  we exclude the hypothesis of  a latecomer style, we must date this work from the first half  or first third of  the 
Seventeenth century, at the end of  the reign of  Henri IV or during the reign of  Louis XIII. To these transformations 
must be linked the redevelopment of  the existing chimney at the first story, and of  the two windows with crossed 
mullions at the second story as well as the small “shooting crenel.” The most favorable context for the beginning of  
this work seems to be the transfer of  the castle from the Dubourg family to the Estaing family, at the time of  Jacques 
d’Estaing and his wife Catherine Dubourg (1616-1650).

The new construction of  Jean III d’Estaing at the castle of  Murol, from the beginning of  the Seventeenth century 
is of  a style contemporary to his time and include a defensive tower with a structure and a decor bearing the mark of  
this modernity. Jacques d’Estaing would have acted at the Sailhant in the spirit of  his father at Murol, however with 
much less ambition.

Besides, it is certain that these redevelopment works were realized when the first level vault was still existing: indeed, 
the existing ceiling, which has replaced this vault, carrying the second story’s floor several centimeters below the floor 
of  the windows and bases of  door jambs of  the door with pediment, which threshold is currently lowered. These bases 
correspond to the level of  the ornamental paving which was prevailing on the reins of  the vault.

The transformation of  the tower into a pavilion was probably done with the filing of  the old moat (b f ) around 
the tower, as the existence of  the door with pediment along with the moat does not seem coherent. It seems that the 
door was preceded, as it is today, by a few steps on one level towards the courtyard and not by a footbridge above a moat 
which was more than five meters deep. The ancient description mentioning at the same time the pavilion, the moat and 
the drawbridge which would have existed above this moat seems to confuse the inventory preceding the transformation 
(the tower with a moat which used to be crossed by a drawbridge) with an updated condition (unless the terms pavilion 
with a round tower do not describe the main tower in its old condition, which does not seem likely).

Since the seventeenth century, the pavilion in the 1750’s knows as “Beauregard” does not seem to have had any 
alterations other than the demolition of  the first story‘s vault (before 1750), the suppression of  the windows crossed 
mullions in the Eighteenth century and the work in the second story bedroom (at the beginning of  the Twentieth 
century). Indeed, none of  the proposals for modifications which were formulated in 1758 was realized: demolition of  
the stairway turret, leveling of  the walls (level 3) to support the roof  trussing of  the attic by suppressing the flooring 
between level 2 and 3. The roof  finial was changed in 1756.111 The terms of  the estimate dated December 17, 1780 
give an interesting indication on the persistence of  the feudal status symbolic of  the tower-pavilion: to repair and cover 
the roof… of  the tower of  the auditorium and prisons… The room including the auditorium for seigniorial justice, 
mentioned here and there in the texts, was therefore logically located in the ancient “dungeon”, as well as the prisons, 
probably located in the low vaulted room.

The Leveling of  the Walls Surrounding the Courtyard, Seventeenth Century

The transformation of  the main tower into a debonair pavilion which was an important step in the architectural 
mutation of  the castle, goes probably along with the leveling of  the surrounding walls (D) which link this tower to the 
adjoining buildings on the northern front (Fig. 25 and 28). This transformation, started during the Seventeenth century 
and pursued during the following century, transforms definitely the fortified castle of  Sailhant into a civil residence, 
sacrificing in part the martial features of  its architecture as well as the defensive system. The two long medieval east 

111  See document 12.
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and west curtain walls, each flanked by a semi-circular tower (d1, d2), were leveled practically at the level of  the interior 
courtyard, leaving above its level only a parapet that the Seventeenth century documents described improperly as a 
balustrade. The courtyard (F), sensibly leveled, notably by the filling of  the moat which was preceding the main tower, 
become a terrace permitting to enjoy extended views of  the surrounding countryside. This transformation included 
probably a minimum re-organization of  the non built space, dissociating the courtyard per say (with paved floor or 
surfaced with a material suitable for carriages), from the areas laid out with flower beds, lined or crossed with alleys.

The Castle During the Eighteenth Century

The most important reconstruction and transformations done on the medieval caste in its general form, volume 
and the distribution of  its buildings seem to date from the Sixteenth and Seventeenth century.

The Eighteenth century descriptions give information about these general dispositions.
A courtyard enclosed with ancient stone dry walls falling in ruins, with an entrance gate covered with a roof.112  
A large building in the courtyard, on one side of  the alley, just in front of  the castle’s door, used as a stable on 

several bays of  the ground floor, and used as a wheat loft on the upper level, covered with lauzes.113 In 1781, this 
building was only designated as a barn.

A vegetable garden enclosed with walls laid out below the courtyard, on the village side (west side).
A castle per say is composed with:
A main residential building on the left side, when entering the courtyard, which roof  frame is covered with lauzes, 

probably ancient, in a very bad condition as early as 1703 until 1756, supported on interior posts. Only the ground 
level is inhabitable. It includes rooms and bedrooms.

A secondary residential building on the right side of  the entrance, covered with hollow tiles, includes rooms and a 
small stable at the ground level, apartments, including the guard’s apartment, and a chapel at the upper floor.

A third residential building, an eel wing to the main building on the left, on the east side, covered with lauzes, 
including the castle’s kitchen on the ground floor and bedrooms.

An isolated pavilion known as “Beauregard” (ancient main tower), covered with lauzes, including an apartment 
(two bedrooms, a basement and an attic)

In 1753 the said castle (is) composed with 13 rooms 4 attics 6 small closets/toilets two basements two courtyards a large stable attics 
above adjoining to the first courtyard…

These general dispositions do not seem to have changed during the Eighteenth century and as we mentioned in 
the historical part of  this study, it is obvious that Alfred Douet had exaggerated the importance of  refurbishing works 
that according to him, Gaspard d’Estaing would have done around 1710, basing his affirmation on the millesime still 
visible today in the heraldic cartridge above the castle’s door.

The Problem Of The Facade And Its Windows Layout

The principal transformation from the Eighteenth century which in fact had a rather great impact on the existing 
condition of  the castle on the court side, is the reconstitution of  the facade of  the main residential building (which 
includes the passageway bay and the bay on its west side). This was achieved by opening classical windows with narrow 
fluted pilasters disposed in regular bays (Fig. 9). Two of  these windows on the ground level are treated as door-windows, 
which might have been original. The problem raised by these windows is the fact that at first no difference is noticeable 
between the Eighteenth century windows and the one created in 1888-1890, on the existing wing on the west side of  the 
entrance, completely reconstructed then. We could even imagine, as there is no contradictory evidences (lack of  pictures 
or images of  this facade prior restoration), that all these windows, before the frame of  the passageway arcade, only dating 
from 1890 and that the facade of  the main residential building were not been modified since the Dubourg family.

Shouldn’t we however give some credits to the rare architectural indications given by Alfred Douet who directly or 
indirectly had a more accurate knowledge than ours, of  the inventory of  fixtures before restoration? “If the exterior aspect 

112  Mentioned in 1781, see document 25.

113  See documents 1, 2, 4, 25.
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of the surrounding walls was not greatly modified, however all the interior facade on the courtyard side was redone in the Eighteenth century style. 
The blazon with the armorial bearings of the Estaing family which was placed above the great entrance door bears the restoration date: 1710. 
The last restoration done on the castle around the Nineteenth century by the banker Mary Raynaud gave back to the ruins he had acquired, the 
physiognomy of the Eighteenth century reconstruction.”114 A close exam of  the facades prove that Nineteenth century restoration 
campaign done is characterized by common facades in rough stone. voluntarily left without a roughcast. The rare 
remnants of  rough cast in place on the ancient facade cover some framing stones of  certain windows and of  the 
passageway arcade, which prove that these elements were in place before the restoration. Besides there are some subtle 
differences of  construction notably at the level of  the relieving arches of  the lintels (the ancient, like the ones above the 
passageway a21 have sometimes kept outer casting boards). However, all the dormer windows of  the attic level are from 
the Nineteenth century and only the rare cornice’s segments seem anterior.

The construction technique of  the layout of  regular windows, reconstituted by the archaeological reading of  the 
facade, supposes a relative chronology and consequently is prior to the 1888-1890 restoration.

The insertion of  windows was not simply done by punctual openings: an important portion of  the facade wall 
was demolished and rebuilt. Furthermore, we find the traces of  an heavy intervention on the main residential building, 
which is the portion of  the facade between the entry passageway (excluded) and the South-East medieval angle against 
which was laying the eel wing from the Sixteenth century (drawing 3).

At the location chosen to insert each bay, large vertical breeches were made into the walls from the top of  the wall 
down below the ground floor window sills. This process, shown by the clear cuts between heterogeneous parts of  the 
facade, intersects with the old Sixteenth century openings reduced to a state of  ruin or in some cases, completely gone 
as they had been replaced by new windows. These large indentations in the facade, followed by the construction of  
the new windows, were likely not built all at once but one after the other, bay after bay to avoid any collapsing of  the 
facade. Nonetheless, at the level of  the bays the closest to the entry passageway, a great part of  the wall seem to have 
been completely rebuilt.

The portion of  the non aligned facade on the west side of  the main central building, which includes the bay of  
the entry passageway (a21) and an adjoining bay (a 22), as previously mentioned, was entirely built in the Eighteenth 
century. The windows were constructed at the same time than the main facade; nothing remains from the walls, however 
we find a broken piece of  lintel that was reused (Fig. 29). Furthermore, we clearly see that this portion of  the facade 
is grafted on a chained angle of  the main residential building, from which quoins stones remain, and that it ends with 
an another vertical clamping grafted on the secondary building on the west side, as it was grafted in 1888 to the new 
facade. The erection of  the depressed barrel vault of  the entry passageway (Fig. 8) must have been logically part of  the 
construction campaign of  the facade.

Telling by their style and proportions, the windows which never had mullions, are likely to be posterior to the 
architectural elements on the main tower on the south side during its modification from the first half  of  the Seventeenth 
century. Their attribution to the Eighteenth century, more accurately to the Estaing family is therefore very believable, 
because of  the 1710 millesime mentioned by Alfred Douet.

However the detailed documents regarding the work done at the castle by Sir Roger between 1756 and 1758, 
ignored by Alfred Douet, go against the hypothetical chronology : in 1756, the frame of  the main central building 
which is in such decay that Sir Roger had to have it reconstructed completely. It is supported on probes already 
mentioned in the 1703 survey that Douet has quoted.

Therefore one question must be raised: how could we rebuilt such a great portion of  the facade on the court side 
after 1703 without taking down and reconstructing the roof  frame if  it was falling in ruins? A reconstruction of  the 
finishing works underneath by successive vertical slices is always possible by propping up wall plates and tie beams. We 
can doubt however that while renovating at great cost the facade with two bays completely rebuilt in a different lining, 
one was satisfy to maintain on its location a large ancient attic, weakened which did not concern the two new bays above 
and near the passageway.

Furthermore, if  the renovation of  the castle dates from 1710, how can you explain that only forty years later, 
the state it is in, as described by M. de Runes: “The windows have no glass and almost all of them have not paper frame. The doors 

114  A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p. 147-148.
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are not good. Same for a portion of the floors…”115  Furthermore, we notice in a archival document from 1754 the following 
indication: “Sir Roger proposing to have at the castle two bedrooms, two closets, one office and one room in the great room separated by three 
wooden dividing walls and finding only three windows, which was not sufficient to carry out his plan, he asks if we could easily pierce in the walls 
the additional windows he needed.”116  It is obvious that if  the large room separated by three wooden dividing walls designates 
the ground floor of  the main residential building and that its volume had at the time only three windows, the existing 
composition of  the facade with five bays of  windows, had not yet been done.117 

The work ordered by Roger is accurately documented until 1758 and besides the words quoted above, it was never 
question of  piercing new windows. We only find in 1758 the mention of  a work plan remaining to be done described 
as an “opening out of the windows in the large apartment” but Sir Roger himself  “does not know what this opening out was”118 which 
would not correspond to the creation of  the new facade layout. Maybe was it question of  enlargement of  the existing 
windows while waiting for something better.

Which date can we attribute to this layout of  large windows about which no mention was made in the texts?
Two possibilities remain, and neither concord with the 1710 date:
In the first case (less likely), the regular bays layout would have been conceived for the Estaing family but before 

1703 and the disturbances of  the roof  frame would be a consequence of  the resumption of  finishing works. To accept 
this hypothesis, we must suppose that the great room in which Sir Roger finds only three windows in 1754 is not in the 
main building, which he might not have wanted to renovated before having the roof  frame rebuilt.

In the second case, more likely, the layout of  regular bays would have been conceived after the rebuilding of  
the large roof  trussing of  the central building, between 1758 and 1776, period during which we can notice a gap in 
the archival documentation about the renovation work. In this case, the most logical is that the rebuilding was done 
afterwards the great construction campaign of  Sir Roger and his son, who remain owners until 1765. The Roger family 
seem preoccupied to increase the value and improve the condition of  the castle, more so than their successors, the 
Saint-Roman family. In 1781, 16 years after the departure of  Roger, father and son, a survey shows that the castle had 
been badly maintained for a long time, notably: The castle needs to be roughcast completely, including all the flooring 
boards in the attic. All windows have no glass or interior shutters, only outside shutters. All the beams in the castle, the 
attics and in all the apartments need to be propped up, the walls adjoining these beams need to be rough cast…These 
defects caused by a poor maintenance might correspond to a survey left without finishing de second oeuvre after the 
work done by Sir Roger.

Deribier du Chatelet wrote 1850: “The portal of the court dated 1750, time when it was done…”119 How can we interpret 
this assertion?

A reconstruction campaign in 1750120 is impossible, since the castle was at this date seized on the patrimony of  
the heir of  Charles-Francois d’Estaing, at the request of  Voltaire. Would Deribier have not read properly the year 1710 
still visible above the exterior door (Fig. 30) ? It is doubtful as it is clearly visible; besides Deribier mentions the “portal 
of the courtyard”, which describes very likely the entrance arcade of  the court side facade. This is even more interesting 
as this arcade belongs to the construction campaign including the rebuilding of  the court side facade, which causes so 
many problems. There is in fact no millesime on this arcade, but it is not impossible that the stone which currently is 
the keystone of  this arch, with a bared blazon of  a bad style, not classical and rather unusual had been replaced during 
the 1888-1890 restauration.121 Did Deribier see a stone millesime in 1850 which was later removed? It is possible. We 
would like to believe that a millesime 1759 or 1760 was inscribed on this blazon but it would probably be going to far 
in the conjecture!

115  See document 8

116  See document 8

117  This large room might have been in the secondary building but the existence of  a “small stable” was restraining the space available on the ground floor.

118  See document 23

119  Deribier du Chatelet, p. 48

120  This date is used without critic by B. Phalip.

121  This keystone with blazon is similar to the one on the chapel’s door 1888-1890.
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The Documented Work Done Under Sir Roger

Besides what has been said, the documents give us an accurate information on the work done under Sir Roger at 
the castle of  Saihant between 1756 and 1758. Some of  these interventions have already been mentioned several times 
in this study and the details can be found in the documents enclosed.

So it is important to summarize the main modifications done at the castle:
The large roof  trussing in the central building was taken down and replaced by a new one which sensibly lower the 

level of  the walls supporting the string-pieces.
One of  the two semi-circular towers from the castle’s north front (a 14), located near the east angle was deprived 

from its old roof  frame which was beyond repair and was obliquely lopped to support a sloping roof, itself  a continuation 
of  the north slope of  the large roof  trussing.122 

The second tower (a 23, next to the castle door) was probably similarly lopped between 1758 and 1765, 
simultaneously to the supposed rebuilding campaign of  the facade on the court side, which made necessary the 
rebuilding of  the roof  above the two bays (passage a 21, next to the passage a 22) adjoining the tower.

An important number of  beams, joists and floor boards in the castle was redone, the floors, news or patched with 
boards which were flushed with the floor and with grooves and tongues. Several interior shutters, doors were replaced 
or repaired, including the hardware.

A dormer window in the roof  of  the eel wing (c) was replaced.
The projecting square turret was demolished down to the parapet of  the wall enclosing the large court as it was 

falling in ruins
The chapel’s roof  was modified: a defensive parapet with loophole was demolished and replaced with a parapet 

with a stone dormer window; the chimney ‘s stack was also replaced in the same sector.
At least two chimneys, including the kitchen’s chimney (c 11) were repaired.
After 1758, it is certain that Sir Roger had repaired the turret with stairway in the “Beauregard” pavilion (B) 

and the cracked and distorted parapet (the balustrade) planned since 1757 but for which he was refusing the mason’s 
estimated that he regarded as too expensive.123 

The documents about these latter works were not found in the archives which makes the disappearance of  
documents about other construction campaigns between 1758 and 1765 more likely.

Other Information On The Castle’s Layout Before The Revolution

The 1781 survey124 brings additional information on these repairs, adding onto the information that we have 
already used, on the layout of  the apartments in the castle. Notably we learn that the bay located on the right side of  
the entry passageway (a 22) (on the west side) included a vestibule and a degré which confirm the distributive function 
of  this space. The degré: a stairway located at this emplacement was probably leading to the upper levels of  the central 
building, going through the bay above the passageway. It is likely that it was also serving the apartments of  the upper 
floors in the secondary building. The stairway leading to the chapel was probably not the same: it was likely to be 
located at another emplacement in the secondary building. If  we admit that the modification of  the central building 
facade and of  the bays linked to the passage were not done after 1758, the vestibule and the stairway mentioned in 
1781 would have been built or replaced during this construction campaign. This would explain why they were never 
mentioned after 1758. We saw that before this date, there could have been a stairway in the center of  the main building, 
which would therefore have been moved in the vestibule’s bay during the modification of  the facade.

The interior decor of  the castle painted on the walls is mentioned by Deribier du Chatelet: “The apartments of the 
castle did not lack beauty. They must have been well decorated judging by the paintings and frescoes remaining…”125 Alfred Douet adds: 

122  See documents 16, 17 and 18.

123  See document 15, 18, 20, 23.

124  See document 25.

125  Deribier du Chatelet, p. 148.
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“Thirty Years ago (in fact before 1888), we could still see where the great room was (a11), at the first story, frescoes well preserved.”126 

Remain to find out whether the decor was from the Sixteenth century or it had been redone after the new layout of  the 
facade during the Eighteenth century, which does not seem very likely as it seems that the first level was not inhabited 
at that time. The modification of  the facade might not have been followed by interior modifications or even small scale 
treatments. Examples of  such unfinished programs are not rare in the Eighteenth century and before.

Other non documented modifications imputable in the Eighteenth century can be deduced from the survey prior 
to 1888 and from today:

Filling in of  the canonnieres and loopholes of  the gable wall (ac) of  the east wing.
Lowering and repair of  the sills of  the two windows on the east gable wall of  the central building.
Suppression of  the stone mullions of  the old preserved windows on the east gable wall in the central building and 

the south pavilion (B).
Installation of  bars (around 1777) on the ground floor window on the east gable wall of  the central building: the 

embedding holes are clearly visible.
Creation of  a small stone dormer window above this wall (suppressed in 1888).
Filling in of  the level with loopholes in the tower flanking the door.

The Reconstruction of  the Castle in 1888-1890

When Mary Raynaud bought the castle of  Sailhant, the buildings had been quit diminished by the decay, notably 
during the demolition campaign of  1830 mentioned by Deribier du Chatelet.

The large stable of  the courtyard had completely disappeared before 1830.
The surrounding walls and the portal were completely in ruins.
At the castle:
The kitchen wing, perpendicular to the central building was demolished, except for a portion of  a wall already very 

diminished on the east side and the square crowstep adjoining (ac) which was preserved thanks to a small sloping roof.
The secondary residential building (a31-132), west of  the entrance, where was located the chapel, was demolished 

at the exception of  the old curtain wall from the Fourteenth century on the north side which was supporting it and the 
west gable wall, the entire upper level in ruins.

The vaulted base of  the old small pavilion was demolished.
Only the central residential building (including the passageway bays and vestibule) is preserved in the state it was 

after sir Roger’s work, with roof  frame and roof, but it is empty and in a bad condition. The ceiling between the ground 
and first floor have been well preserved.

The “Beauregard” pavilion (B) has been well preserved.
The restoration program of  Mary Raynaud has not been documented because of  the lack of  architect’s project. 

We only know of  one elevation drawing for the north and south facades127 which can be identified in spite of  the lack 
of  date and signature for a project drawing (Fig. 31).

We indeed notice a few differences with what have been realized, the most obvious difference being a large window 
which was supposed to be in the medieval curtain wall on the door’s west side and which was not realized.

What was actually restored often under estimated (the north elevations towers are usually known as medieval) 
can be reconstituted thanks to an archaeological reading of  the building. The existing condition of  the castle, at the 
exception of  a few sanitary improvements, corresponds exactly to the program realized in 1888-1890. There is no 
reason therefore to give any details which will find in the 1891 survey transcribed in an enclose document.128 

We will only define the important transformations that this program provoked on the castle’s ruins:
An entrance facade with four towers covered by a pepper roof  on faux machicoulis was built on one side by 

elevating the two existing medieval towers129 (Fig. 3), on the other side by building completely anew two other towers 

126  A. Douet, Le Chateau…, p.148

127  Framed and on the wall at the castle.

128  See document 26.

129  The pointing of  the masonry walls allows to understand the sloping leveling corresponding to the old sloping roof  built in 1757.
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conceived to match the existing ones (drawings 1, 2, 4).
The new tower on the left side of  the entrance door reproduces the volume of  the tower form the Fourteenth 

century (Fig. 4) located on the right side and therefore it gives the illusion of  a great door with two symmetrical towers, 
a common formula from the Middles Ages.

The new tower on the left side of  the door is symmetrical to the old one on the east side (a14), by its volume as 
much as its setting, leaning back shifted from the angle. It hides the exterior slits of  the old crossbows (a33) of  the 
curtain wall.

The two new towers, completely lacking vaults, have and other technical function: they had the purpose to house 
the rain water tank, the running water pipes, the heaters and vertical ventilation shafts of  the central heating.

The superstructures of  the four towers have a circular plan, the interior cantilever of  a part of  the volume lightened 
up by a skinny construction of  briquettes resting on elements of  the roof  frame, party metallic. The faux machicoulis 
of  the large towers of  the entrance have consoles of  a design more elaborated than the small lateral towers. All their top 
crowns have defects: the curved stones composing the faux parapet above the consoles were cut up to form a circle of  
one diameter inferior to the one for which they were used.

The pepper roofs covered with lauzes have attachment chains for the roof  workers, that were fixed to the roof  
finial.

The central building has been restored according with an interior layout very different from the old one: the roof  
frame was completely redone at a sewer level a bit lower at least at the east gable wall. The vestibule bay was immediately 
built on the left side of  the passageway with doors opening onto this passage. The bay leads into the main stairway 
with metallic structure serving the first story only. The following bay on the ground floor has a dining room, and a 
large living room counting at least three bays of  windows on the court side. The Eighteenth century ceiling with beams 
and joists has been preserved in its original place. The monumental chimneys from the Sixteenth century which were 
on the west gable wall, superimposed on the ground and first floors, were dismantled, replaced and laid against the 
large blind wall at the ground floor one in the dining room (Fig 17), the other in the living room; the latter one masks 
and condemns the entry door in the old cell of  the north east tower. The first story has been divided in four rooms, 
including a large one o the east side for Mrs. Raynaud. They are served by a hallway lining the north wall at the end of  
which was pierced, to bring in daylight, a new window using the Fifteenth century style framing elements.

On the first story, the interior of  the North East tower is transformed into a toilet especially for the use of  the 
large room.

The defensive crowstep from the Sixteenth century (ac) which served as a link between the central building and 
the east eel wing which has disappeared, has been closed on the south side by a wall aligned with the courtyard facade 
and considerably raised to become a slender square tower crowned with a belvedere trimmed with fantasy crenels which 
used to include a workman’s hut (Fig. 28, 31). On the ground and first floors were two cabinets used as annexes, one in 
the large living room, the other in Mrs. Raynaud’s room.

In brief, the work done on the central building had completely distorted the ancient dispositions still visible before 
1888, notably by canceling the two superimposed rooms with chimneys which occupied the west half  space, to relocate 
the large volume of  the living room in the east half  and only on the ground floor.

The entry and adjoining bays have were less altered: the existing volume on their ground floor was preserved as 
well as the function of  the vestibule at the same level in the adjoining bay. The vaulted ground floor of  the medieval 
tower flanking the door was transformed into a bathroom. The first level of  the two bays, divided into two rooms with 
a hallway on the north side, is probably the one which complies less with the old condition. The interior of  the tower 
at this level has not yet been worked out at the time of  Raynaud. It was transformed (into a bathroom) after 1904.

A new west wing was built at the location of  the old secondary residential building. Its court side elevation has 
been lined up with the Eighteenth century bays’ elevations and grafted at the existing angle. It reproduces accurately 
the shape and layout of  the Eighteenth century windows in order to unify the court side elevations using a rhythm of  
opening unique and homogeneous. Extended to eleven bays and completed on each bay by a dormer window at their 
attic level. This systematic layout gives to the new court side facades a monumentality which has a certain monotony 
that is characteristic of  military architecture (barracks) or monastic architecture from the Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
centuries. Inside, the four bays from the new section are divided by a load bearing wall. One of  the first two bays 
includes the kitchen with an ordinary room above it. The second floor has a vestibule giving access to a service metal 
screw stair leading to the two upper levels. Behind this stairway, a passageway has been conceived for another stair, 
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straight, linking the kitchen to the basement. The layout of  the second half  of  the new construction is more original. 
It is the only one to include a level of  cellars distributed on two bays, one being used as a laundry room. The vaults of  
these cellars are brand new. They communicate with the new north west tower used as a boiler room. The ground floor 
is divided into two bays with a ground level that is uneven. The first includes a diving wall used as a small apartment 
for the chaplain. The second one (a 31), which floor has a one meter decline (therefore with higher ceiling) and linked 
to the first one, was supposed to become the chapel. This would explain the door opening on the court side. This door 
of  a characteristic ogival shape, awkwardly combined with the neo-classical elements found on the other opening of  
this facade (Fig. 32). Inside the only modification linked to a liturgical character (before the interruption of  the work 
in 1891 or after 1904?) is the stained glass in the neogothic twin window in the west wall (Fig. 1). The rest was left 
empty which was allowing to see through the two Fourteenth century crossbow slits (a 33). On this side, there is no 
communication with the interior volume of  the new north-west tower which has no floorings.

However on the south west angle (location of  the old square tower and demolished between 1758 and 1830) was 
built a new cylindrical tower constructed on the west side on a cul-de-lampe (fig. 1-32). The small room in its ground 
floor communicated with the chapel but the remaining of  the elevation is not finished: there are no flooring.

On the first story below the chapel and below the chaplain’s apartment was a single room which was the largest 
on the floor which shortly after its completion in 1891 was described as the “chatelaine’s room.” It features a rising 
chimney in the Fifteenth century style, rather small, where it seems that an old mantel and old jambs of  unknown 
provenance were reused (could they come form the south B pavilion on the ground floor, ex main tower of  the castle?). 
Another remarkable element of  this room is the large window on the west side with a narrow balcony with neogothic 
stone parapets and a neoclassical framing a bit debased (Fig. 1). The access to the turret with cul-de-lampe has been 
closed off with neogothic wood wall boards which cover the room’s walls. The access to the new tower (north-west) has 
been planed but not yet realized when the work stopped The attic level include maid rooms. The south pavilion (old 
main tower) has been renovated only on the ground floor which includes a room with chimneys, ordinary wall coverings 
and woodworks. The existing door in 1891 had apparently a glassed section probably with cast iron rails.

The general style of  the interior developments from this campaign 1888-1890: floors, chimneys in the rooms, 
metal staircases, woodwoks (doors and windows), iron railings is the style of  a common urban building from the last 
third of  the Nineteenth century, with not specific luxury. It is functional, simple, without any historicism research, 
although common at the time in this type of  restoration. Only the chatelaine’s room can be distinguished by its 
Fifteenth century chimney reused and its neogothic wood paneling. However it is not certain that the wood paneling 
were brought by the Doctor Delbet after 1904. The small windows pierced in the north exterior outer walls or in the 
high turret on the south east with a crenelled terrace are of  a unique model, very simple, arched with a chamfered frame 
clearly projecting on the facade. This detail omitted, the design has been influenced, in a different material, from the 
model of  the twin windows located above the door, the only medieval openings on the north elevation (if  we exclude 
the loopholes).

A certain unification of  a style inaccurately defined of  the restoration was obtained on the exterior by features such 
as this unique model of  small openings. And more so by the crowning of  consoles with faux-machicoulis of  the four 
towers on the north side and the two turrets framing the large facade on the court side, and by the molded string course 
on these towers and turrets lining up with the cornice of  the facades of  the two residential buildings.





First Floor
Floor plan, existing conditions – Ground Floor



Floor plan around 1600







Drawing 1 - West elevation, existing conditions.  Drawing 2 - West elevation, before 1888 



Drawing 3 – Elevation - west side of  the south façade



Drawing 4 – East elevation



Fig. 1 North side and tower from the west

Fig. 2 Interior view of  northwest wall with 2 north 
shooting slits, 14th century



Fig. 4 Main entrance with medieval tower on the right and 1888-1890 tower on the left

Fig. 3 North façade - Medieval tower to the west of  
main entrance



Fig. 6 North wall with north medieval tower and moat

Fig. 5 Medieval tower on the west side of  entrance, with shooting slit detail



Fig. 7 Northeast tower, east gable wall 14th century and 16th century linking bay converted into a 
square tower in 1888

Fig. 8 Entry passageway to chateau, view from the inner court



Fig. 9 Inner court façade of  old seigniorial residence, between the entrance and the linking bay 
converted into a square tower

Fig. 10 View of  east side showing seigniorial residence, linking bay converted into a square tower, 
east gable wall  and towers dating 14th -19th centuries



Fig. 11 Masonry on inner court façade: 19th century on left, 18th century on right

Fig. 12 Masonry on inner court façade showing medieval 
masonry with 18th century infill



Fig. 13 Masonry on inner court façade: remains of  16th 
century door and windows

Fig. 14 Masonry on inner court façade: remains of  a 
16th century window opening adjacent to an 18th 
century opening.



Fig. 16 Circa 1600 balcony at Castelnaud Bretenoux

Fig. 15 Inner court façade: remains of  a large arched 
window (balcony?) with an 18th century window 
inserted



Fig. 18 Detail of  a16th century decorative stone element 
inserted in the façade

Fig. 17 Interior view, fireplace - 2nd half  of  16th century (relocated)



Fig. 19 Detail of  a stone with traces of  a circular molding (base of  column) reused in the wall next to a window 
lintel -18th century



Fig. 20 Detail of  “Napoleonic” plot plan (circa 1820)



Fig. 21 General view of  the château from the northeast - circa1880. 

Fig. 21a General view of  the château from the southwest - circa1880



Fig. 22 Detail of  lower shooting slits in the east wall, 
16th century 

Fig. 23 Detail of  upper shooting slits of  east wall, 16th 
century

Fig. 24 View of  the château from the east



Fig. 25 View from the east of  the 15th century Donjon. 

Fig. 26 Donjon with its added circular stairway and the 
west side of  the inner court enclosure wall



Fig. 27 Ancient Donjon or pavilion, view from the court, door and dormer 
created from the wall, 16th century 

Fig. 28 General view of  the château, from the southeast, around1910 (postcard, château collection)



Fig. 30 1710 Blazon of  d’Estaing family at the château 
entrance

Fig. 29 Fragment of  a lintel reused in the façade, 18th century



Fig. 32 Chapel door and turret, 1888-1890 work

Fig. 31 Elevation of  south and north facades restoration project, circa 1888
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PIECES JUSTIFICATIVES

All documents included in this paper, at the exception of  numbers 3 and 26, come from the extensive national archives 
which, among others, relate to the domain of  Sailhant. All texts come from the papers of  Augeard the émigré and are 
kept in Paris at the National Archives under the reference Arch. Nat. T. 571, cartons 3, 4 (cotes 118 to 131) and 7. It is 
undeniably the main source for the post medieval history of  Sailhant and therefore we used it at great extent and transcribed 
the texts relating the inventories, the various work campaigns and the succession of  the lords and tenant farmers.

The information given by Mrs. Brochot, born de Riberolles, regarding the archives of  the Estaing family kept at 
the castle of  Ravel (Puy-de-Dome), superficially indexed in 1961 by M. Devos, taught us that there were no more 
documents related to the castle of  Sailhant in these archives. Furthermore, the search of  the documents that were, at the 
beginning of  our century, in the hands of  M. Leon Belart, municipal archivist in Saint-Flour at the time and preferred 
informant of  Alfred Douet, were unsuccessful. According to the current archivist-librarian, there is no document 
regarding the castle of  Sailhant at the archives of  Saint-Flour and the descendants of  Belard have lost the personal 
papers of  the old archivist after a disaster several decades ago. Finally, Mrs. Raynaud, curator at the Musée Alfred 
Douet, was not able to find other documents regarding the castle of  Sailhant in his archives but the livre terrier dating 
from the period of  the Saint-Roman family. The first drafts, notes, documents and photographs that could have been 
used by Alfred Douet for the redaction of  his monograph could not been located. 

The most useful however has been the product of  local research (Archives du Cantal, etc…) done by Mrs. Brunon 
in parallel to my work.

Document n. 1
Condition of  the lands of  Valuejols and Sailhans (no date, 17” or 18”centuries) 

“Salians located a lieu away from St. Flour and one lieue and a half  from Valuejols… An old castle located on a 
promontory spur, rocky on all sides at the exception of  the side of  the entrance of  the said castle which leads you into 
a front courtyard surrounded by old walls in which a courtyard a stable and a wheat loft above, the all thing covered 
with flat tiles with reaux (Corvisier does not know what they are exactly, probably an item to affix the tiles). The said 
courtyard is separated from the main door of  the castle by a moat where a drawbridge used to be and where is nowadays 
filled with stones allowing to get into the castle. This door leads to the entrance of  the courtyard of  the castle which 
consist of  three main buildings, one covered with hollow tiles and the two other with flat tiles, in the back of  the said 
courtyard stands a pavilion with a round tower, the all thing separated by a moat where used to be a drawbridge.”

Document n. 2
(Isolated document, undated (middle of  18th century)

“The castle of  Sailhans is located a lieue away from St. Flour on a rocky spur. There is a large courtyard, a kitchen, a 
living room and several other rooms on the first floor, and several rooms above which are used as attic spaces, the tenant 
farmer can reside there rather comfortably, but if  the lord wanted to reside there, many repairs would become necessary. 
The walls are in a rather good condition, same for the roofs. Below the castle is a garden that could be cultivated if  the 
lord was living there. Next to the castle is a large stable and a barn or wheat loft  above it in a good condition.”

Document n. 3
Inventory done in 1703 by Sir Cristal, bailiff of  Sailhans, after the summarized transcription by Alfred Douet, Le 

Chateau…, p. 147. (The original could not be found.)

“No flooring in the kitchen; in the attic, five beams only, the one in the middle supported by a pillar; In the 
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adjacent bedroom, only one large beam with all the ais (?) and half  of  the flooring; no windows. In the lower room, 
two pieces of  a bed wood frame partially wore-out, the windows in a bad condition, closed with wood. In Mrs. De 
la Terrisse’s bedroom lacks a pane of  glass. In another bedroom, the flooring is in a very bad condition, without any 
windows. The attic above is supported by 15 pillars about to fall in ruins; no locks on the door. The front wall is about 
to fall in ruins. The chapel needs to be repaired, letting the rain through the vault, two small windows lacking. In the 
large attic, a beam was lacking. The floor is lowered and at the end of  the attic, on the left side, the wall is about to fall 
in ruins. In the tower’s apartment, the floor is in a bad condition, no lock no window. Roof  in a bad condition, lack of  
rafters and tiles. Next to it, surrounding wall falling in ruins."

Document n. 4 (partial transcription)
Decree and adjudication of  the land of  Sailhant; Document dated March 9, 1753 done in Saint Flour.

Submission of  the case to the court and control for the sale by auction pure and simple by decree of  the land 
and marquisate of  Saillant, and the land and seigniory of  Valenjol, sized and auctioned on the request of  Lord 
Charles Henri, count d’Estaing, marquis of  Chateauregnault, colonel of  the regiment of  Rouergue, emancipated minor, 
proceeding under the authority of  Sir Marin Antoine Imbert de Tremeolles, lawyer at the court his trustee… and 
the tutor of  the real estate actions. And the said Imbert de Tremeoiles pursued at the request of  Sir Francois Marie 
Arouet de Voltaire, knight, advisor to the King and his counsel, gentleman to His Majesty, historiographer of  France, 
one of  the forty members of  the French Academy, currently chamberlain and historiographer to the King of  Prussia, 
to Louis Sauvage, bourgeois of  Paris, trustee to the vacant succession of  the deceased Lord Charles Francois, count 
d’Estaing, knight, marquis or Saillant, knight of  the royal military order of  St. Louis, general lieutenant of  the King’s 
armies, surrogate and having taken on the place of  the said count d’Estain, marquis of  chateauregnault and Imbert de 
Tremeolle the charges, clauses and conditions regarding the sale by auction of  40 auctions except fortnights, the remises 
on the latest sales by auction which had been done, by Sir Corepel, bring in 43100 livres for … Vallenjo… separately 
by Sir Deligny procurator to 46000 livres for the said land seigniory and marquisate of  Saillant, and also separately by 
the said Deligny separately the sum of  2600 livres for the said lands jointly… 

The said land and seignory of  Sailhant of  the castle, main manor of  the said land and seigniory which belongs to the 
parish of  Andelat, the said castle composed of  13 rooms, 4 attics, 6 small closets, 2 cellars, 2 courtyards, a large stable with 
attics above, adjacent to the first courtyard, a garden of  about 2 cartonnées of  earth, located in the village of  Sailhant…

Adjudication done by Sir Jacques Marie Anne Grandin the young, procurator of  the two lands made for about 237 
000 livres for the profit of  Francois Jean Roger, squire, lord of  Colombelle, secretary to the King Maison Couronne de 
France and its finances, notary in Paris for whom he did the said sales by auction, delegated by Roger.

Document n. 5 (analysis and partial transcription)
Decree and adjudication of  the land of  Sailhant. Book dated March 21, 1753.

Posters for the sales by auction on October 4, 1750 were posted “on the door and on the main entrance of  the 
castle of  Sailhant… another one against the main door of  the entrance of  the auditorium inside the said castle…
another against the door of  the Church of  Andelat.”

On March 1753, date of  the adjudication: “…appearance in court at the tribunal of  Sir Pinon du Coudray 
prosecutor of  the said court and prosecutor of  the said Voltaire surrogate to proceed to the sale of  the lands of  the 
Sailhant, ect, with the authority of  the court on the said Louis Sauvage with the said name of  the trustee to the vacant 
succession of  the said Charles Francois of  Estain, marquis of  Saillant. Sale by auction: bidders: Corpelet, De Ligny 
for the land of  Valenjol separately. Grandin the Young and Sir the Seneschal, prosecutors for the two lands conjointly, 
Auctioned at 11 AM to Grandin the Young, last bided who made the largest bid for 237000 livres.

Document n. 6
Letter from Mr. De Runes to Mr. Roger, in Sauges, dated October 20, 1753

“Sir, as I expected not to be able to work on my own, I took with me a surveyor that I brought at the marquisate 
de Portes so we can work on the general Survey of  the inheritance depending on the mandate of  Saugues, member 
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of  the dukedom of  Mercoeur. We left from there on September 17 and we arrived that evening in St. Flour where we 
remained for the entire following day for two reasons: the first one to inform myself  of  the reputation of  Mr. Pages, 
Bardol, Costes and Chazelon, and of  the properties of  the three latter; the second reason because I could not obtain 
the keys of  the castle that Mr. Bardol had brought to a fair in Valleuges where he was. Therefore we went to Sailhant 
only on September 19. 

Having the idea that you would be glad to have the plan of  your castle, I had it done, or did it partly myself  so you 
can decide which rooms you would like to have as the master bedrooms. 

If  you do not want to come here often, I recommend that you do not order too many repairs. The windows have 
no glass panes and almost all of  them are without paper frames. The doors are not worth anything. Same for some 
portions of  the floorings. I don’t give you the details of  what is lacking, the estimate done by Mr. Pages will inform you 
of  everything. I do not know, sir, if  you know by tradition, the situation of  your castle. It is very strong and not too 
aesthetic, not to say ugly. It is located between two hills on a promontory spur of  a prodigious height with a precipice on 
the east, south and west. The entrance is on the north side. The plan will inform you that there are enough residential 
areas, that the stables are beautiful and that the courtyards are spacious. Besides the plan is not accurate geometrically. 
The lack of  regularity of  the angle and the lack of  tools that would have been needed to obtain an accurate plan are 
the causes of  the defects however these defects are not significant and will not prevent you from knowing the size and 
shape of  the rooms. I do not know design or perspective therefore the plan will be very simple. I also had drawn plans 
of  your woods, your pond and your meadows, as I am sure, Sir, that you will be glad to have them.”

Document n. 7 (abbreviated transcription)
“Memoir of  the Land of  Sailians” (questionnaire submitted to Mr. De Runes in 1753)

Castle
1) It is said that the castle is composed of  three main buildings not including the buildings in the courtyard the  
tenant farmer said that the large roof  of  the castle has been supported for a long time on wood pieces, that it threatens 
to fall in ruins soon and that it urgently needs to be completely redone.
Answer: this roof  is not exactly in the condition described above. It is true that it really needs to be repaired but it can 
certainly wait for the arrival of  Mr. Roger in Saillans.
2) The three main buildings are adjacent to each other and communicate with each other or are they separated? 
Answer: the three buildings are adjacent.
3) Is there a first floor? How many rooms does it include? 
Answer: there is a first floor, see plan.
… Regarding all following questions, the answers are: see the plan
7) There is a third floor.
8) How many rooms can be used by the masters? 
Currently none without repairs
9) Is the large roof  of  the castle in the condition described by the tenant farmer? 
Answer: it needs to be repaired, but as we said previously, this can wait until the arrival of  Mr. Roger.
10) If  this is true, what would the cost be to completely redo it? 
Answer: because we could not find a skilled worker, we were not able to write an estimate, there was only one in Saint-
Flour, who was absent, Upon his return, Mr. Pages, judge of  Saillans, promised to have this estimate made.
13) Are the roofs of  the castle in a good condition?
Answer: all are in a good condition at the exception of  the large roof  and the roof  of  the small tower de Beauregard.
14) What would be the annual cost for the maintenance of  the roofs? 
Answer: Monsieur d’Estaing was paying a worker 15 livres for the gutters or for the application of  whitewash, nails 
included. These supplies cost 6 livres to add to the 15. We think that the roofs once repaired, the maintenance would 
be between 25 and 28 livres.”
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Document n.8 (abbreviated transcription)
New requests on the answers from M. De Runes to the memo sent to him by Mr. Roger about the land of  Sailhans 

(undated, beginning 1754).

“M. Roger will wait until his arrival in Sailhant since it is the opinion of  M. de Runes, to determine which repairs 
are necessary. He will appreciated waiting for the estimate that M. Pagès will send him —as it was agreed with M. de 
Runes, M. Roger proposing to have at the castle, two bedrooms, two closets, a bathroom and an anteroom in the large 
room divided by three wooden partition walls. And finding only three windows, which is not enough to accomplish 
his plan, he asked if  we could easily pierce the openings needed; aren’t the walls to thick and too difficult to pierce? 
Supposing that the walls can be pierced, would this cause any damages to the other walls into which the openings will 
be made? The person who will do the estimate for the repairs will be able to answer these questions. 

Answer: Sir Boissonnade, the only engineer in this country will go to Sailhant in February when I will by myself  
going there and I will send to M. Roger the plan for the repairs to do to his residence the way he had planned it, along 
with the estimated of  repairs of  the castle.”

Document n. 9 (analysis and partial transcription)
Answer from Sir Roger (after being sick for two months) to the letters of  Lord Bardol, cadet, dated December 

11th and 25th 1756, January 15th and 16th 1757, written on March 5, 1757.

“I have received, Sir… the treaty that you wrote with the said Courtet for the purchase of  the wood necessary for the 
reconstruction of  the roof  frame and roof  of  the central building of  the castle of  Sailhant…the update on the various 
repairs you have done at the castle…amounting to 233 livres 15 s. 9 d., independently of  the boards and backing strips 
that you have bought to redo the floor in the bedroom next to the kitchen… (reference to the payment of  the rent 3330 
1, to Sir d’Escosse, first payment of  1756). “Sir d’Escosse paid to my son to whom I gave the land of  Sailhans…”

“…repairs to do to the construction (roof  frame and roofing) according to the deals concluded with the carpenters 
and the lord Raimbaut… you will write me back whether your wood merchant brings in regularly the wood that he 
supposed to deliver and whether you believe that everything will be brought in before May 15 at the castle of  Sailhans 
and before paying the merchant, you check out the wood and make sure it is the right size, length and thickness we had 
agreed on, of  a good quality and usable in May. You will also inquire whether you will have at the castle in May all the 
tiles and sand necessary for the work to be done as I do no want to find out that these materials are not at the castle 
when needed and not in a sufficient quantity. 

Then: consideration of  the purchase of  a meadow by one administrator of  the seigniory, of  the loss by Bardol of  
a benefice of  150 l. per year linked to the register des Insinuations and benefices ecclesiastiques that were taken from 
him by his brother, Roger promised to use his “small credit to indemnify you for this loss… as you should not doubt 
of  the desire I have to be good to you and of  my friendship for that always was based on your integrity, your hard work 
and your intelligence.” 

After Bardol had requested from Roger that he obtained for him an office to distribute tobacco that he is hoping 
to obtain thank to the intervention of  an influential general farmer who would talk to Mrs de Versy, from whom 
everything depends, as it is almost impossible in St. Flour, the place being reserved for someone else… “You brother 
is wrong to continuously repeat in St Flour that you are the reason why he is no longer farmer of  Sailhans, it it due to 
himself  and his great negligence”

After the insistence of  brother Bardol’s brother to recuperate the farm the following year, congratulations to 
Bardol for his management which make up for his brother’s mistakes “If  you are expecting to use your talents and your 
intelligence, as it seemed that you wanted to do, to manage properly the land of  Sailhans, you can expect to be a farmer 
all your life and my son, who befriends you, think the same way about you, we both wish that you and M. de la Fond 
will take care well of  everything.”

Further, recommendations on the exploitation, the sowing period, “it is absolutely necessary that you have a ditch 
dug across the pound if  you want that everything succeeds… You should also plant on the side of  the ditch that I 
had done willow trees, poplar trees and other white wood trees as they grow quickly and are inexpensive.” The letter 
ends with greetings to Ms. Bardol, M. de La Fond and the entire family, a message to Pagès to ask for support for his 
“practice of  judge of  Mardogne.”
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Document n. 10
Marché October 17. 1756

“…in the presence of  Bertrand, royal notary in St. Flour, between Mr. Jacques La Font and Pierre Bardol, merchants 
bourgeois living in St Flour, farmers of  the land and seigniory of  Sailhans, and Guillaume Courtet, merchant living 
in Longesaigne, parish of  Védrines… to sell pieces of  woods (detail follows) that must be used for the repairs of  the 
castle of  Sailhans that will be done soon: 82 chevrons 4 toises long 8 pouces long and 7 pouces thick, 5 livres each, or 
410 I., plus 33 chevrons 2 toises and ½ long (same sides than others) at 50 sols a piece, which is 82 livres 10 s. plus l l 
l chevrons one toise long (same thickness/height) at 20 sols a piece, which is I l l livres plus 16 chevrons 4 feet long at 
20 sols each = 16 livres, plus 2 pieces of  6 toises long, 10 toises large, 8 toises long, 22 livres a piece= 44 livres, plus 
4 pieces 5 toises % long, 10/7, 22 livres a piece + 88 livres, plus 3 pieces of  4 toises 1/2 long, 4 p. hight 11 to 12 p. 
thick, 27 livres a piece = 81 livres, finally 120 toises of  pine wood boards, 40 s per toise=interruption until next May 
15 without further delay…”  total 1072 I. 10 S.

Document n. 11 (analysis and partial transcription)
Copy of  a letter from Roger to De la Font and Bardol, farmers at Sailhant, dated November 29, 1756

“There must not be very many iron to provide, since the old exterior shutters were steel rimmed…you know that 
the floors, old and new, must be done with tongues and grooves … otherwise the work would not be worth it, the 
boards would become loose and grains would be lost. When I left, I had agree with you that you would have installed 
two or three of  the new beams that I have at Sailhan to replace the existing one that are rotten on the second flooring 
of  the right portion of  the central building, this work must be done before you can store you grains in the attics of  
the central building…The carpenters could have done this work while they were working on the floors, if  this has not 
been done, I am quite angry, as an accident could happen with the flooring which would cause a greater repair and to 
you the loss of  your grains…”

Follow various points about the management of  the domain, to dig a ditch across the pound to dry the land, 
worries about the planning of  the construction of  the roof  frame, satisfied by the carpenter’s skills.

Document n. 12
Letter by Bardol, January 5, 1757

“…regarding the backing strips used on the joists of  the new flooring in the bedroom next to the kitchen, I have 
sent you the condition survey, as well as the number of  boards that is necessary to buy. The l l l boards which were in 
you castle when you left Sailhans were used for floorings, interior shutters, doors and exterior shutters, along with the 
one we bought in Saint-Flour… all the floorings at the castle of  Sailhant belong to Sir Roger, lord of  Sailhant. 

The large central building was completely redone with tongues and grooves, a portion of  the flooring in the large 
bedroom on the ground floor of  the said main building, next to the window and the chimney of  the said bedroom with 
3 toises V, at 18 sols each. 

The right hand side of  the main building when entering was redone completely with tongues and grooves a part 
of  the flooring in the attics above the said main building, 22 toise 4… =20 l. 16 s. and to varnish and polish a large 
piece (beam?) brand new, to re-install all the joists, to install it, = 51.

Central building where the kitchen is: was redone completely with grooves and tongues and the flooring of  the room 
next to the kitchen: 17 toises=15 livres 6 sols. 

Large pavilion facing the village. Was redone the middle of  the flooring of  the room at the said pavilion 1 toise 5 feet 
½ = 34 s. 6d. Also a new rooftop was put on the roof of  the said pavilion = 12 I.

Castle
On the ground floor next to the kitchen. Were redone the window of  the cabinet next to the kitchen a shutter=30 

s. new locks and a small locker were installed. Completely redone a simple door with three apron on the closet = 30 s. 
new hardware. Brand new a double door with lock. Kitchen=30 sol old hardware was used at the exception of  a new 
lock with handle with its mantonnet (element on the handle). A shutter on the window of  the cabinet above the said 
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kitchen was redone=30s new locks and locker. A shutter on the window of  the bedroom next to the said kitchen is 
new: 30 s. the old hardware was used at the exception of  two hooks brand new that we put to close up the shutters, 
two tourniquets to keep them open. A lock was installed on wood on the entrance door of  the said room which gives 
access to the stairway.
Main central building

The window of  the bedroom when coming out of  the room looking onto Babory was completely redone, two 
shutters=30 sols for the window: the old hardware of  the said shutters were used at the exception of  new pivots to lock 
with the latches. Main central building while entering on the right side of  the second courtyard of  the castle. 
Ground floor 

Two new shutters for the window in the large room next to the small stable = 30 s. old hardware. 
Second floor. 

4  new shutters for the windows of  the large and small rooms next to each other = 30 s, each. Old hardware 
excepted for 4 small hooks and 2 tourniquets. 
On the entrance floor of  the stairway going to the chapel a brand new lock put on the wood and three new hooks on 
the shutter of  the windows of  the said stairway.
Apartment above the kitchen. 

Three new shutters 30 s. per window the whole thing being one window % Old hardware except for the new 
pivots…Brand new are 4 shutters on the windows of  the attic above the said apartment of  the kitchen… new hardware 
and a small locker for each. Three new shutters to the windows of  the stairway going up to the said apartment above 
the kitchen 30 s. shutters for each, new hardware and a small locker; other; 2 new hooks, 1 new bande (?) with a small 
lock. New half  a shutter for the window on one of  the bedrooms of  the large pavilion in front of  the village 15 s, old 
hardware, new hook. On the large portal when entering through the second door of  the castle a brand new latch with 
handle on its mantonnet (element of  the handle)…”

Follows, mention of  the bills for purchase of  materials from the suppliers: nails, clous de bande (nails used on 
metal sheets), 9 leaves of  white iron for the new rooftop of  the large pavilion’s roof  (sold by Dusses, merchant in Saint 
Flour). “5 chard of  hollow tiles, 200 per chard= 1000 tiles=13 livres. These tiles were used to revise the roof  of  the 
old apartment of  the guard, the chapel and the stairway leading to the said chapel” Cordes, “…bill from Pierre and Jean 
Mouzen roofers 43 livres including: 15 for the maintenance of  the roofs 18 for 18 days of  work to change the dormer 
window in the attic above the apartment of  the kitchen

5 for 5 days described above
Total for the work = 233 l. 15s. 9d. 
Besides the work done, lots of  work remain to be done repairs of  shutters and floorings traverses for several 

window frames with inside shutters also to do the ceiling used as an entrance for the attic above the apartment of  the 
kitchen with the baluster adjoining the said ceiling. All this work could be done after the repair of  the frame of  the new 
roof  of  the central building in order to reuse all the old piece of  wood that are still good coming from the demolition 
of  the said roof, as well as the remaining new pieces of  wood.

Document n. 13
“Condition of  the wood pieces necessary for the repairs to be done at the castle of  Sailhant bought by Bardol on 

the order of  sir Roger lord of  the said castle. - - -2 rafters for the top of  the roof  of  the tower facing the village or to 
erect a tour to set up the new piece that has been put on the ground in the central building when entering on the right 
side -11 small chevrons for the backing strips of  the flooring for the room next to the kitchen for 17 s. -2 chevrons for 
the backing strips at 10 s. each

2 at 18 s.
1 at 13 S.
1 at 16, -i at 18
7 toises and 2 feet pine wood boards at 42 s.
2 chars of  boards at 5 | 18 S 6 d
2 chars of  boards at 5 l.
I at 31. 12
1 at 3 H. 11
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6 toises boards at 38 s.
1 char boards at 3 1. 10
Total 76 l. 14s.

Document n. 14 (partial transcription)
Letter from Bardol to Roger, May 18, 1757

“The said Courtet brought to the castle % of  the wood necessary for the repairs… your peasants at Sailhans, La 
Combe, Le Vialard and Legous must also go to your river to transport the sand, then I will have the one from Fontes, 
Barret and Allous to do this chore, the one form Saunière, Vaux and Bardou and Luc, they will carry the tiles necessary 
for the roof. The sieur Raimbau has already taken down the loophole, the balustrade above the chapel, the second vault 
of  the small pavilion next to the apartment on the right side when entering in the second courtyard and the corner of  
the said small apartment and the head of  the adjoining chimney next to the said corner, he had someone work on it 
since last Monday…”

Document n. 15 (partial transcription)
Letter from Sir Roger to Bardol July 8, 1757

“…I do not want that the central building be without a roof  in September and to risk the rains that could fall and 
rot all the wood flooring and beams… Raimbau asked me for 200 livres to do the wall of  the terrace which encloses 
the second courtyard of  the castle. I have found this price so outrageous that I did not want to hear further about it. 
However if  Raimbau agrees to redo completely the wall from the kitchen wall to the pavilion, I will agree to give 150 
l while providing the lime, and even the sand if  there was not enough.”

Document n. 16 (partial transcription)
Letter from Bardol July 16, 1757

“…we have just taken down the old roof  from the central building starting on the 11” of  the current month as 
we we were waiting for all the wood elements be ready before doing so. The carpenters are hoping to finish installing 
the said wood pieces of  the frame and all the floorings next Thursday the 21* of  this month and the roofer will put 
the tiles, therefore the repairs at your castle are going well… I have been at Sailhant since the arrival of  the carpenters 
and masons so I can make sure that they are working the way you want them to… The carpenters maintain that they 
do not have to redo completely the roof  frame on the small tower on the side of  the Babory, they say that they are only 
supposed to take down the old roof  frame on the said tower and to put it back in place if  in a good condition, but as it 
was completely rotten, they do no want to redo it completely, furthermore they maintain that you had agree with them 
and with the priest de Corein that they would do the roof  of  the said tower which slope was a continuration of  the 
roof  of  the main building… -One of  the two semi-circular towers from the castle’s north front (a 14), located near the 
east angle was deprived from its old roof  frame which was beyond repair and was obliquely lopped to support a sloping 
roof, itself  a continuation of  the north slope of  the large roof  trussing.” -

* See documents 16, 17 and 18.

Document n. 17 (partial transcription)
Answer to the letter from Bardol July 16, 1757

Nobody could be happier than myself  regarding the answer I got from you to the previous letter I had sent to 
you. It is totally satisfactory regarding all my demands however I am quiet sorry that Monsieur Merey and myself  were 
not able to provide you with the position of  tobacco distributor that you had asked for (…) I am very satisfied of  
the state of  the castle at this time and I am confident that the carpenter will be finished on the 25 to install the roof  
frame and the floorings. The two walls on which the roof  frame was installed were probably leveled? I do not know 
whether the carpenters are supposed or not to redo completely the roof  frame of  the small tower on the Babory side 
since the existing frame is rotten, a new one is needed. If  among the woods from the demolition of  the roof  frame, 
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some can be used for the new frame, they could be used, otherwise new pieces of  wood will be needed. It is true that I 
had the understanding with the carpenter that the roof  of  the said tower would let the rain through, same for the roof  
of  the central building will be leveled and I am asking you to have it done as it is necessary. But the carpenters, while 
buying their supplies for the central building, promised me that they would not buy anything additional for this work 
but what I gave them for the construction of  the central building. Nevertheless, if  they need something additional for 
this repair, agree with them about a price, I put you in charge. Because the inhabitants of  Saillans are good with the 
necessary chores for the repairs at the castle, I am asking you to give them all the old pieces of  wood that they will use 
for the roof  of  the oven of  Saillans. 

You could sell the additional old pieces of  wood and boards that you do not wish to use for future repairs, you 
are in charge. 

I am glad that you have plough and sown the pound of  Saillans with oat and hay… It would be urgent to dig a 
moat in the middle of  the pound similar to the one I had done as this will dry it out completely and will prevent the 
water from stagnating on the surface of  the pound…

Document n. 18
Letter from Bardol to Sir Roger, August 10, 1757

“I have not done much since the last letter I had the honor to write to you regarding the repairs at your castle of  
Sailhant as the carpenters are finished with the frame and floorings on last July 24 since then they have installed the 
large beams on the central building and the joists as well as the one they were supposed to install below the kitchen’s 
window, including one pillar to support the room and all the ones that were propped up, which they were supposed 
to do according to the contract they signed with you in Saint Flour; finally they finished all the repairs included in the 
contract since last Saturday on July 30. They are currently working on the installation of  three beams in the attic of  the 
central building to replace one which was previously there and was completely rotten on one side and which broke at 
once when the walls of  the said attic were demolished to install the sole (lime wash mix supporting the frame) and the 
jambs supporting the new frame. These three pieces are two old pieces that came from the castle when you left Saillans 
and the third one is one of  the new one, rather large taken among the pieces remaining from the new frame. 

I have to tell you sir, the reason why we are installing three pieces in the place of  one; it is because they are not 
the same width and height than the one missing and to strengthen the floor, the carpenters thought that it would be 
appropriate to put three closer one to another and being consequently stronger, as this way, he found three per toise 
and elsewhere, the man who was responsible to bring to the castle all the wood necessary for the repair did not want 
to be responsible for bringing one similar to the three others that we already installed on the said flooring en disant 
qu’on ne marquait plus à la Margeride (probably refers to a custom of  craftsmen in the region of  the Margeride) until 
next spring, which would have belated your repairs and would have prevented the carpenters to make the flooring of  
the said attic entirely. Be confident, that if  it had not been appropriate to put these three pieces together, I would have 
not allowed it. 

They have also installed a part of  the roof  of  the apartment on the right side of  the entrance in the second 
courtyard of  the castle that we had demolished in order to re-install the corner on the small pavilion on the village side 
as well as the roof  above the chapel that we had to bring down the loophole and the balustrade in place of  which was 
built a small wall and a cast stone dormer window and to put the gable of  the said apartment at the same level than 
the new frame of  the central building, I had them put all the roofs and frames with old flooring and old beams that we 
chose among the best one remaining from the demolition of  the roof  of  the central building, I gave them 25 sols per 
day and nothing else. One piece of  the floor from the attic above the large stable, the one that is located at the entrance 
of  the said attic and which carries the stairway to access it which had been propped up, there is a very good one among 
the remaining ones from the new frame, let me know if  you would like me to have it installed before we start working 
on the floors. 

The exterior facing of  the walls on which the frame has been put have leveled as well as the one on the side of  
Babory, and the roof  of  the small tower facing the Babory is sloping like the one of  the central building and is all 
leveled, the carpenters have not requested anything regarding this. There will not be much old wood remaining before 
we put everything back in place but I will get as much as possible if  we sell them. 

This, year, we will have beautiful oat at the pound, the hay is not very long or thick because of  the grass which 
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mixed up with it as it prevent the oat from growing in the main part of  the pound but however besides the grass, it is 
well sown with grains. 

Mr Chanson et Mr. Costes about whom I told you about to renew the papers terriers of  your land are skilled 
and able to accomplish this task perfectly if  they are asked to, they are very honest and if  I did not know that they 
are absolutely able, I would not have recommended them to you. About Mr. Egarrier who stays at the Vivarais in 
Languedoc, he is also a very skilled feodist, he has renewed the terrier of  the land of  Payre in Gévaudan belonging to 
Sir de Payre for the annual benefit of  32000 livres, a title for more than 200 years and he managed honorably, I have 
always heard that the best feodists and the most skilled are in the Basse Limaigne or Languedoc. 

I do not dare to explain myself  regarding Mr. Greliche, I do not doubt that he is skilled but I can tell you that 
messieurs and the canons of  our cathedral have given him the terrier of  their lands and that he was supposed to give 
back to them in 10 years, which he has not done yet as 14 or 15 years have gone by had and they are still waiting every 
day that Mr. Greliche gives them back the said terrier, they would be in their rights to pursue the matter in court…

Mr Rimbauld is very sick because he has fallen from the monasterium of  the sisters de Notre Dame in our town, 
therefore he cannot travel to Saillans, however the masons delegated by him are doing very well the work he told them 
to do and furthermore I am supervising them, I asked him about the work on the terrace, he told me that he would 
not do it for less than 400 livres. It is not necessary to rebuilt the terrace wall from its foundation, it would only be 
necessary to repair the building one toise in height and to rough cast the rest as the wall is solid and very good. You can 
have it done for less than 300 livres.

This work could probably done for 200 livres. The wall 18 toises long and 2 pieds 6 pouces thick, we could find 
a mason who would do this work for 3 livres 10 sols per toise by giving them whitewash and sand…. The masons are 
hoping to finish everything this week, the kitchen’s chimney has been repaired since yesterday, 9” day of  the present 
month, the entire logis is finished, we also installed two dormer windows on the face of  the wall of  the second 
courtyard of  the said attic, the roofers have covered almost half  of  the roof  of  the said logis as much in the front than 
in the rear, they are hoping to finish at the end of  the present month. 

I think that your repairs will be finished and perfect at the next Saint-Michel at the latest, I will do my best . 
I am honored to have your respect, Sir, your humble and very obedient servant”

Document n. 19
Answer dated September 6, 1757 from Mr. Roger to Bardol’s letters dated August 10.

“I am quite happy, Sir, that the carpenters have finished their work at the castle of  Sailhans and that the roofer 
works endlessly on the new roof  frame, however, I am upset that you were missing a piece of  wood for the attic of  the 
main building, I wish that the three pieces of  wood that you have put in its place are strong enough to replace the one 
that was missing, as this was not the case and there was any risk, we should put another on next spring…. Consult for 
this M. Raimbaut… We had agreed that we would put the broken beams from the main building under the kitchen’s 
beams, why did we put a new one and what did we do with the broken one? I am upset that Raimbaut was sick while 
we were doing the repairs, because it was him who had to supervise them… Before we pay the carpenter, Raimbaut 
must examine and make sure the roof  frame has been well done, we will see next year about the repair of  the terrace 
and about roughcasting the exterior walls of  the castle…”

Document n. 20
Letter from Roger to Bardol, dated February 15, 1758

“I have looked at the report on the state of  the repairs that you have done at the castle of  Saillans, which according 
to the said condition amounted to 3225 livres 13 sols 6 deniers. Although it exceeds by 425 livres, 13 sols, 6 deniers 
the 800 livres my son had thought we would spend, I would not complain as I think you have done for the best and 
that you have had done all you thought was necessary. I have also read all the observations that M. Bardol has written 
next to the repairs and as I am sure you have kept a copy, I am going to reply to it article by article. Regarding the first 
article, you can repair the portion of  the floor of  the large stable where a new beam was put in place of  the broken one, 
this has little consequence. 

Regarding the second article, it is necessary to prop the beams which support the floor of  the large stable and 
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which have not yet been propped up. After that we will be able to put in the attic as much grain as we want without 
fear, Regarding the third article, I consent that you install a wood flooring on the three or four toises of  the bedroom’s 
floor looking onto the Babory wherever they appear to be defective at one location. 

Regarding the fifth article, we must preserve the 20 new pieces of  the roof  frame which remain from the one that 
were bought for the repair of  the frame of  the large main building, they could be used for future repairs if  needed. I 
am upset that we bought them as they were not needed and weccould have saved 100 livres but it is not your fault, it is 
the carpenter’s fault. Regarding the four large beams that we removed from the first floor of  the large building, you are 
thinking right to make boards out of  them to be used to repair the floors in the large stable and in the bedroom looking 
onto the Babory which are defective, and in other locations that could be repaired. 

I presume that these beams cannot be used for anything else and that they are not long enough to support other 
floors and that the carpenters who worked on the castle had this specific use in mind. 

Regarding the sixth and seventh articles, since we have used the four large new pieces which were used for what is 
described in the sixth article, I have nothing else to say but the purchase of  these four pieces that were useless for the 
repairs which were supposed to be done, especially that we used two to support the flooring above the kitchen and that 
I have asked that we used old beams from the first floor of  the principal building. The purchase of  these four large 
pieces and of  the twenty other pieces about which we talked about above has greatly raised the expenses but again it 
is not your fault, the carpenters did not stay long enough at Saillans and did their estimate too hastily not to make no 
mistake on the quantity of  wood that they needed. 

Regarding article 8, when you saw that the masons of  Raimbaut wanted to leave without seeing what was to be 
done above the chimney of  the rooms in the large apartment, about this you should complain to Raimbaut and tell 
him to have the work done himself, we would have paid him extra, but as it is necessary to repair the chimney, it must 
be done. I don’t want you to use workers from your city, they are very bad and drunk. Go see on my behalf  Mr. De 
la Chassaigne or Mr. De Latga and ask them to recommend you a good mason and if  they have any who are available 
otherwise go find one in the country, you could probably find some who have found Some work but could make 
themselves available to come to work on the chimney. You could probably hire workers from the Sir Raimbaut in Saint 
Flour, if  they are available. 

Regarding the ninth article, since Courtet, wood merchant, cannot sign his name and that you have paid him, I think it is 
useless to take from him a receipt signed in front of a notary. However you should have him put a cross on a private agreement. 

Regarding the tenth article, it is not true that I told Bastide and Delmas that they would not pay anything for the 
hemp seeds that I had given them to sow the pound, I told him the contrary and I want you to pursue them for the 20 
livres they owe me… I would like to be able to punish them for not wanting to do chores for the castle of  Saillans and 
especially Bastide that I treated quite well. 

Regarding the eleventharticle, if  it is necessary to repair the fireplace in the bedroom where I was staying when I 
was at the castle, you can have it done but it seems that there is not much that can be done…

Regarding the thirteenth and last article, if  they are still some minor repairs remaining at the castle, they will be 
done like the other one we talked about previously, during next spring, but before doing anything, I am asking you sir 
to send me all the details, regarding the walls surrounding for the first courtyard, which are falling in ruin, I agree that 
you have them repaired with moellons as they currently are with mortar without lime, the balustrade in the second 
courtyard will is made of  stone and which looked onto the Babory, but it would have to be redone with lime mortar and 
sand, I am not expecting to make the repair this year as it is too expensive but while we are waiting, if  you find a good 
mason, as he has to be good for such a work, ask him to do it and ask him the price for transportation as usual. Have 
him measure the balustrade from bottom to top so I will know what will the final cost be per toise providing that you 
would give him the lime wash and the sand that you will have brought up as usual. Have him measure the balustrade 
from top to bottom so I know what the total cost will be; I need to warn you that you will need to keep some pieces of  
wood to prop it up as it seems that this mason who is not from there, won’t bring scaffoldings. You were right to give 
wood to inhabitants of  Sailhant to repair their oven.

I also agree that you use 40 livres that you still have coming from the product of  the sale of  old wood to have paint 
all the shutters of  windows and doors white or yellow which have weathered but I would like you to put two coats of  
paint as one will not be sufficient. I have been told that Sir Charrier was not qualified to do the terrier for Saillans as 
he is not smart enough and likes to drink. 

Mr. Teillard would be good to hire but he is too expensive, I asked Mr. Vaissière, your general lieutenant who had 
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said knowing him very well to ask him to reduce his outrageous price a bit. You had said that he wanted besides 12 
livres per septiers of  grain that we will provide him, wood for heating and that we pay for the work of  the indicators. 
Although I would like him to do this work, I do not want to provide him with wood as I do not have enough in Saillans 
and I do not want to cut extra and I will not pay for the work of  his indicators, see Mr. Vaissiere on my behalf, salute 
him on my behalf  and tell him that I would like him to have a conversation with Monsieur Teillard and to ask him to 
reduce his prices and let me know about his answer.”

Document n. 21 (partial transcription)
Letter from Bardol to Sir Roger, articles, dated March 22, 1758.

“Art. 21:  It is true, Sir, that the large pavilion which is located at the edge of  the second courtyard facing the village 
is about to fall in ruin as the stairway of  the said pavilion has started to crack and there is now a hole large enough to see 
the village through it. If  this stairway was to collapse, it would cause the collapse of  the side of  the pavilion adjoining 
the stairway and besides, you have to observe that the roof  of  turret with stairway is defective as the roofer cannot put 
any nails or remove the tiles. 

Art 22: Independently from the large pavilion…besides, you cannot avoid to have demolish the one that is 
standing against the right wing of  the castle and the old guard’s apartment, as, when the wind blows or where it is 
raining, stones are falling down every day. 

Art 23: The strong winds that recently blew have cause great damages to the roof  of  the said apartment of  the 
guard and to the roof  of  the chapel and the turret with stairway leading to the chapel, they have taken down several tiles 
and have demolished the top of  the chimney of  the said apartment… and the dormer window of  the attic above…we 
will need 200 or 300 hollow tiles or about one toise of  flooring.”

Document n. 22 (partial transcription)
Letter from de Vaissière to Roger, June 17, 1758.

“I was thinking about the idea of  demolishing the tower of  the pavilion where the stairway was in order to preserve 
the materials that we could have taken down and put in the moat in the courtyard and which could be reused later 
if  you ever decided to rebuilt this tower, if  you wait any longer, this tower might collapse, if  this was to happen, the 
material would be lost and it would be a great damage for the village as houses would probably be crushed, and the 
portion of  the pavilion against which the tower is leaning could also collapse. This tower is about to fall in ruin, it is 
cracked everywhere, several steps of  the stairway are separated from the wall and are held only by the weight of  the screw 
stairway, we do not dare to go up in the bedroom, the roof  of  this tower is in a very bad condition.”

Document m. 23
Answer from Roger to Bardol, July 1, 1758.

“…According to the article 1 of  your letter of  March 22, you are saying that the repairs which remain to be done 
at the castle consist in having the attics roughcast which flooring have been done, to do the windows on the ground floor 
of  the central building, to seal with lime and sand the two large pieces of  wood which were installed underneath the 
floor of  the large kitchen, to roughcast and whitewash the vault of  the chapel, to have the top of  the chimney cleaned 
in the room where I live, and finally to seal and roughcast the small holes in the walls inside the other apartments of  
the castle and that all the repairs do not amount to very much. 

I had answered you that at the exception of  the opening of  the windows of  the large apartment that I do not 
understand and I had asked you to ask about it, I had agree that you had done the rest of  the article. Did you do it? I 
you have not done it, I agree that you do it; regarding the openings, you will do or not according to what I tell you after 
you tell me what it is about. 

Regarding the second article of  the same letter, I had answered you and I am telling you that since you have enough 
storage space not to use the attic and the stable, as long as you do not put grains in the attic, I agree that you do not 
prop it up but I do not want that you use the attic without propping it up. 

Regarding the third article, have you replaced the four toises of flooring which were defective in the room facing the Babory? 
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Regarding the fourth article, you were right to tighten the 20 new pieces of  wood which were remaining. Regarding 
the fifth article, did you use the four large beams that were removed form the main central building for the flooring and 
did you use what was needed for the flooring of  the room facing the Babory. 

Regarding the sixth article, which concern the purchase of  unused beams, it is not your fault, I can’t tell you 
anything. Regarding the seventh article which regards the top of  the chimney mentioned above, since the workers of  
Raimbault did not want to redo it, I cannot reproach you anything, but since that time, have you had it put back? 

Regarding the eight article concerning Courtet, wood merchant, have you obtained an attestation from his priest 
as you had told me it was entirely paid for. 

Regarding the ninth article, I would be happy if  you could be paid by Bastide and Delmas. 
Regarding the tenth article, if  you have not have the chimney repaired in the bedroom where I was staying, you can 

do it, you have enough stones for the job. 
Regarding the eleventh article, 1 was hoping that you would come in Paris in the month of  June and that you will 

bring with you the lieve (administrative document) that you had offered to do.. I realize that I should not expect to see 
you this year and I do not find good you are giving me in your letter of  July 1” which had you put on hold the work on 
this lieve (administrative document), 

Regarding the twelve article, you were right to receive the seignioral property of  the Mallet acquisition.
Regarding the thirteenth article, I am glad to have satisfied the guard, however I would like to inform me if  he 

watches over the conservation of  the wood and since you are telling me he is extremely poor, I could, if  you are happy 
with him, give him annual charity. 

Regarding the article 14, have you have put back the surrounding walls of  the first courtyard of  the castle? If  not, 
I would like that they be put back in place in clay mortar or other good earth. 

Regarding the article 15, have you shown to good masons what would the cost be to repair the balustrade in the 
second courtyard, if  you have not done it, I would like you to inquire and to let me know the price including the lime, 
the workers and the scaffolding, as regarding the sand, you will have to bring them through the amphitéotes (titulars 
of  a lease who benefit from advantage in nature in exchange of  services for a very long period) and I would like you to 
do it right away if  it is possible so we have a sufficient amount to make this repair as well as other repairs that might be 
necessary; my intention however is not to repair the balustrade this year. 

Regarding the article 16, did you have the exterior and interior shutters you had had installed at the windows of  
the castle painted? 

Regarding the article 17 (negotiations regarding the hiring of  the feodist before establishing the papier terrier du 
Saillans). 

You are asking me in your letter dated March 22 to work endlessly on having the moat done through the pound; 
has it been done? 

Mr. Vaissière is telling me that he has been to the pound and that he has found only the lower portion sown with 
oat and hay. I thought you have sown this portion with hay and oat last year and that this year you would not sow oat 
and hay only if  you had sown enough last year and if  what you had sown had not been successful… 

You were wrong and you are not explaining yourself  why you are not plow and sown the entire pound and that you 
wanted to wait for the grass to grow by itself, you would have to wait for ten years before seeing it, and even if  it was 
to finally grow, it will never be as good as the one you will have sown. I know more about this than you do, you should 
have listen to what I had told you and if  you want to follow my advice, it will be more profitable to me as, because of  
the trust I have for you, you seem to be for a long time the farmer of  Saillans, Let me know what you think about this 
and if  you disagree with me and why you had or not plow more than what I had asked. 

Regarding the article 20, when you will have the information about the domain Baillet, you will let me know… 
Regarding the article 21, concerning the pavilion that is located at the edge of  the second courtyard of  the castle, 

I am quite bothered by which decision to make; if  I was at the castle, I would have a clearer idea. I would not want to 
have this pavilion completely demolished, I would like to suppress only the flooring on the second level of  the ground 
floor and that the ground floor which is leveled with the courtyard be the attic in order to be able to come down through 
the attic to the underground space; by taking down the four walls at the necessary height to establish the attic’s frame, 
this will take off a serious weight off the pavilion, remaining to know whether the turret with stairway is cracked and 
coming off the building from top to bottom and if  we do what I am proposing to do which is to demolish up to the 
height of  the ground floor flooring to make an attic, it would not be possible to attach to the pavilion all the parts of  
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the turret with stairway which are detached. That’s what you need to let me know, but we will need a skilled mason who 
knows plans and construction -as Limousins would not be skilled enough- that you will have to bring on location and 
who would look at the roof, who would give his opinion in writing and would give me an estimate of  what would be 
to do, that you would send me and I would then make my decision. I asked about the same thing to Mr. Vaissière, I am 
asking you to see him and to talk to him about the choice of  a skilled worker, the earlier the better since you are telling 
me that the turret with stairway is falling in ruin. 

Regarding the article 22 concerning the turret standing against the right side of the main building, I know that it is 
necessary to have it taken down because it is coming off the said main building but it should not be demolished only up to 
the wall of the surrounding wall of the second courtyard, I had time during my last visit, I would have had done this work. 
See with the Limousins what would the cost be to demolish this tower up to the said height to throw the stones in the second 
courtyard of the castle and then to bring them into the moats of the castle and let me know what price they are asking for.

Regarding Article 23, the damage caused by strong winds taking its toil on the guardian's apartment, I presume 
your putting roof  tiles all over was necessary and that you fully mended said damaged apartment. Advise me when you 
plan to send my son what you needed from him this past year."

Document n. 24 (partial transcription)
Inventory after the death of  Sir Etienne de Saint-Roman, July 6, 1781, furniture left at the castle
of  Sailhans (A.D. Cantal, 3 E264/1 191) 
Same inventory, dated July 12 (Arch. Nat., T. 571, carton 4, cote 130)

“…the said Jacques Henri de Serres, Pierre de Serres, Francois Marie de Serres and the said Dames Augeard, 
and Rochefort good to proclaim themselves partly heirs, each 1/7 of  M. de Saint Roman their father…Finally the 
requisition of  Mr. Jacques Philippe de Serres de Saint Roman, knight captain at the regiment of  Penthievre dragons, 
who could also proclaim himself  heir for 1/7 of  the said Sir de Serres de Saint Roman of  the furniture found in the 
castle of  Saillans and the prisee (estimate) of  those done by the sirs Jean Duray… In the presence of  Sir Pierre Bardol, 
exfarmer and of  Mr. Pierre Rongier, bourgeois, new farmer of  the land of  Sailhant, living in the town of  St. Flour. 

First, were found in the chapel of the castle a chalice and a silver paten, weighing 7 ounces pouces, de marque (stamped), 
estimated the Sir Frugier for the amount of  42 livres, or 6 livres per once. An alb partly used estimated to 15 sols, 
a chasuble, a maniple half  used estimated to 15 livres, two missals estimated to 3 livres, two wooden chandeliers 
estimated to 15 sols, a bone crucifix estimated to 15 sols, a painting above the altar representing the virgin and St. 
Joseph, estimated to 30 sols. 

In the large apartment on the ground floor, a pair of  andirons with copper heads weighing 25 livres estimated by sir Sauret, 
Laffaugère for 5 livres, a cast iron chimney plate estimated to 30 livres, three pieces from a wooden bed frame without 
baldaquin with no bottom estimated to 6 livres, an old kitchen comforter of  feathers estimated to 5 livres, 2 wool 
mattresses from the country estimated to 15 livres, two old oak armoires estimated to 3 livres, an old chest with a lock 
estimated to 20 sols, four old tables estimated to 30 sols, two red copper pans, one large, one small, estimated to 40 sols. 

In the other part, 13 faience dishes among which 6 patched-up estimated to 50 sols, 7 faience plates estimated to 30 
sols, three coffee jugs estimated to 212 sols, 4 smail salt crystal shakers estimated to 24 sols, a pair of  iron andirons 
in bad condition estimated to 212 sols, a large iron split estimated to 40 sols, another large garde de cuisine used 
(accessory for the fireplace, probably a shutter to close the fireplace), estimated to 12 sols, two lockers estimated to 24 
sols, three pairs of  iron for prisoners, two for the hands and the other one for the feet estimated to 12 livres, this is the 
only furniture and the only objects which were found in the castle of  Saillans, according to the inventory done by sir 
Sauret… for the total amount of  162 livres 14 sols and which furniture will be put in the hands of  the co-heirs of  Sir 
de Saint-Roman ou their authorized representative will advise…”

Document n. 25
July 12, 1781: State of  the most urgent repairs to do at the castle of  Sailhans.

…Visit by Guillaume Lafon carpenter and Jean Chauliaguet mason, Sir Rongier and Tallandier Farmers. 
The first portal at the entrance needs 9 toises for the wall on one side and the other which must be made of  lime 

and sand=90 l. 
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The roof  of  the said portal needs to be redone completely having only a couple of  pieces of  wood which could 
be used… =24 l. 

The wall of  the grange on the same level of  the first courtyard needs to be completely redone from the corner 
looking onto the castle up to the half  of  the second floor, which part of  the wall measures 30 toises; that the gable of  
the said grange looking onto the castle needs to be redone completely, which measures 16 toises and a half… =465 l 
(with lime and sand) or 325 1. (terra cotta). 

Two windows are lacking on the said grange 2 foutils (proably shutters, has to do with the opening and bringing 
out of  the sheaf )

+ a keystone
+ another keystone on the window in the middle of  the grange. 
The surplus of  the grange’s walls are rather good and only need to be roughcast. 
The flooring of  the lad needs to be repaired at several locations. 
The roof  needs to be re-tiled and redouellé (“douelle” is a roofing element, maybe to insure waterproofing) has 

started on the side of  the castle, about 60 toises= 210 l. 4- 30 toises of  new boards for the said roof
+ 6 joists 2 feet high and 4 pouces thick
At the castle The vestibule’s door needs to be redone completely of  pine wood moule (?), with wood, nails, labor 

and hardware for 13 l. The flooring in the vestibule’s bedroom when entering on the right side needs 4 toises of  new 
boards…20 1.

The door of  the steps needs to be completely redone… 13 l. 
The two floorings of  the bedrooms above the oven and above the kitchen needs to be completely redone, altogether 

32 toises…, 72 l. 
The steps of  the tower, is lacking 3 cast stone steps 5 feet long by 7 pouces to:4 high… i 81. 
The attic’s flooring above the rooms of  the kitchen needs to be redone; 34 toises at 45 s… =76 i. 10 S. + 10 

toises at 50 s.30l. 
The roof  of  the said attic needs to be re-tiled and redouellé (“douelle” is a roofing element, maybe to insure 

waterproofing), has about 88 cannes… =308 I. 
The entrance door with the steps on the right side of  the large portal when entering needs to be completely redone 

in pine wood double moule (?)… 13 1. 
The floor of  the bedroom above the above the small stable…redone… 37 toises= 83, 5 + 15 toises new 

flooring=45. We found about that the flooring was done in perles (row?) of  18 lines (unit of  measure): about 40 
toises= 120 l.

The doors… brand new, simple frame… 16 livres 
Two exterior shutters are lacking at the steps of  the attic next to the large portal=12 Two iron bars and a frame 

are lacking at the window above the door of  the small stable: 6 I. 
The lock of  the door of  the room next to a small table is lacking: 4 I. 
The bedroom’s door of  the apartment of  the old guard is lacking two doors 161. 
The entrance doors used by the concierge need to be completely replaced…36 I.
The castle needs to be roughcast completely, including all the edges of  the floorings in the attic. 18.1 
All the windows of  the castle have no glass and no interior shutter, only exterior shutters. 
All the beams in the castle in the attics and in the other apartments need to be propped up, the walls adjoining 

these beams need to be roughcast.
All the meadows depending of  the said land are almost without any wall, there is very few remains. The garden of  

the said castle is surrounding by bad walls which portal needs to be replaced as well as the entrance door. 
The grange of  the pound is in a very bad condition and the estimation for the repairs is of  150 l.

Document n. 26 (partial transcription)
Terms and conditions of  the bankruptcy of  Mary Raynaud, presented to the court on January 23, 1892
Plaintiffs:

M. Barthélémy Perdriger, mason residing in Paris, rue de Ponthieu, number 7 and 9. 
Mrs. Baudet, Domon and Co.; ironsmith living in Paris rue Saussure number 139 and 141. 
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Mr. Francois Eugène Pignon, locksmith residing in Paris, rue Saint Ferdinand, number 6 and rue du Faubourg St. 
Honoré n. 262. 

Mr Zacharie Gélin, carpenter living in Pairs, rue de Saint Amand, n. 9, and rue Mayel, n. 10. 
Mr. Barthélémy Agrena, chimney sweep living in Paris, rue de la Sourdière, n. 19. 
Mrs Declou and Diollet, painters and glaziers, living in Paris rue N.D. de Lorette, n. 16. 
Mr. Jules Loebnitz, maker of  decorative bricks, living in Paris, rue Pierre Levée, n. 4. Mr. Arthur Lenoux, paving 

maker, living in Courbevoie, Seine, rue du Chateau, n. 44, and in the same town rue Ste. Marie n. 5

All the creditors mentioned above inscribed on the buildings for sale with Mr. Raymond Daude as attorney-at-law, 
done near the civil court of  Saint Flour.

Article 45, the castle of  Saillans, about 6 ares, 12 centiaires taxable for 1 F 79 centimes and inscribed on the 
cadastral survey in the village of  Andelat under section number 2 F. 

Article 46, a pasture today called garden at the castle of  Saillans of  about 15 ares, 20 centiares taxable for an 
income of  3 F78 and inscribed on the cadastral survey of  Andelat under number 3 section F. In the center of  the 
garden consituted of  several massifs and lawns, between the castle and the pavilion with cells which we will talk about 
further, there is a reservoir in Bouzentés stone with a fountain in its center. This garden is closed on the East and West 
sides by a wall about 65 cm high and which includes three small towers which are not higher than that, two on the East 
side and one on the West side, the whole thing being part of  the ancient walls of  the surrounding walls of  the castle 
that were demolished. Article 47, one sol of  buildings or pavilions named castle of  Sailhant of  about 68 centiares 
taxable for an income of  20 centimes and inscribed on the cadastral survey of  the village of  Andelat under number 22 
section F. 

Articles 47 to 50. The castle (the beginning of  the exterior description has not been transcribed, the copy of  the 
manuscript of  the page corresponding was not given to me) 

…Third, a square tower on the south-east angle with a belvedere on top of  it underneath which is a edge or cast 
stone crowning imitating crenels. This castle covered with flat tiles de la Vitarelle is 46 meters from the south, 8m 75 
east to west deep, it is facing on its north side the ground where the drawbridge used to be, on the south the garden 
mentioned in the 46” article and the other aspects of  the basaltic stones where it is built. 

The square tower located on the East side of  this building and part of  it, was 4m60 east to west by 4m50 deep. 
The passage located in the middle of  the castle corresponding to the portal of  the garden is about 3 meter large.

This castle includes, on the ground floor;
On the eastern portion 
1) a cabinet in the square tower, with two windows, one on the east side, the other on the west side with its entrance 

door in the living room which we will talked about.
2) A living room with a door and two windows on the south side and a door on the east side from where we can 

see the cascade of  Saillans in which there is on the north side, a Henry II style chimney on each side of  which are found 
two round columns of  basalt d’Albepierre. This chimney is 2m 75 large and 70 cm deep. We come into this living 
room through a door that communicates to the living room above the red marble windows’ sills, 

3) A living room on the west side, with a window on the south side with a marble sill, there is in this room two 
closets with two doors each, one on the eastern wall and the other on the western wall and two closets without any 
doors, one in each of  these walls and on the north side of  them is a Henri II style chimney on which sides are two 
round columns of  basalt d’Albepierre. This chimney is 2m 75 large by 70cm deep, this room is accessible through a 
door on the west side. 

4) A kitchen on the west side of  these three rooms with a window on the south side, in which a door communicated 
to the stone stairway which gives access to the ground floor. On the east wall of  this kitchen is a large oven of  sole and 
cast iron with accessories, 4m 10 long and a sink on the middle portion 

5) A room used as a vestibule with a door in the western wall where against which is a screw stairway leading to 
the first story. 

6) A room on the west side with a door on the south side used as the chaplain’s dining room. 
7) A room on the north side of  the previous with a door, to be used as a sacristy with a small opening on the north 

side, with on its west side a door with stairway in the wall giving access to the chapel which is lower.
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8) A room on the west side used as a chapel light up by an ogival double window with a door communicating with 
the tower of  du cul de lampe

On the ground floor
1) A stairway on the north side with a window with bars on the west side. 
2) A vaulted cave on the north-west angle 
3) A laundry room vaulted on the south side on the east side light up by a window with bars, with the main 

entrance door on the north side. 
4) A vaulted cave on the east side light up by a window on the south side. 
5) A vaulted cave on the north side of  the previous on in which is a large heater with pipes in all the rooms of  the 

ground floor and first floor which all have hot air vents.
On the first level 
1) A cabinet in the square tower with a window on the south and a window on the east side with an entrance door 

on the west side of  the bedroom below towards the west side. 
3) A room light with a window on the south side with a red marble sill with a door on the west side and a door on 

the north side in the eastern wall of  which is a chimney of  red marble with on each side a hot air vent.
4) A bedroom with a window on the south side with a red marble sill with a door on the west side and a door on 

the north side in the west wall of  which is a chimney of  red marble with on both side a hot air vent. 
5) A bedroom light up by a window on the south side with a red marble sill with a door on the east side and a door 

on the north side in the west wall of  which is a chimney of  red marble with on both side a hot air vent. 
6) In a bedroom with a window on the south side with two doors, one on the north side and one on the west side 

with a chimney in the western wall. 
7) A room with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side and a chimney in the west 

wall. 
8) A bedroom with a window on the south side with two doors, one on the west side and one on the north side 

with a chimney in the west wall. 
9) A room with a window on the south side with a door on the west and north side. On the northern portion of  

this room is a screw stairway giving access to the upper floor. 
10) A large bedroom known as the chamber de la Chatelaine, with two windows on the south side and a large 

window with a caste stone balcony on the west side, with a chimney in the east wall, a door communicates on the tower 
du cul de lampe and a door gives access to the north west tower which location is unknown and which must have had 
a small rectangular window on the north side.

11) A hallway on the north side of  all these bedrooms, with a window on the east side. 12) A room used as a 
water closet located in the north east tower in front of  the bedroom described as number 2 and separated from it by 
the hallway. In the bedroom with a window on the north side looking onto the cascade of  Sailans, there is a closet with 
two doors and an English washbowl, this closet has been completely varnished.

On the second level 
1) A stairway giving access to the belvedere in the square tower with a window on the south side and a window on 

the east side with an entrance door on the west side of  the bedrooms or garrets for maids and servants. 
2) A bedroom with two windows on the south side and a dormer window (skylight on the east side with the 

entrance door on the east side and a door giving access to the north-east tower. 
3) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side.
4) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side. 
5) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side. 
6) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side. 
7) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north side.
8) A bedroom with a window on the south side with two doors, one on the east side, the other on
the north side. 
9) A bedroom with a window on the South side with tow doors, one on the east side, the other on
the north side. 
10) A bedroom with a window on the south side with an entrance door on the north. 
11) A hallway alongside the north side of  the eight last rooms or garrets in front and on the north part of  which 
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is a door giving access to the tower located on the east side of  the entrance portal in which are two basins of  galvanized 
iron used as reservoirs for water or for heating. 

12) A bedroom next to the one describe in 10) with a window on the south side with an entrance door in the room 
in the following room.  

13) A room or garret on the north side of  the previous one with a window on the east side and communicating 
with the western tower trough a door on the north side. 

On the third floor
1) a belvedere on the square tower
2) De galetas on the garrets

Art 51-A cement sidewalk along the south side the said castle 4 m large with on the north side in front of  the 
square tower a perron to access the chapel a perron with steps lower.

Art 52- A building covered with flat tiles known as the pavilion known as the castle developed in the article 47 
above, with on the northern side a garden designated in article 46 and other aspects of  the basalt stones on which it 
was built. Since the role of  properties built has been established, this building has not been inscribed on the cadastre 
because supposedly it has not been inhabited which is not exact, this building has on the north side an 8m33 façade 
and is about 8mó0 deep. 

On the ground floor corresponding to the garden, a living room with a door with two doors on the north side and 
two windows with shutters, one on the south side, one on the west side giving access to the stairway and a chimney in 
the eastern wall, with jambs and sill of  black marble. 

On the first level: a attic space above this living room, with two windows, one on the north side, the other on the 
south side. 

On the ground floor: a room used as a cave, with a window on the west side in which there is in its center a square 
opening corresponding to the cells which we will talk about and a chimney in the eastern wall, with its entrance door 
on the north side. 

Underneath this room: a vaulted apartment used as a cell light up by three loopholes, two on the west side and one 
on the east side, with an entrance on the north side.

Art. 53 A tower covered with flat tiles flanked at the north-west angle by the building described above, in which is 
a cast stone stairway to access to its apartments; this tower includes three loopholes on its north side.
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